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1. 0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 STUDY OBJECTIVE 
Platforms such as the earth resources technology satellites {ERTS's} 
are scheduled to carry remote sensors to map parameters that will permit 
evaluation of mineralogical, hydrological, oceanographic, and agricultural 
resources. The sensors will operate primarily in the visible an.d infrared portions of the electromagnetic spectrum, hence the extent and validity of the measurements can be seriously degraded by clouds between the sensors 
and the earth's surface. 
Reference 1 has recently described the use of cloud statistics in ER TS 
mission planning. It is noted therein that, for the design of the ERTS system to be evaluated and optimi.zed, it is neces sary tl:J.at the frequency of cloud-free areas of appropriate size be known. Further, the broad objective of 
cloud statistics studies related to the ER TS program is stated to be: 
"For a specified location and time of day, and defining the cloud-free portion of the sky as consisting only of 'elemental areas, ' each of 
which is completely devoid of clouds, what is the probability that a 
'basic sampling area' will be at leas t a selected percentage cloud free? " 
The subject study objective was to develop estim.ates of the probability 
of seeing and cloud-free element statistics that will contribute to the attain-
ment of the aforementioned objective. 
1.2 TASK DESCRIPTIONS 
The study was divided into four tasks: 
1. Probability-oI-seeing analyses 
2. Cloud photograph analyses 
3. CIOlld statistics adjustment for sensor resolution 
4. Cloud region adjustment 
The probability-of-seeing task involved computing the probability-of-
seeing values for the ERTS field of view (FOV) of 100 by 100 nautical m.ile s. 
1-1 
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'l"'he analyses were accomplished by adjusting perfect-resolution cloud \ 
statistics derived in a previous NASA-MSFC study for so-called standard-
size FOV areas of 30 by 30 nautical miles (Reference 2) and developing 
and/or using three different ITlodes of viewing. The three ITlodes of viewing 
were single look, one or two looks, and continuous viewing. These modes 
are described in subsequent sections of this report and in ITlore detail in Reference 3. Probabilities were derived for world -wide cloud regions for lTIid-season months for 1000 local standard time (LST) and 2200 LST. 
The cloud photograph task involved deriving the variation of total 
cloud-free area as the resolution, in terms of square eleITlental or unit 
areas within the FOV, varies. . Data were cieri ved from U -2, Apollo, and ESSA photographs in order to provide a large range of elemental square 
areas. The ITlinimuITl resolution square unit for which statistics were derived was about 30 meters on a side. 
The statistics task required summarizing data derived in .the cloud photograph analyses into representative curves of resolution versus total 
cloud free area. The representative curves are developed for selected 
cloud-aITlount categories of the perfect-resolution data. Thus, they provide 
a mea.ns of using the basic clo'ud statistics (perfect resolution) to compute the probability of seeing for varying sensor resolutions. 
An additional potential adjustm.ent to the basic cloud-cover statistics is one of iITlproved cloud region definition. This stu~y used conventional 
cloud statistics as collected,by ground observers at United States l?cations 
and at the tiITle of maximum interes t to ER TS (1000 LST). The tas~ scope involves whether the single-station cloud statistics are representative for 
relCitively small fields of view scattered throughout the very large homog-
eneous cloud ,·cover regions of Reference 2. 
1.3 APPLICABLE CLOUD DATA'RBSOURCES 
The basic cloud-data resources consist of conventional, ground-based 
cloud obs ervations cOITlm.only taken at one -hour intervals and of photographic 
observations taken from above by aircraft- and satellites. 
The aircraft and satellite pictorial data are somewhat limited in length 
of observations, geographical extent, and tiITle of observations. The U-2 
aircraft and Apollo data provide the high resolutions required for determining 
cloud cQver versus sITlall clpud-free resolution units and have been used for this purpose in the cloud photograph analyses. Photographs froITl the ESSA 
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The ground-based observations are best from. length of record, avail-
ability of sum.m.arized data, and frequency of observation viewpoints. These 
observations, however, are very lim.ited over ocean areas and sparsely 
populated land areas. For the United States, these data represent the best 
resource for potential hom.ogeneous region subdivision and have been used 
in that aspect of this study . 
.A. recent publication by Salom.onson (Reference 1) presents a thorough 
discussion and evaluation of basic cloud data available for earth resources 
technology satellite m.ission planning. Reference should be m.ade to this 
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2.0 PROBABILITY OF SEEING ANALYSES 
In this section, results are presented of analyses to determine the 
pr ·bability of seeing for the ERTS field of view of 100 x 100 nautical miles 
(-185 x 185 kilometers). These pr"bability values are based upon cloud 
statistics (frequency distributions) prepared in a previous NASA-lv1SFC 
study (Reference 2). These basic statistics are assumed to represent the 
true cloud cover for an area 30 by 30 nautical miles and are referred to 
herein as perfect-resolution, standard-area, cloud statistics. 
An adjustment of the basic cloud statistics for the standard area to the 
larger ER TS field of view was required prior to the probability computations. 
After this enlarged area adjustment to the basic cloud statistics, the 
probability-of-seeing values were determined for single-look, one- or two-
look, and continuous viewing modes. Results were computed for worldwide 
locations (all 29 hOlTIogeneous cloud regions) and for 1000 LST and 2200 LST. 
A discus sion and res ults from each of the elements of the probability 
of seeing analyses follow. 
2. 1 BASIC CLOUD STA TISTICS RESOURCE 
The basic cloud-statistics resource depends almost entirely upon two 
types of observations. The first consists of conventional cloud observations 
in which the horizon-to-horizon cloud amount is estimated by a ground-based 
observer and expressed as the amount of total sky obscured by clouds. The 
second consists of cloud data collected by satellites. The recent amalgama-
tion and summarization of such data for 29 regiQns, selected as exhibiting 
clirnatically homogeneous cloud cover, has been published (Reference 2). It 
was undertaken by Allied Research Associates, Inc.', for the NASA Marshall 
Space Flight Center. In spite of limitations as to accuracy, compatibility, 
and completeness of the basic data and the validity of the selection of the 
29 clirnatically hOlnog~neous regions, the worldwide statistics of this report 
represent a significant improvement in basic cloud statistics. 
The basic cloud observations have been as sembled into unco!l.ditional 
and conditional frequency distributions in Reference 2. The unconditional 
cloud-cover statistics are frequency distributions of fractions of the sky 
covered by clouds, expressed in percent frequency, for each rnonth and for 
three -hour intervals throughout the day, for a standard - size area of about 
30 to 60 nautical miles in diarneter. The diameter of 30 nautical miles is 
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'r Space Division ~ North American Rockwell 
more appropriate for satellite data from over the oceans. Conditional 
dis tributions for both space and tirrle domains for seas ons are pr e s ented 
for separations of 200 nautical miles and 24 hours for a standard-size area 
of 60 nautical miles in diameter. 
The fraction of the sky covered by clouds in the basic observations 








Cloud Cover Amount (Tenths) 
o 
I, 2, 3 
4, 5 
6, 7, 8, 9 
10 
Figure 2 -1 is an example of the basic cloud statistics as provided in 
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G 1 . 85 .08 .05 .02 .0 G 1 . 81 I 2 . 78 
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Figure 2-1. Basic Cloud Cover Statistics for 
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Selection of the 29 climatically homogeneous cloud regions of 
Reference 2 was based upon standard climatological summaries and upon 
satellite summaries. The regions selected exhibit straight-line boundaries 
for computer simulation. The final cloud statistics for each region were 
derived from a "representative ll station. Figure 2 -2 is a map of the location 
of the 29 regions selected as representative of world-wide clou.d cover. The 
variation in cloud cover within U. S. regions and potential subregionalization 
for ERTS studies are discussed in a subsequent section of thi~ report. 
The unconditional probabilities (UNCON), the spatial conditional pro-
babilities (SCOND), and the homogeneous cloud regions of Figure 2 - 2 
represent the basic cloud statistics resource used to develop ER TS 
probability-of-seeing analyses in the following sections. It should be noted 
that the UNCON basic statistics are for a standard-size area of approxi-
mately 30 nautical miles on a side and that an area enlargement to 100 nau-
tical miles on a side was required before use in ER TS seeing-probability 
analyses. 
2.2 PROBABILITY OF SEEING MODES 
The three repeated-pass seeing modes for which ERTS probability-
of-seeing values were derived consisted of the single-look, one- or two-
look, and continuous -viewing modes. Two additional sets of statistics 
consisting of mean cloud cover values and cumulative frequency distributions, 
were also derived. For all of these derivatives it was necessary first to 
convert the basic statistics frequency distributions for 30 nautical miles to 
those for 100 nautical miles. 
2.2.1 Single-Look Viewing Definition 
The single -look viewing mode is defined herein as seeing all (I 00 per-
cent) of a target area in a single look during repeated passes. This definition 
allows the relationship between the num.ber of passes to see all of a target 
area in a single look and a selected. probability level to be determined. 
Seeing all of an area is related to the relative f1'"equency of Category 1 cloud 
cover, but a sirn ilar relationship could be developed for seeing amounts 
other than 100 percent. Derivation of the single -look relationship and 
discussion of results for ER TS FOV are presented in Section 2.4. 
2.2.2 One or Two - Look Viewing Definition 
The one- or two-look viewing mode allows a selected percentage of an 
area to be Ilse·en" in either a single look or in combining the amounts seen 
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Figure 2-2. Cloud Regions of the World 
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for seeing in a single look, and the continuous operation of the cam.eras (or 
other instrurnents) is also not program.m.ed as in the continuous viewing 
11lode. This latter case results in the acquisition of little or no data on 
Inany pas ses in high-cloudines s areas and the requirem.ent of large film. 
availability and data analysis. The one- or two-look case as envisioned in 
real life, however, would require advance inform.ation as to real-tim.e cloud 
cover and on-off sensor operation capability. 
Presented in Section 2.5 are derivation of the probability relationship 
and results for the ERTS field of view at a selected tim.e of day. 
2. 2. 3 Continuous Viewing Definition 
\ 
Continuous viewing is defined as operation of cam.eras or other sensors 
on every pas s over a s elected area and the piecing together of cloud -free 
segm.enb3 acquired during each pass. As in other surveillance m.odes, the 
question is the num.ber of·passes required to provide a selected probability 
of "seeing" at least a selected percentage of an area. 
A disadvantage of this m.ode is the operation of sensors when the 
target area is totally or nearly totally obscured by clouds so that no or 
little inform.ation is acquired. On the other hand, near-real-tim.e cloud 
data and an on-off sensor operation capability are not required. 
Presented in Section 2. 6 are a m.ore com.plete discussion of a con-
tinuous viewing sim.ulation schem.e and results for typical ERTS operations 
as regards field of view and tim.e of day. 
2.3 ADJUSTMENT OF STATISTICS FOR ERTS FOV 
Cloud statistics depend upon area size. For exam.ple, at a global 
area size, the am.ount of cloud cover is alm.ost constant at near four-tenths. 
At the other extrem.e, a sm.all point, the cloud cover m.ay have only two 
values, i. e., 0/10 or 10/10. For areas between these extrem.es: 
1. The sm.aller the area viewed, the m.ore U - shaped the cloud 
frequency distribution. 
2. The larger the area viewed, the m.ore bell-shaped the cloud 
frequency distribution • 
Since, the ERTS field of view is larger than the basic cloud statistics 
field of view, theERTS cloud frequency distributions should exhibit fewer 
frequencies of clear (Category 1 or 0/10) and overcast (Category 5 or 10/10) 
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2. 3. 1 Assumed Spatial Relationships 
Before the perfect-resolution probabilities of seeing were computed for ERTS missions, it was necessary to adjust the basic cloud statistics for the ERTS field of view. For this purpose the basic statistics field of 
view is assumed to be a square of 30 nautical miles, whereas the ERTS field 
of view is assunled to be a square of 100 nautical miles (-185 kilom.eters) . 
\ 
The objective is to produce scaled unconditional statistics (SUNCON) for the enlarged area of 100 nautical miles on a side. The technique selected is that recommended in Section 7 of Reference 2. The procedure, detailed in Reference 2, involves the following steps: 
1. Scale the spatial conditional statistics for 200 nautical m.iles (SCOND) for the scale distance of 100 to get CONNEW m.atrix. 
2. Construct PJOINT matrix for the joint distribution of data of the bas ic size and the enlarged size. This is done by multiplying the 
unconditional distribution UNCON into the scaled conditional 
matrix CONNEW. 
3. Sum the PJOINT matrix for a1l elements of PJ011'IT having the 
same entry in the matching location of the KWHERE matrix. 
This results in the desired SUNCON distribution. 
The proc edures followed in deriving the adjusted cloud statistics in this study were identical to those of Reference 2 with one exception. This 
exc eption was an adjustment to the KWHERE matrix, as follows: 
KWHERE 
(Reference 
Cloud Category 1 2 3 4 
-
1 1 2 2 3 
2 2 2 2 3 
3 2 2 3 4 
4 3 3 4 4 








Revised KWHERE Values 
(This Study) 
1 2 345 
Same exc ept 4 
for two indicated 
values 
4 
Verbal communication with the authors of Reference 2 has achieved an 
agreement that the two revised KWHERE values are more representative than the original values for the NR repres entative values for the cloud 
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Category 5 (representative value 10/10) with Category 2 (representative 
value of 2/10) for an average value of (10/10 + 2/10)/2 = 6/10, which falls 
within Category 4 (6/10, 7/10, 8/10, 9/10) rather than Category 3 (4/10, 5/10). ' 
2.3.2 Computer-Derived Results, Frequencies and Mean Values 
The basic statistics were adjusted to those for the ER TS field of view 
via a computer program developed to generate a magnetic tape of the basic 
cloud statistics from punched card data supplied by investigators from the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, sponsor of the development of the basic 
cloud statistics. The computer program performed the operations listed in the previous section and produced the desired unconditional statistics 
scaled to the ERTS field of view for all the 29 worldwide regions for each n~onth and for the eight selected times of day. In addition, this program 
computes cumulative frequency distributions, mean cloud-cover v:alues, 
and the probability-of-seeing values for single-look, one- or two-look, and 
continuous viewing. The computer program is described in detail in Appendix A., 
2.3.2.1 Frequencies for ERTS Field of View 
The SUNCON frequency distributions for the enlarged field of view of 100 nautical miles were derived for each month, each cloud region, and for each of the eight times of day. Results may be illustrated by a com-paris'on of the unconditional frequency distributions for the basic qata (standard area) and for the ERTS field of view for the major cloud regions 
of the United States for 1000 LST for the months of January and July (Table 2-1). 
From Table 2-1 it may be noted that the frequency distributions for the enlarged viewing areas of 100 nautical miles demonstrate decreasing probability of clear and overcast skies (Category 1 and 5, respectively) and increasing probability of scattered and broken cloudiness (Categories 2, 3" 
and 4, respectively). A 'survey of the computerized printout indicated that this anticipated result also occurred for all regions and times of day. This 
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Table 2- L COITlparison of Unconditional Frequency Distributions 
for Standard and Enlarged Areas 
Cloud Category and Size 
Region 1/30, 1/100 2/30,2/100 3/30,3/100 4/30,4/100 5/30,5/100 
, 
Jan (l000 LST) 
2 18.0, 14.7 21. 0, 17. 9 10.0, 14.0 35. O~ 41. 5 16.0, 12.0 8 7. 0, 4.9 11. 0, 10.8 5. 0, 5.4 21.0,31.2 56. 0 I 47. 6 11 14. 0, 9.9 12.0, 12.6 4. 0, 5.8 19. 0, 28. 4 51. 0,43.3 18 22.0, 16.9 9.0,12.0 3. 0, 7.7 19.0, 32.8 47.0, 30.5 19 ,16.0,13.2 8. 0" 9. 8 4.0, 9.2 16.0,26.9 56. 0, 52. 8 
July (1000 LST) 
2 64.0, 58.6 25.0,,28.3 7.0, 7.9 4. 0, 5. 2 O. 0, O. 0 8 51. 0, 40.8 23. OJ, 29. 5 7. 0, 11. 0 15. 0, 15.4 4. 0, 3. 2 11 13.0, 10.4 18. 0, 19. 8 12. 0, 14. 0 32.0, 35.7 25.0, 20.0 18 56. 0, 52.4 16. 0, 19. 5 6. 0, 11. 8 11.0,10.3 11. 0, 6.0 19 12. 0, 8, 9 22.0, 26.5 17. 0, 15. 0 32.0,36.9 17.0,12.7 
-
In several of the probability-of-seeing ITlodes to be discussed in 
subsequent sections, it is desirable to have the cloud frequency data in 
terms of cumulative frequency distributions. For example, the unconditional distribution for January, 1000 LST for Region 2 in Table 2-1 may be con-
verted to the following cumulative frequency distribution: 
Cloud Cat. Uncon Cum Uncon 
1 14.7 14.7 
2 17.9 32.6 
3 14.0 46.6 
4 41. 4 88.0 
5 12. 0 100. 00 
The computer program described in Appendix A also accumulates the 
cloud statistics :in the aforementioned manner. Figure 2-3 presents a 
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1 33. 2 
2 20.5 
3 10. 2 
4 21. 1 
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10. 0 . 10. 0 
62.5 12.5 
O. 0 73. 0 
O. 0 2. 5 




















































Figure 2-3. Example of Computer Program Output, Frequency Distributions 
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C urnulati ve Dis tr ibutions 
Month 1, Region 1 
Cumulative Unconditional Djstributions 
1 56. 11 57.01 44.34 39. 82 38. 01 35. 29 41. 63 
2 74. 39 73. 97 66. 39 60. 29 59. 32 58. 64 64.43 
3 84. 33 84. 01 78.80 73. 37 72. 01 72. 30 77.55 
4 93. 03 92.04 90. 05 89. 05 89.05 88. 06 91.04 
5 100.00 100.00 100. 00 100.00 100. 00 100. 00 100.00 
Cum.ulative Conditional - Tem.poral 
1 85. 00 93. 00 98. 00 100.00 100.00 
2 78. 00 90. 00 95. 00 100. 00 100. 00 
3 75. 00 85.00 95. 00 100.00 100.00 
4 80. 00 85. 00 90. 00 95. 00 100. 00 
5 80. 00 88. 00 93. OQ 98. 00 100.00 
, 
Cum.ulative Cond itional - Spatial 
1 90. 50 94.00 95. 50 100.00 100.00 
2 35. 00 90. 00 90. 00 100.00 100. 00 
3 28. 50 43. 00 93. 00 100.00 100. 00 
4 25. 00 25. 00 28. 50 93. 00 100.00 
5 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 50 100. 00 
Figure 2-4. Exarnple of Cmnputer Program. Output, Cumulative 
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2. 3.2.2 Mean Cloud Cover Values for ERTS FOV 
The mean cloud cover value is a statistic of value in some satellite 
mission analyses and it has been derived from the unconditional cloud 
statistics (SUNCON) for the ERTS FOV. 
Computation of the arithmetic mean cloud-cover value from the basic 
ullconditiona.l frequency distributions requires substitution of a representa-
tive value of cloud cover for each of the cloud categories of the basic data. 
Presented here are the cloud categories, cloud cover intervals, and the 








Cloud Cover Amount 
(Tenths) 
0 
1, 2, 3 
4, 5 
6, 7, S3, 9 
10 







Derivation of the mean cloud cover may be illustrated for 0100 LST 
for Region 1, January. The basic cloud sta.tistics for this time, location, 














Us~ng the representative values of the previous section for each cloud 
category, we may compute the, rnean cloud cover as: 
Mec = 0.561 (0) + O. 183 (0. 2) + O. 099 (0.45) + O. 087 (0.75) 
+ 0.070 (1) = 21. 6% 
Nlean-cloud-cover values were computed fol,' the ERTS field of view 
by u.sing the SUNCON frequency distributions discussed in the previous 
section. Figure 2 -5 illustrates the computer printout for the example of 
January, Region 1, for each of the, eight times of day at three-hour intervals 
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'T' Space Division ~ ~ North ArnenCi1r1 Rl1('kwpll 
Month 1 
M(~an Cloud COVCl' for Region 1 (8 tin1cs of day) 
21.62 21. 89 28. ')8 32.69 33.70 34.57 29.54 
Day Averages (29 l\l'gions) 
32.34 52.69 67.90 48. 80 49.18 46.43 46.43 73.35 58.57 40.18 
67.81 55.5178.62 80.43 42.65 39.24 41. 39 58. 89 66.86 67.47 
71.4573.3090.4172.5285.4181. 9924.29 54. I? 67.85 
By Night (29 Regions) 
23.97 43.92 58.32 40. 74 44.08 50.94 50.94.68.65 42.74 33.01 
60.28 64.00 77.19 76.90 38. 19 17.43 27.26 51. 29 57.79 70.92 
81. 04 72.32 92.56 75.38 72.50 75.84 30.83 39.69 71. 08 
Bv Month (29 Rt'giol1s) 
28. IS 48.30 63.11 44.7746.63 48.68 48.68 71. 00 50.65 36.60 
64.05 59.76 77.91,78.6740.42 28.34 34.32 55.09 62.32 69.19 
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l' Space Division ~ North American Rockwell 
each of the 29 worldwide cloud regions. In addition, the 0700, 1000, 1300, 
1600 LST cloud statistics and the 1900, 2200, 0100, and 0400 LST cloud 
statistics were com.bined to com.pute a daytim.e and nighttim.e m.ean per-
centage cloud cover am.ount, respectively, for each m.onth and 'l·'-')gion. 
Finally, the cloud statistics for the ER TS field of view have been used to 
com.pute m.ean cloud am.ounts for all hours com.bined for the entire year and 
for seasons of Decem.ber -January-February, March-April-lv1ay, June -July-
August, and Septem.ber-October-Novem.her . 
Table 2-2 presents selected m.ean cloud cover values for the ERTS 
FOV as extracted from. the com.puter printout. These selected values are 




























Table 2-2. Selected Mean Cloud Cover Values Versus 
Regions, ERTS FOV 
1000 LST/ All Hours All Hours 
2200 LST Daytim.e Nighttin~e (Mo. ) (Season) 
52.9/43.9 52. 7 43.9 48 0 3 47.6 
46.8/34.9 46.8 3702 42.0 41. 4 
13.1/10.2 13. 2 12. 6 12.9 16.7 
46.6/33.8 46.9 35.5 41. 2 37.2 
75.6/67.8 73.4 68.6 71. 0 67.9 
64.4/54.0 65.2 54.8 60.0 59. 1 
25.6/26.1 28. 1 25. 1 26.6 33.4 
45.4/35.5 44.9 35.6 40.2 42.4 
69.8/.59.4 67.8 60.3 64.0 , 63. 1 , 
66.8/55.8 66.8 56. 6 61. 7 60.2 
57.1/38.1 56.8 42.3 49.5 49. 1 
45.5/37.1 46.2 37.0 41. 6 45.6 
., 
61. 0/49. 1: 58.9 51. 3 55. 1 53.2, 
45.9/35.0 44.3 38.4 41. 4 43.4 
23.0/24.2 24.3 30.8 27.6 30.6 




, 57.8 62.i 3 58.,7 I 
64.0/45.2 62. 6 51. 0 56.8· 55.9 
52.5/36.9 54.1 39.7 46.9 45.3 
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2. 3. 3 Comparison of Enlarged-Area Statistics With Standard-Area 
Statistics 
Section 2. 3.2. 1 presented a discussion wherein frequency distributions derived for the field of view of 100 by 100 nautical miles were compared 
with the standard-area frequency distributions. The expected greater frequencies for the intermediate cloud cover values were exhibited. 
The mean values for the enlarged field of view of ERTS would not be 
expected to shift a great deal from the values for the standard area. Since the major result of the larger viewing area is to produce a frequency distri-bution of greater central tendency, i. e., more bell shaped, many of the low 
mean values would tend to increase slightly, and many of the high mean 
values would be expected to decrease slightly. 
Table 2-3 presents mean cloud cover values for the standard-size 
areas and the enlarged ERTS FOV areas for selected U. S. cloud regions, 
as extracted from computer-derived results. Both the small actual change 
and the movement toward a central value of most of the mean values were 
noted in the table data and in the computer values from which it was 
extracted. 
Table 2 -3. Comparison of Mean Cloud Cover Values 
-} 
January 1000 LST July 1000 LST 
Region 30 NM 100 NM 30 NM 100 NM 
2 51 52.9 11 13. 1 8 76 75. 6 23 25.6 11 69 69.8 58 57. 1 18 64 61. 0 25 23.0 
19 71 68.5 53 52.5 
2.4 SINGLE-LOOK VIEWING 
2.4. 1 Cumulative Frequency Distributions 
The mean-cloud-cover amount may be very unrepresentative of the 
expected cloud cover over a region. This is particularly true for cloud 
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'f' Space Division ~ North American Rockwell 
amount least frequently observed. The requirement to use the basic fre-
quency distribution of cloud amount in probability determinations, rather 
than an unrepresentative single value, becornes evident. 
In some mission analysis studies, it is useful to be able to determine 
quickly the probability of encountering cloud cover les s than s orne arbitrary 
amount on a single pass or look. This probability is easily determined from 
a linear interpolation of the cumulative percentage frequcn<:y cloud cover 
distribution for the time, month, and region of interest. Additionally, the 
cumulative statistics are required in probability programs such as the 
Monte Carlo and Look 12, to be discussed in subsequent sections. As 
discus sed in Section 2. 3, the cumulative frequency distributions for the 
ERTS field of view were developed in this study from the basic data and 
use of the computer program described in Appendix A. 
For interpolation, a, plot of the cumulative frequency versu,s cloud 
amount is derived by the computer. A somewhat arbitrary choice exists 
of what cloud amount value to us e for each of the ~loud categories of the 
basic data.' For example, the representative amounts for each category 
were discussed previously, but the upper limit of the cloud category rnust 
be used for the cumulative distribution plot. 
The possible choices for the upper limit are illustrated in Table 2 -4. 
Table 2 -4. Intervals and Upper Limits for Cloud Categories 
Observa~ 
Cate- Representa- Theoretical tion 
gory' Amount tive Amount 111terval Limit Interval Limit 
1 < o. 1 0 0 -0. 0,:; 0.05 < o. 1 o. 1 
2 0.1, 0.,2, 0,.3 0.2 0.06-0.35 0.35 0.1-0.3 O. 3 
3 o. 4, O. 5 0.45 O. 36-·0.55 0.55 0.4-0.5 0.5 
4 O. 6, O. 7, O. 8, 0.9 0.75 0.56-0.95 0.95 0.6-0.9 o. 9 
5 >0.9 1.0 0.96-1.0 1.0 >0.9-1.0 1.0 
The observation limits exist because of the standard observing 
prqctic es as regards cloud -cover amount. Fer example, clear skies are 
reported whenever the amount is less than one-tenth. Overcast skies are 
reported whenever cloud cover is greater than nine-tenths. For computer 
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?' Space Division ~ ~ North American Rockwell 
the data accumulated for the cloud categories. Figure 2-6 is an example plot for 1000 LST, January and July, for cloud region 11. 
2.4.2 Single-Look Probability of Seeing 100 Percent of an Area 
Mean-cloud -cover values are inadequate for most repeated -pas s 
analyses. The question of the number of passes to see all (100 percent) of 
a target area in a single look at a given probability level is of son1.e impor-tance and may be answered by detern1.ining the probability of at least one pass with clear skies (Category 1 cloud cover) in N passes. The basic 
relationship for repeated, independent looks may be shown to be 
where 
N P s = 1 - [1 - P(l)] 
Ps = probability of success or seeing 100 percent of an 
area in one look 
P( 1) =: relative frequfmcy 'Jf r:::ategory 1 cloud s 
[1 P(I)]N = probability of failure or not seeing 100 percent of an 
area in one look 
N = number of passes. 
From the above, N may be determined from 
N= 
In [l-PS ] 
In [1 - P(l)] 
The right side of Figure 2 -7 presents a nomogram from which may 
( 1) 
be determined the number of passes required for selected combinations of probability of success and the relative frequency of clear skies (Category 1 in the basic cloud frequency statistics). The probability of success in this instance is defined as the probability of seeing 100 percent of an area in a 
single look. From Figure 2 -7 the probability of succes s for a selected 
number of passes or the number of passes required for a selected probability 
of success may be easily determined. It is only neces sary to ascertain the 
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Figure 2-7. Nomogram of Probability of Observing Cloud-Free Areas 
lOa 
To facilitate use of the aforementioned nomogram, we may plot the frequency of clear skies for a s elected time and month for all regions and place it beside the nomogram for easy reading. Figure 2 -7 illustrates such 
a cOlnbination of data. 
It should be noted that the single-look mode is not restricted to seeing 
all or 100 percent of an area in a single look. Rather, the amount of the 
area required to be seen in a single look could be any amount, and the basic probability of succ es s of Figure 2 -7 would be appropriate. For any other 
value, the relative frequency of clouds equal to or less than the prescribed 
successful seeing value would be determined froITl the cumulative frequency distribution plot. Then this value would be used as the relative frequency 
value in Figure 2 -7.~ 
2.4.3 COITlputer-Derived Results, Single-Look Viewing 
As noted, a single nOlnogram is applicable for determining the number 
of passes ver~us the probability of successful seeing in a single look for any 
relative frequency of selected cloud amounts or less. The relative frequency 
of clear skies, or Category 1 cloud cover, is related to the probability of 
seeing 100 percent of an area in the single look. This is a statistic of interest to ERTS. 
For ERTS, the a~ea to be seen in the s',ingle look is 100 by 100 nautical 
miles. Hence the. enlarged-area cloud statistics (SUNCON) of Section 2.3 
must be used. Use of the cOlnputer 'output tabular values for SUNCON is 
sOInewhat laborious when several regions are of interest. A computer pro-graIn was developed to derive graphical representations similar to Fig-
ure 2-7. Figures 2-8 and 2-9 are saITlple outputs of this program. for the. ERTS field of view. Data for all m.onths at 1000 LST and 2200 LST are pre-
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2. 5 ONE- OR TWO-LOOK VIEWING 
2.5. 1 General Failure-Success Probability 
The basic probability of "seeing" an area from a satellite involves a 
situation where alternatives (success or failure) are possible for each of a 
number of independent repeated trials. Success is defined as seeing what-
ever portion of the area is required to achieve the objectives of the mission. 
The binomial distribution is appropriate for such a situation and it is well 




Pm in N = m! (N - m)! p (I ... p) 
Pm in N = probability of m occurrences in N repeated, independent 
trials 
p =pro:1ability of event occurring in one trial 
Further, the probability of success, P S ' may be defined as the 
probability, or occurrence at least once, of a prescribed event. For cloud 
cover analyses, this event is the seeing of a prescribed amount or more of 
the area. Silnilarly, the probability of failure would be I - P s or the 
probability of not seeing (seeing zero times) the prescribed amount or more 
of the area. 
The probability of success (seeing) is the statistic of interest. How-
ever, it is much easier to compute PF and determine Ps from (1 - PF) . 
For exam.ple, when. 
N = 1, Ps = PI in I 
1 ! 0 
= -- P (1 - p) = P 
1 ! 0 ! 
N = 2, P s = PI in 2 + P2 in 2 = b2, ~ , P (I - p)] + [ 2 ,~: i (1 - P)O] 
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For the foregoing 
N ::: 1, P F ::: Po in 1 
1 ! 0 1 P (1 - p) 
o ! 1 ! 
1 ::: (l - p) 
,-2! 0 2 N ::: 2, PF ::: Po in 2 + O!2! P (1 - p) ::: (] - pt 
N! 0 N N ::: N, P - P - P (1 - p) ::: (l F - 0 in N - O! N ! 
The utility of com.puting P s from (1 - P F ) is obvious. The simplest form of this relationship was previously us ed in determining the pas s es to 
see 100 perc ent of an area in one look. In that section, the relationship 
was used without proof. 
N P s = 1 - (1 - P) 
2.5.2 Failure-Success Probability for One- or Two-Look Viewing 
The success event related to cloud cover in satellite mission studies is defined as the occurrence of total cloud amount over the target or data-
acquisition area such that the required amount of the area nlay be "seen. " This seeing of any arbitrary amount of the area n1.ay be specified as (1) occurring in a single look; (2) occurring through the incremental addition during repeated continuous looks; or, (3) in a compromise case, occurring ill one or two looks. 
The one- or two-look case is of considerable interest in that not all the area is required to be seen in one look, yet continuous operation of the 
ca:rneras or other sensors is also not programmed. This latter case results in the acquisition of little or no data or.. most passes in high-cloudiness 
areas and the require:rnent for large film avail;).bility and/or data analysis. The one- or two-look case as envisioned in real life would require advance information as to real-time cloud cover and on-off sensor operation 
capability. 
For mission planning and design, it is extremely useful to be able to 
esti:rnate thea probability of securing information fro:rn or "seeing" a selected percentage of the target area for a selected number of passes. For the one-
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success = "seeing" arbitrary selected amount of target area 
P2 
P s = probability of success 
C 1 = cloud cover when succes s occurs in one look 
C2 = cloud cover when Success occurs in two looks = J Cl 
PI = percentage frequency of cloud cover ~ C 1 (fron~ basic 
cloud statistics) 
P2 = percentage frequency of cloud cover ~C2 and >C
1 (from basic cloud statistics) 
P = - = probability of cloud cover between C2 and C 1, given C
I 1 - PI has not occurred 
Further, if 
A = zero occurrence of cloud cover s: C 1 
B = zero or one OCCU1:rence of cloud cover ~C2 and >C 1 
B/ A = occurrence of B, given that A has occurred 
then P(A, B) is the probability of A and B, i. e., the probability of failure. 
Since A and B are not independent events, P(A, B) = P(A) .. P(B/A); 
thus, P(A) is the probability of 0 occurrences in N passes: 
N! m N'-m 
P(A) - m! (N - m)l P 1 (1 - PI) N = (1 - PI) , since m = 0 
and P(B/ A) is the sum of probability that B = 0, given A, and of probability 
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'T' Space Division ~ ~ North American Rockwell 
P s = (1 - P F ) = 1 - [P(A, B)] = 1 - [P(A)] [P(B/A)] 
2.5.3 Com.puter-Derived Results for ERTS FOV 
Look 12 is the computer program for determ.ining the relationship between probability levels, area required to be "seen" in either one or two independent looks, and the number of passes from the aforementioned 
equation. 
The probability of success is tested for successive values of N until the required probability level of success is achieved. This program, which 
combines som.e of the features of both the single -look and continuous -viewing programs, is described in detail in Appendix A. 
For ERTS viewing results, use is required of the enlarged-area cloud 
statistics and the cumulative frequency plots discussed in previous sections. With these adjusted data used, results were computed for all 29 regions for January, April, July, and October for 1000 LST and 2200 LST D These 
results were achieved for seeing 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 95, and 99 percent ITlore of the ERTS FOV in I to 20 passes. The com.puter re'sults are in tabular output. Figure 2 -1 0 illustrates the format of the computer output for seeing 70 percent or ITlore of the ERTS field-of-view area of 100 by 100 nautical m.iles at 1000 LST in July. The complete results are pre-
sented in Appendix D. 
2. 6 CONTINUOUS VIEWING 
2. 6. 1 Probability-of-Seeing Relation~hip 
Another typical surveillance rnission involves continuous viewing or looking (on every pass or orbit over a selected area) and the piecing together 
of cloud-free s egrnents for each look. Once, again, the question is: How 
many passes are required to provide a select~d probability of "seeing" at least a selected percentage of an area? 
\ 
Other investigators (References 4 and 5) have proposed a Monte Carlo 
simulation scherne that adequately covers the foregoihg question for incre-
rnental seeing of an area. The clouds ov'er the area are assumed to be 
randoInly distributed such that the incremental coverage of pass n is given by 
B(n) = [1 - B(n - 1)] [I - c(n)] 
2-24 
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Figure 2-10. Example Computer Output, One- or Two-Look Viewing, ERTS 
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T Space Division ~ ~ North American Rockwell 
where 
B(n) = the incremental area seen on the nth pass 
B(n - 1) = the accumulated areas seen through the (n - 1 )st pass 
c(n) = the amount of cloud cover on the nth pass 
\ 
The computer progralu (Monte Carlo) developed for this question incorporates a random number program draw that is fitted into the appro-priate unconditional cumulative percentage frequency distribution to determine the cloud cover for pass 1. Should this cloud cover be Category 1, a 100-percent coverage is tabulated, and a new mission is begun. If this cloud 
cover is not Category 1, a new random draw is made for pass 2, and the incremental cloud cover and total cloud cover are determined. This is 
repeated for the N passes of interest. Any draw of cloud cover 1 results in 100-percent seeing and is so recorded in that and subsequent value(s) of N in that m.is sion. The next mis sian repeats the procedure. After the desired 
number of mis sions (about 100 to 300, s elected to give reasonable confidence 
without excessive cmnputer time)~ the program derives a cumulative fre-quency distribution and provides a CRT output of area seen versus probability for all number of pas ses from 1 to N. 
The simulation for which this program was developed at North Arnerican Rockwell was for viewing of areas of about I-degree-Iatitude diameter at 3 - to IB -day intervals. The as sumption of independent looks is thereby justified, and the use of conditional statistics is not required. For 
such intervals in viewing of the same area, it is desirable to select a time 
of rninimum cloudines s and sufficient illumination. For many applications, 1000 LST is used. The Monte Carlo computer program is described in more detail in Appendix A. 
2. 6.2 Computer-Derived Results, ERTS FOV 
The Monte Carlo computer prograrn has been us ed to derive the probability of seeing any selected amount of an area of 100 by 100 nautical 
miles in a selected number of passes. The ERTS viewing of the same area 
at 3 - to IB-day intervals justifies the independency of the looks and the use 
of the unconditional statistics SUNCON developed for the ERTS field of view. 
The program was used to derive the probability of seeing a given per-
cent or more of an area for passes 1 through B~ Figure 2-11 presents an 
exarnple of the Monte Carlo continuous viewing computer prograrn outp1h.t for 
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't Space Division ~ North American Rockwell 
3.0 CLOUD PHOTOGRAPH ANALYSES 
3. 1 STUDY OBJEC TIVE 
The standard-area cloud statistics and the enlarged-area statistics 
us ed in the previous section to de rive probability of seeing as sumed a 
perfect-resolution sensor. As the resolution degrades and the elemental 
areas required to be completely cloud-free increase in size, the amount of 
cloud cover in the FOV will increase; i. e., the cloud-free area will 
decrease. Thus, a FOV of 100 nautical ITliles ITlay be 40 percent covered 
with clouds or 60 percent cloud-free, but the percent of the FOV with elemen-
tal areas completely cloud-free will decrease from this 60 percent for the 
perfect-resolution case to 0 percent, or nearly so, for large elemental 
areas. The objective of this phase of the study is to determine this change 
in cloud coVer (or cloud-free area) as the resolution decreases (the ele-
mental unit area size increases). 
To derive the variation of total cloud-free area as the resolution, in 
terms of cloud-free square elemental or unit areas, varies from about 
30 meters to 185 kilometers, it was necessary to use cloud photographs 
from U - 2, Apollo, and ESSA flights. The U -2 flights provided resolution 
elements down to 30 meters. The ESSA flights provided photogrc;tphs for 
analysis of cloud-free elements of the larger size. The Apollo photographs 
provided cloud-free elements that overlapped the larger U -2 and the smaller 
ESSA elements. 
3.2 OTHER STUDIES 
Several previous or concurrent studies provided information related 
to the objectives of this study. Result~ of studies of cumulus cloud distri-
butions and dimensions from U-2 photographs during cross-country flights 
were published by Blackmer and Serebreny in 1962 (Reference 6 and 7) • 
Plank reported upon Florida cUlllulus distributions in 1969 (Refe rence 8), 
ATS photographs are being studied at the NASA Institute for Space Studies 
(Arking, Weinstein, and Fleischman, Reference 9) and at the University of 
Wisconsin (Stamm, Yonder Haar, Reference 10) to derive cloud statistics 
relating to cloud-free area distributions. Salomonson:' ,and Shenk (Refer-
ence 11) are using Apollo photographs to study such cloud statistics. The 
most significant results of these studies as regards the subject study are 
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For the very high resolution U -2 photographs, the cumulus cloud 
distributions were classified as CLl, CL2, and CL3 in Reference 6. CLI 
cOInprises only sInall clouds, CL2 cOInprises small and Inedium clouds, and 
CL3 cOInprises sInall, mediunl, and large clouds. Table 3 -1 presents the 
percentage of total cloud cover contributed by clouds of various sizes for 
the flights studied. It Inay be noted that small fair weather cumuli may be 
200 feet to 1 Ini1e in diaIneter and single-cell cUInulo-nimbus are on the 
order of 1 to 5 Iniles in dianleter. CLI distributions are found in areas 
where observers report small nU'mbers of tenths cloud cover; CL2 generally 
exist in areas of four- to six-tenths cloud cover; and CL3 would generally be 
representative of six- to 9-tenths cumulus cloud cover. These statements 
are for fields of view representative of the U -2 photographs. 
Table 3 -1. Percentage of Total Cloud Cover Contributed by Clouds 
of Variou s Size s (Reference 6) 
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North American Rockwell 
fu Reference 7, Blackmer reported upon length and width of cumulus 
clouds from cross-country flights. The study indicated lengths from one-
fourth to nine and one-half nautical miles with a median near one nautical 
mile. The median width was about three -fourths nautical miles with a maxi-
mum of 8.5 nautical miles. Spaces between clouds ranged from one-fourth 
to twenty-two nautical miles with a median near one and eight-tenths 
nautical miles. 
Plank, in Reference 8~ presented the following conclusions for the 
Florida cumulus cloud distributions. 
1. The number density of the cumuli decreased nearl~ exponentially 
with increasing cloud-size. 
2. The size distribution characte ristics did not appear to be rnaterially 
influenced by the patterform state of the clouds. 
3. A maximurn amount of the sky cover occurred in association with 
an intermediate size cumulus diameter (modal diameter). 
4. As the total cloud cover increased froIn rnorning to afternoon, 
the rninimum cloud diameter, the modal cloud diameter, and the 
maximum cloud diarneter increased. Thus, convection operated 
to favor and enhance the development of larger cumuli. 
5. The variation of cloud number density with cloud size was sirnilar 
to that of the Blackrner-Serebreny cros s country populations and 
other locations, thus suggesting the size distribution characteris-
tics of curnuli over uniform terrain are relatively shnilar, 
irrespective of the geographical location. 
Stamm and Yonder Baar (Reference 10) found from an analysis of an 
ATS photograph the expected decrease of clear area in a region as the 
spatial resolution of the sensor decreased. In addition, the rate of decrease 
of the rneasured parameter was increased as cloud "contaminants" smaller 
than the instantaneous field of view (IFOV) of the instrument were considered. 
The rate of decrease of clear area was dependent upon total cloud cover and 
the types of clouds present. Fifteen kilometers was suggested as a good 
spatial resolution at nadir for the geosynchronous satellite to obtain vertical 
ternperature profiles via an infrared sounder. 
Arking~ et Fll. (Reference 9) pres ent results of stud'y of 11 ATS pictures 
at ±12. 50 latitude and 25 0 of longitude for a best resolution of five kilometers. 
, 
As expected, . the percentage clear area was sensitive to the resolution of the 
sounding instrurnent, and a change of resolution from 11 kilometers to 
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collect useful data. The average cloudiness of these 11 pictures was 31 per-
cent. The sensitivity of percentage clear area to resolution was similar for high and low cloudiness within the pictures studied. 
Shenk and Salom.onson (Reference 11) using simulated cloud pattern fields and an Apollo photograph, presented results of studies of the effects 
of sensor resolution upon, estimated cloud amounts. They found that sensor 
spatial resolution strongly affected estimates of cloud cover. When R is defined as the ratio of areal cloud size to areal resolution elernent size, R values of 100 or greater for a single cloud threshold (cloud, no cloun) are 
required to meaSllre directly the percentages of cloud cover with approxi-
mately 10 percent accuracy. For a two-threshold cloud criterion, an R ::: 10 
was required for good cloud-cover -percentage estimates. 
3.3 ANALYSIS OF U-2 PHOTOGRAPHS 
3.3.1 Description of U-2 Photographs 
3. 3. 1. 1 General 
The photographs taken by the camera aboard the U-2 aircraft are con-tained in 1000-ft reels of 70-mm film. Each frarne is about 10 inches long 
and depicts a panorama of the daytime cloud cover in a strip extending from horizon to horizon, perpendicular to the flight path. The area of the earth's 
surface photographed on each frame va.ries with the height and speed of the 
aircraft. If an altitude of 50,000 feet is assuTI1ed, the horizon is some 200 nautical miles away, but detailed studies of dimensions a.re possible only to about 10 miles on either side of the flight path. Resolution of a few meters is indicated by the easy identification of small section-line roads in some of the photographs. 
3.3. 1. 2 S~lection of Photographs 
Several reels of U-2 film for flights over various sec tions of the United States were secured for analysis through the courtesy of the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories. These reels were surveyed to select pictures demonstrating varying amounts of cloud cover within the central part of the frame. The central portion of each fram.e was used to provide an 
essentially vertically down-looking photograph. This was necessary because 
of the requirement to achieve cloud statistics from these U-2 photographs for cloud -free elements as small as 30 meters on a side. 
I 
• The altitude v~r~ed c,onsiderably on the various flights, but the speed 
was !lelatively constan:t. In each fram.e the distance along the flight path was 
approxim.ately four to eight nautical miles. For FOV, the same distance 
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't Space Division ~ North American Rockwell 
Selection of photographs was then restricted to partial-cloud-cover photographs consisting of either small cloud elements or the edges of large 
cloud elements within the field of view of four to eight nautical miles since 
neither overcast nor clear photographs provide any cloud statistics data. Additionally, all clouds in such a limited field of view must neces sarily be 
cellular, and cumulus, stratocumulus, and altocumu.lus cloudiness was 
reported in the flight observer's log. 
The photographs selected for analysis occurred on three flights 
numbered ML-62, ML-69, and ML-89 in the USAF-AFCRL nomenclature. ML-62 was a February W-E cross-country flight; ML-69 was a N-S east 









Cloud amounts in the selected photographs ranged from one-tenth to 
nine-tenths in visual estimates prepared prior to analysis. 
3. 3.2 Analysis Procedures 
The analysis to derive the cloud-free element statistics from the U-2 photographs consisted of the following steps: 
.. 1. Selection of the 1 x 1 element size for digitization 
2. Digitiz ation of the photo gr aph to provide brightne s s number s from o to 63 
3. Selection of the cloud/no-cloud threshold brightness value 
4. Extraction of cloud-f~?e statistics as basic element size increased 
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3. 3. 3 Digitization Procedure and Threshold Selection 
3. 3. 3. 1 Digitization 
Selection of the I-by-l or basic element size requires a consideration 
of the FOY and the required smallest basic elerrlent size. For the U-2 
photographs, it was desired to provide a 1-by-l element of approximately 
30 by 30 meters. The other possible digitization elements were 2 by 2, 
4 by 4, 8 by 8, 16 by 16, 32 by 3l., 64 by 64, 128 by 128, 256 by 256, 
512 by 512, or 1024 by 1024. A S12-by-512 digitization of the 8- by 8-h.m. 
FOY was selected, thus providing 'a 1- by-l, or basic, element of approxi-
mately 30 by 30 meters. 
The photographs were digitized on the Information International 
Programmable film reader /recorder (see Fig'll.:re 3 -2). A source of light 
produced at a programmed x-y point location (with an 8. 4 micron spot size 
for 33 mm film) on the face of a CRT was used. The density of the trans-
mitted light for each point is :.stored on magnetic tape. The system is capable 
of digitizing a selected film negative or positive into 16,384 by 16,384 basic 
units. The numerical intensity value s of the digitization proces s were placed 
on magnetic tape as six-bit numbers for statistical analysis. 
3.3. 3. 2 Selection of Threshold Intensity (TI) 
Before the cloud statistics were derived from the digitized values on 
the magnetic tapes, it was neces sary to determine the threshold between 
cloud/no-cloud. Accurate determination of this value is a formidable task, 
as evidenced by the inability of investigators to decide upon the presence or 
nonpresence of clouds when visuaUy observing photographs when the clouds 
are cirrus or thin or when the background contrast is s~all. Different 
investigators have derived different schemes to separate cloud from non-
cloud areas in digitized data (Reference s 9, 10, 11), but none is entirely 
satisfactory. 
The procedures selected for th:i.s study consisted of the following steps: 
1. Use of a computer to produce a facsimile representation of the 
photograph, utilizing an arbitrary T I, and to produce a frequency 
distribution of the brightness values 
2. Use of the frequency distribution of brightness values to select 
subsequent TI for facsimile representations or final TI selection 
3. Comparison of the subsequent facsimile representati.ons with the 
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Steps 1 through 3 were perforITled for all the Apollo and ESSA photo-
graphs but a requireITlent to return the U-2 filITl allowed all steps only on the 
ML- 62 photographs. This required developITlent of a criterion froITl the 
frequency distribution for selecting the TI of the other U-2 photographs. 
The TI criterion developed from. the frequency distribution was also 
determined by the comparison of facsim.ile representations. Arbitrary TI 
values and the original photographs were used. It was noted that a sharp 
change in the slope of the cum.ulative frequency distribution of brightness 
values occurred at or near the TI value that produced the best representation. 
Figure 3-3 illustrates this criterion as shown 'On Fram.e 186A of the ML-62 
flight of the U-2. For this photograph a TI brightness value of 45 is indicated 
by the intersection of the m.ean slope lines above and below this value. The 
facsimile representation using 45 as the threshold intensity value is also 
presented in Figure 3-3 and may be com.pared with the actual U-2 photo-
graph, presented as Figure 3-4. In the facsim.ile representation, the clouds 
are dark rather than light as in the actual photograph. 
The above criterion was nsed for selecting the TI values for the U-2 
photographs for which a c0mparisnn of fcv-:sin~ile representations and the 
original photograph was not possible. A crude check of the selected value 
was possible by comparing the total cloud cover am.ount derived by using the 
sel~cted TI value with cloud am.ounts prepared from. visual analyses of the 
original photographs. In general, these values were in reasonable agree-
ment, with the ML- 69 values being excellent and the ML- 89 value s les s so. 
When the estimates varied widely, the resulting statistics were suspect and 
were not used in the final U-2 statistics. 
Specific cases will now be used to illustrate the threshold selectioh 
method and validate its utility and accuracy. Figure 3 - 3 shows a cOITlposite 
fac siITlile plot which contains a cUITlulative frequency histograITl for the filITl 
transmitted light intensity and a fac siITlile pictu,r.e of the digitized fihn data. 
This type of plot was generated with a Hogan plotter. The Hogan plotter is 
a high- speed digital plotter with a re solution deterITlined by 1024 stylus wire s 
covering a 10-inch scan length. At the bottoITl of the lower half of Fig-
ure 3-3 is a histograITl of the intensity frequency distribution function. After 
study of nUITlerous histograms a slope discontinuity criterion was developed 
to locate the threshold intensity. The intersection of the two slopes in 
Figl,lre 3 -3 should be at the intensity thre shold between background and. the 
clouds. Figures 3-3 through 3-8 show the variation of the cloud picture 
versus threshold. The significant change in the picture for a sITlall threshold 
change between 40 (Figure 3-3) and 42 (Figure 31.5) is due to the relatively 
large slope on the background side of the cum.ulative intensity frequency 
distribution ftinction.. Also, this sizable change illustrate s the high sensitivity 
of the cloud/background threshold intensity value and that it is preferable to 
3-9 
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'r Space Division ~ North Amencan Rockwell 
have the intensity on the smaller slope side of cumulative distribution. The 
remaining Figures 3 -6 through 3 -8 show the cloud picture for intensity 
thresholds of 45, 50, and 55. The picture for the selected threshold 
(Figure 3 -6) of 4:5 compares very well with the actual film print in 
Figure 3 -4. 
An example of threshold selection for an Apollo case is depicted in 
Figure s 3 -9 through 3 -15. Thi s case shows the background and cloud 
intensity value positions switched on the cumulative frequency because the 
Apollo film is a positive and the aforementioned U-2 film is a negative. 
This Apollo case (A59-22-3436) has a different characteristic form, but it 
conforms to the slope criteria selection m,ethod. Figure s 3 -9 through 3 -12 
show the change in the cloud picture as the thre shold is reduced from 
55 to a value of 20. The final selected value of 20 is near the slope dis-
continuity at 23. Also, the cloud picture is not very sensitive to small 
threshold changes because the slopes are much smaller than those in the 
previous U-2 cases. Figures 3-13 and 3-14 show an enlarged facsimile 
plot which can be compared with the print in Figure 3 -15. Extensive 
examination of the figures showed a very good comparison for the gross as 
well as microscopic cloud patterns. 
Three other Apollo thre shold selections are depicted in Figure s 3 -16 
through 3-21. Of all the cases mentioned here and before, the only anomaly 
is the Apollo AS6-2-995 frame which does not have a sharply defined thres-
hold discontinuity. However, it was determined that this special case 
tended to have a slope discontinuity as a point of inflextion. The favorable 
compari son between Figure 3 -16 and the corre sponding Apollo film print in 
Figure 3 -1 7 validate s thi s deduction. 
In general, the slope discontinuity indicates a smaller gradient in 
intensity for the cloud points than the corresponding gradient for the 
background intensity points. 
In summary, the slope discontinuity criteria can be used in conjunc-
tion with the estimated FOV total cloud-free percentage to efficiently select 
intensity thre shold value s to separate the background and cloud digitize data 
points. 
3.3.4 Statistics Generation Computer Program 
The desired cloud statistics were the number of totally cloud-free 
elernents in a FOV for varying element size and the percentage of the total 
FOV of these cloud-free elements. The srrallest elem.ent (I by 1) is: defined 
by the number of points in the digitization process. The presence of clouds 
within each smallest element was derived via the selection and use of the 
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Figure 3 -15. Apollo (Frame AS9-22-3436) Photograph Print 
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Fi Ilr 3 - 19 . Apollo (Fram A 6 - 2 - 1001) Photograph Print 
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The computer program developed to derive the cloud statistics basically involved the summation of cloud-free elements as the element size increased from 1 x 1 to 2 x 2 to 4 x 4 to 8 x 8 to .... 512 x 512 or 1024 x l024. Also developed were two important improvements to provide greater accuracy by 
overlapping of the element summation procedure and the elimination of roads 
and/ or grid lines showing as clouds. The program is described in detail in Appendix B. Figure 3,~22 illustrates the statistics derivation output. 
3.3.4.1 Overlapping Routine 
The statistics-generation computer code performs the major statistical 
computations with a deterministic straightforward method rather than a 
stochastic method. However, the deterministic method has the handicap of 
requiring up to 1024 x 1024 intensity grid points. This is equivalent to more than one million core - storage words, which is beyond the capacity ofIhe IBM System 360 Model 85 computer system. Also the cost would ,be 
prohibitive even if storage was available. 
However, a. method of using the data for each scan line was developed by building up acculnulated point data for each square re solution element by processing each line separately. This method reduces the storage require-
ment to 1024 points on 1024 words. 
The limiting number of re solution elements and corre sponding accuracy 
can be obtained by moving the basic element size one point at a time in the 
vertical and horizontal directions to obtain all possible resolution elements in the N x N scanned grid. 
This method would require exce s sive computer time without signifi-
cantly increasing the accuracy « 0.5 percent increase). Therefore, the 
overlap method was selected. It moved the resolution element in increments 
of 25 percent of the re solution element length ulltil the dispaced element 
overlaped the basic element by 25 percent. Figure 3-23 shows the possible 
combinations considered. Considerable error can be introduced when only the 100 percent case is used. The table in Figure 3-24 shows results for a 
sample problem where the actual cloud-f:!.'ee percentage is 40 percent for 8 x 8 points and 50 percent for the 100-percent overlap. Table 3-2 shows the format of the data in the table in Figure 3 -24. With the overlap used, the five additional cloud-free elements are included in the results, thereby 
eliminating this 20-percent error. 
The number of r.esolution elements versus overlap type for horizontal 
and vertical overlap is illustrated for a 16 x 16 grid sample case in Table 3-3. Even for the small point number case, there are 25 resolution 
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North American Rockwell 
i~O. HOi<llONTAL EI £r-'ENT 
ELEMENTS GRJQ SIZE 
I C; t " 
TAPE FILE USED a I 
NO. LINESIHECOHD ,. 
TH~lSHHOLn INTENSITy = 32 CLl)tltJ EL 11'1 •• ~IJNI'1U'" CLOUD PlJlNTS _ I ,. 
NtIMtii:.R O. 1)( I CLOllD PO I NTS ,. 
E~EMtNr ~~IQ SIZE OVERLAP INLJtX 
2 I 
2 j 
NU. IXI "LOIJO POINTS = ? 
CLOUu FRFE FRACTION • .o?~O? 





Nli. I X t r:LOIJO PO I NTS = u 
CLOUU FRFE FRACTION • .,:>~989 





Nll. I X t CLOUD PO I ,ns a q 
CLOUU FRrE FRACTION e .~q79q 





NO. PC! CLOUD POINTS = I .. 
CLOUU FRFE FRACTION • .~9qij6 





NO. IXI r:LOtJD POINTS. 3' 
CLOUU FREE FRACTION. .ij167, 





NO. IXI "LOUD POINTS,. 6(1 
CLOUU ~R~E FRACTION R .37JJ7 





NU. IXI ~lOlJD POINTS = 128 
CLOUU FREE FRACTION • .31361 
ELEMENT GRlO SIZE OVERLAP INDEX 




NO. IXI r.LOuO POINTS a 256 
CLOUD FREE FRACTION • .I~OOO 
ELEMENT r.R IDS I ZE ... OVERLAP I Nt)£)( 
512 ~ 
NO. IXI ~LOUDcPOfNTS = 
CLOUD FREE FRACTION. 
NO. I~I CLOUD POINTS a 






NO. GRID ELE~ENTS 
130HI6 
130305 
NO. CLOUD VHEE ELEME~TS 
AI6~".00003 
AI7n.uOQO'l TOT .. Nll. CLOIID + CLOUD F~EE PTS a 261121 
NO. GHID ELE~ENTS 
65152 
6~6u3 





TOT. NO. CLOl'D + CLOUD FREE PIS. 









TOT. NO. CLOIJD + CLOUD FREE PTti a 6~009 









TOT. NO. CLOIID + CLOUD F~EE PT~ • 15625 








TOT. NO. ClOl'D + CLOUD "I 1.00000 F~EE ~TS • 3721 







TOT. NO. ClOHU + CLOUD 





TOT. NO. CLOIID + CLOUD 
78.0000e 
tlo.ooooe 
FREE PTS • aul 





FREE PTS • 169 










TOT. NO. CLOUD + CLOUD FREE PTS • 25 
NO. GRID ELEMENTS 
, Nd. CLOUD FREE ElEMEhTS 
TOT .:. NO. CLOUD + CLOUD FREE PT~ • I 
TOT. NO. CLOIIO + CLOUD FREE PT~ • 
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OVERLAP HORIZONTAL 
DEFINITIONS 
I 4 25% I I 
f3 ~I I I 
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Figure 3 -23. Re solution Element Overlap Combinations 
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91 
2 1 120 75. 
2 3 105 64. 
2 225 0.61778 
4 1 52 26. 
4 2 39 15. 
4 3 39 26. 
4 4 39 26. 
4 169 0.55030 
8 1 10 5. 
8 2 5 O. 
8 3 5 O. 
8 4 5 5. 
8 25 0.40000 
! 16 1 1 O. 
16 1 0.00000 
~- 91 256 0.35547 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • It • • • • • • • • • • .. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 --, 
' ....... o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 1.5 " o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 o 0 o 0 
''\ 000 0 o 0 0 0 o 0 0 o 0 o 0 
000 0 o 0 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 \ 
000 0 o 0 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 \ 
000 0 o 0 o 0 0 o 0 000 0 \ 
000 0 o 0 o 0 0 o 0 000 0 \ 
000 0 o 0 o 0 0 o 0 000 0 0.0 
000 0 o 0 o 0 0 o 0 000 0 1 2 4 8 16 
N-
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Table 3-2. Data Table Format 
OUTPUT DATA FORMAT 
For Sample Data Cases 
No. of (l xl) IS 
With Clouds 
91 







No. of(NxN)ls No. of Cloud-Free (NxN)'s 
120 42. 
105 39. 
N of (N x N) Total No. of (N x N) 's Fraction of (N x N)' s C loud Free 
2 
No. of (1 xl)' s 
With Clouds 
91 
225 O. 360 = (81. /225) 
Total No. of (1 x l)'s (l x 1)' s C loud -Cover Fraction 
256 0.35547 
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Table 3-3. Number of Res,olution EleITlents Versus Overlap Type for Sample Case 
Overlap Direction 
Vertical Horizontal 
Overlap (%) No. of N's Ove r la p (o/c J S ) No. of N' s No.ofNxN's 
100 16 100 16 256 
100 8 100, 50 8, 7 64, 56 
50 7 100, 50 8, 7 56, 49 I 
I 
I 
100 4 100, 75, 50, 25 4, 3, 3, 3 16, 12, 12, 12 I 
, 
75 , ") 100, 75, 50, 25 4, 3, 3, 3 12, LJ, <), 9 J 
50 "> 100, 75, 50, 25 4, 3, 3, 3 12, 9, 9, 9 J 
25 3 100, 75, 50, 25 4, 3, 3, 3 12, <), 9, 9 
100 2 100, 75, 50, 25 2, 1, 1, 1 4, 2, 2, ") L.. 
75 1 100, 75, 50, 25 2, 1, 1, 1 2, 1, 1, 1 
50 1 100, 75, 50, 25 2, 1, 1, 1 . 2, 1, 1, 1 
25 1 100, 75, 50, 25 2, I, 1, 1, 2, 1 , 1, 1 
100 1 100 1 1 
No. of N x N's versus vertical and horizontal overlap for a "16 x: 16 grid san1ple problen1 
~:, Sub - Total s 
-- ---- - --- --- -
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An efficient method for cornputing the contribution of each scan line to the various re solution elements is depicted in Figu re 3 - 2 5 for the sample 
case of 16 x 16. The n + 1 re:soluti(~n size is selected as twice the linear 
size for the nth resolution size. This increase by multiples of 2 permit a 
simple method of sumlning pair s of value s of the nth re solution element 
cumulative cloud point arrays to generate the summation of cl0ud points for the n + 1 resolution size elements. 
Table 3-4 shows the pairs of points in the nth resolution size elements, 
which are summed to generate cloud point snrnrl1ations for the n + 1 resolu-tion size elen'lents. (See the 8 x 8 and 4 x 4 case in Figure 3 - 6. ) 
Table 3 - 4 also denote s the initial point of the nth re solution size points to be used in the pair summations of the n + 1 re solution size cloud point s llmmation . 
A similar method is also used for vertical overlap as the date are 
accumulated for successive lines and the summation arrays are examined for cloud-free elements as the proper multiple of lines have been processed for the re spe cti ve re solution size (for example, 4 line s for the 4 x 4 re solu-tion element size). After the data are stored for the number of cloud-free 
elements have been stored in another array, the sumI?ation arrays are 
zeroed, and the process is continued for the next scan line. 
This overlap method has been demonstrated to solve the problems of 
core storage requirement and provide s efficient computations through the 
use of succe s sive summations. A factor of 2 for succe s sive re solution 
element sizes linear dimension was adequate to assure accurate interpola-tion as a function of FOV size. The computer routine that implements the 
overlap method is de signated as subroutine ST AHOL and is de scribed in detail in Appendix B. 
Table 3-4. Transformation J"ogic Between Nand N + 1 
Re solution Elements Cloud Point Sumlnations 
N + 1 Resolutions Size N - Re solution Size Array Starting 
Being Generated in Arrays Used Position 
Terms of Percent Overlap Percent Overlap Case For Summation 
100 100 First 
75 50 First 
50 100 Second 
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Intensity Grid Points Converted to 
Cloud/No Cloud (1/0) Values 
Resolution ~ (16 Point Sam.pl e Cas e) ~ Point Size 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I I x I 
I 11 ~:~ I 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 I 2 x 2 
I 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 2 x 2 
(11 + 12) (13 + 14) (15 + 16) (17 + 18) 4x4 
(21+22) I (23 + 24) (25 + 26) 4x4 
(12 + 13) (14 + 15) (16+17) 4x4 
-
I (22 + 23) (24 + 25) I (26 + 27) 4x4 
(11 + 12) + (13 + 14) (15 + 16) + (17 + 18) 8x8 
(12 + 13) + (14 + 15) 8x8 
(13 + 14) + (15 + 16) 8 x 8 
(24 + 25) + (26 + 27) J 8x8 
1[(11 + 12) + (13 + 14)] + [(15 + 16) + (17+18)]1 16 x 16 
~:~An Index Number Denoting the Summation of the Number of Cloud 















Figure 3-25. Efficient Method of Constructing Cloud Point Summations 
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North American Rockwell 
3. 3. 4. 2 Road Elin1ination Routine 
This routine was de signed to eliminate problems associated with roads 
that appear as lines of the same transmitted intensity as clouds. Figure 3-4 
shows a case of roads that appeared in the facsimile of the digitize tape data (Figure 3-3). It is obvious from Figures 3-4 and 3-3 that the roads will 
elilninate alar ge percentage of the cloud -free re solution elements of lar ger 
size. Another problem was observed because of numerous 1- to 3 -point groups that could not be clouds but pos sibl y transm.itted intensity noise 
as a result of the film resolution or developm.ent proces s or pos sibly the digitization proce s s. The latter pos sibility is considered to be unlikely. Another pos sible cause of single or small number point groups is scanning 
at the tangent point of small clouds. However, irrespective of the origin of the se spurious point s. they had to be eliminated. 
If the point elimination criterion is selected as 4 points, all groups of 4 point s or Ie s s, which are cloud point s, will be eliminated, i. e. defined 
as cloud free. Those cloud point sequence s along the scan line with greater than 4 consecutive points were not changed. 
An additional method of eliminating the effect of spurious points is defining resolutions elements which have a sm.all percentage of clouds as 
cloud free. It is obviously incorrect to define an elem.ent with one cloud point in a total of 512 x 512 points as cloudy for earth resources applications. If resolution elements are accepted as cloud free with less than a prescribed 
small percentage, both the spurious point and insignificant cloud percentage 
effect problems are solved. 
After selecting the point and area m.ethods for elimination of erroneous 
cloud points and cases, the problem exists of selecting the nurnber of points and the threshold percentage for cloudy resolution elements. These 
value s were sele cted empirically, as illustrated in Figure 3 -2 6 for the U2 frame 89A from flight ML62. This figure shows parametric curves for point elimination of 0 to 4 points and area elimination of 0 to 4 percent. 
This figure will illustrate the ne ce s sity for the road elimination scher.r~e. Table 3- 5 shows the cloud-free percentage statistics data for percentage and point combinations of 0/0, 0/4, I/O, 4/0, and 4/4 for Frarne 198A of U -2 Flight ML-62. Visual examination of this fraIne showed 
about 10 to 15 percent estimated cloud cover with extensive road patterns 
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Figure 3-26. ML62 Frame 89A Cloud Free Probability Versus 
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Table 3- 5. Example of Road Elimination Routine on 
Cloud - Free Statistic s 
Element 0%/ 0%/ 1%/ 4%/ 4%/ 
Size OPts 4 Pts OPts oPts 4 Pts 
30 rn x 30 m 0.842 0.873 0.842 0.842 0.873 
60 m x 60 m 0.789 0.852 0.789 O. 789 0.852 
120 m x 120 m O. 705 0.823 O. 705 0.705 0.823 
240 m x 240 m 0.567 0.779 0.567 0.675 0.791 
O. 5 km x O. 5 km 0.35Z 0.719 0 .. 491 O. 661 0.759 
1 km x 1km O. 130 0.636 0.415 O. 635 O. 729 
2 km x 2km 0.021 0.530 0.346 0.625 0.693 
4 km x 4 km 0 0.385 O. 213 0.556 O. 633 
8kmx8km 0 0.040 0.080 0.360 0.480 
16 km x 16 km 0 0 0 0 0 
In Figure 3-26, the triangle symbol denote cloud-free percentage values derived frolTI an 8- x 8-in. print of the original U2 fihn frame. A compari-
son of the curves shows that with no road and spurious point elimination, the 
cloud -free percentage drops off with a large -percentage error for resolution-
element linear sizes greater than 2 points. (See 0 percent/O points case. ) Also there is better than expected agreement between the 4 percent/4 point 
crite rion case and the visual estimate. This agreement in slope and 
magnitude validates the utility of the method of elimination. The 4 percent/ 4 point criteria was used for all the U2 picture s. The san1e method was 
used to empirically derive the elimin~.tion parameter s for the Apollo and ESSA data. 
The final te st for the validity of the elimination method and spe cific parameter s used is a comparison of the original photograph and equivalent pictures constructed with the digitized data tape. Comparison of prints and digitized data tape facsimile photo in Figures 3-3 through 3-21 and Fig-
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The road elimination and spurious point elimination are implemented 
by the computer subroutine designate as ELMSL and explained in detain in 
Appendix B~ The area criterion is applied in th:e later portion of the 
statistics generation subroutine ST AHOL, which is also explained in 
Appendix B. 
3.3.5 Re~ulting Statistics (U -2) 
The U -2 photographs were digitized into 512-by- 512 basic elements 
", 
thus providing a l-by-l element size of approximately 30 by 30 meters. ", The 
summation of cloud elements of this size should provide the so-called 
perfect-resolution cloud, cover such as estim.ated by ground observers and 
used in the probability-of-seeing analyses of the previous section. The 
cloud-cover amount derived from the l-by-l element summation should also 
be repre sentative of an observer's e stilnate of the cloud CDVel" when visually 
observing the photograph, but an exact correspondence would not be expected. 
Tables 3-6 and 3-7 present a description of the U-2 photographs and 
the derived cloud-free element statistics for these U-2 photographs. 
FigureR 3-27 through 3-29 present plots of the derived statistics. 
Re sults show the anticipated re suIt of increasing cloud-free percentage 
of the FOV of the photograph as the basic elements required to be cloud free 
decrease in size. The entire FOV of these U-2 photographs varies from 
about eight by eight n mile s for the high- altitude flights of about 65, 000 feet 
to about four by four n miles for the low-altitude frames near 35, QOO feet. 
The equivalent l-by-l element sizes thus vary from 30 by 30 meters to 
15 by 15 meters, respectively. A nurnber of the ML-69 frames were for 
altitudes of about 50, 000 feet and an equivalent l-by-l element size of 
about 22.5 by 22.5 meters. 
The results in Figures 3-27, 3-28, and 3-29 also indicate a rather 
consistent slope of the curves for the smal1er elen1.ent sizes with a negligible 
increase 'in cloud-free area at the smal1~st size. The small variation that 
does occur is probably because of variations in the size of the clouds ele-
m.ents in the photographs. It should be noted that for these smal1 FOV's of 
less than eight n miles on a side, al1 of the d,{)uds are cellular. 
At the larger element size s, the cloud-free percentage s are constrained 
to reach zero at the size of·the photograph FOV since all photographs had 
some cloud amount present. Thus, the reliability of the cloud-free per-
centages for the largest elements is low. This does not present a problem 
in the eventual combination of the U -2 data with Apollo data, however. 
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Table 3-6. Description of U-2 Photographs 
Frame Mo/Time Location Cloud COver %/Category 
185B Feb 12 LST Iowa 31. 0/2 
186A 25. 3/2 
191B 30.8/2 
192B 19.2/2 
195B 41. 4/3 
198A 12.7/2 




I 39.3/3 613A Mar 14 Georgia I 24.5/2 
61. 7A 37.8/3 
640A I Florida 49.9/3 64lA 39.0/3 
645A 75.8/4 
665B Mar 15 N. Carolina 76.4/4 
717B Mar 16 Virginia 16.6/2 
719B 29.4/2 
720A 35.5/3 




748A Mass. 65.2/4 
756B 62.8/4 
759B 82. 1/4 
108B Apr 28/07 Mass. 47.5/3 
172A Apr 28/08 72.2/4 
172B 47.2/3 
173A 47.0/3 
l75B 29.3/2 179A 8.0/1 
187B 85.7/4 
194A 81.7/4 
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Table 3 -7. Cloud Statistics Derived From U2 Photographs 
Cloud-Free Percentage Versus Resolution Element 
Cloud Cover 
% 1 x 1 2 x 2 4x4 8x8 16 x 16 32 x 32 64 x 64 128 x 128 
31. 0 69.0 66. 7 63.8 60.5 55.6: ",I.. 46.0 31. 9 21. 3 
25.3 72.6 69.5 65.9 v 39.6 30.2 74.7 60.6 50.4 
30.B 69.2 65.8 60.6 54.3 45.2 32.8 21. 4 1l.8 
19.2 80.8 78.0 74.0 68.8 62.0 52.3 36.5 1l.8 
41. 4 58.6 55.0 49.5 43.1 34.9 25.4 15.0 5.3 
12.7 87.3 85.2 82.3 79. 1 75.9 72.9 69.3 63.3 
86.6 13·4 II. 5 9.2 6.7 4.1 1.5 0 0 
57. 5 42.5 39.2 35.4 31. 2 25.9 19. I II. 4 4. 7 
34.9 65. I 60.3 54.2 47.7 39.1 28.1 16.2 3.0 
39.3 60.7 57. I 52.6 47.2 39.4 27.7 12.6 0 
24.5 75.5 73.3 70.4 66.8 62.0 55.1 43.0 19.5 
37.8 62.2 59.9 56.8 53.3 48.7 41. 8 31. 0 14.8 
49.9 50.1 48.3 45.4 42.1 37.3 29.5 16. 1 1.2 
39.0 61. 0 58.9 56.2 52.9 48.5 41. 6 29.0 5. 9 
75.8 24.2 23.0 21.7 20.2 18.2 15.3 10.0 0 
76.4 23.6 21. 4 18.3 14.8 9. 9 4.9 1.7 0 
16.6 83.4 81. 6 79.1 75.8 71. 1 63.8 53.6 24.9 
29.4 71. 6 69.6 67.0 63.6 58.6 50.5 38.5 18.3 
35.5 64.5 61. 9 58.0 53.3 46.9 37.6 24.9 6.5 
69.6 30.4 29.0 27.4 25.4 22.8 18.9 13.1 3.0 
69.4 30.6 28.6 26.6 24.4 21. 4 16.3 10. 1 0 
29.5 70.5 68.4 65.9 63.1 58.8 51. 3 36.5 16.0 
52. 7 47.3 45.0 42.0 38.5 33.5 26.7 19.4 9.5 
65.2 34.8 33.5 31. 7 29.3 25.5 19.8 12.2 3.6 
62.8 37.2 35.2 32.4 28.9 24.3 18.7 14.3 5.9 
82.1 17.9 16.5 14.9 13.3 II. 2 7.9 3.2 0 
47.5 52.5 49.0 44.9 40.5 35.4 28.9 20.7 5.3 
72.2 27.8 25.3 22.0 18.4 13.3 6.9 1.8 0 
47.2 52.8 49.3 44.7 39.3 31. 7 22. 1 II. 9 0.6 
47.0 53.0 47.2 40.5 34.4 28.4 19.5 9.3 0 
29.3 70.7 67.9 64.5 61. 0 57.0 50.9 43.3 34.9 
8.0 92.0 90.8 89.0 86.8 84.5 B1. 8 77.1 0 
85.7 14.3 12.0 9.3 6.7 3. 9 1.3 0 0 
81. 7 19.3 15.5 1l.5 8.2 5.0 2.2 0 0 
31.2 68.8 65.7 61. 5 56.8 51. 1 41. 7 25.4 8.3 
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Figure 3,-27. U -2 Cloud Category 2 Statistics 
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Figure 3-28. U-2 Cloud Category 3 Statistics 
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Space Division 
North American Rockwell 
A considerable overlap of element sizes occllrs, and the Apollo 
nlost reliable at those element size s of least reliable U - 2 data. 
the Apollo data should be used for these overlap clement sizes. 
data are 
Obviously, 
The data in general can be be st approximated by a single curve near 
the center of the curves on the U-2 figures, but it is noted that the slope is 
not constant for all the curves. The variation that exists is because of the 
difference in cloud amount and forms that exist within the photographs. 
The major difference in the rate of loss of clear area as the required 
cloud -free element size is increased is be cause of the cellular /layer cloud 
factor. This is illustrated in Figures 3-24 and 3-30 through 3-32, wherein 
stati stic s fo r diffe :.rent cloud fo rms, but identi c al cloud amounts, are de rived 
for three hypothetical cases. The differences in the case of Figure 3-24, 
whe rein J ayer cloud s are illustrated, and Figure 3 -31, whe rein cellular 
cloudi3 are illustrated, is particularly large. A relatively slow rate of loss 
of clear area as the element size increases occurs in the layer case. Such 
"edge variati ons" account for the major part of the slope variations in the 
data from the actual photographs analyzed, and are a function of the magni-
tude of the length of outside edge s of lhe clouds contained ina photograph. 
<:. 
Figure 3-33 presents the nominal variation of cloud-free percentage for 
cloud anlounts from 20 percent to 90 percent as derived from the illustrated 
U-2 cloud statistics. 
Figure 3 - 34 pre sents nominal and extreme variation s of cloud -free 
square re solution element s for cloud Categorie s 2, 3, and 4 as fitted from 
the U -2 data. The most striking feature of the curve s is the greater slope 
for Category 3 clouds than either Category 2 or 4. This greater slope for 
the middle cloudiness represented by Category 3 is believed to be a further 
reflection of the edge effect, which is most strongly demonstrated in 
middle cloudine SSe 
While the actual change in cloud-free percentage is greater for the 
Category 3, the relative change is progressively greater as one considers 
Categorie s 2, 3, and 4. This is illustrated by the increase in cloud-free 
percentage that occur s for the nominal curve s as the sCJ.uare re solution 
element varies from 480 meters to 3 Olneter s on a side. Table 3-.8 
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• • • • • • • · • · • • · · • 91 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
· · 
• • • 2 1 120 6l. 
5 • • • • • • · · · • • · • • • 
2 3 105 57 . 
2 22 5 0. 52444 
• • • • • • · · · • • • · • • 4 1 52 20. 
• • • • • • • · • · · • · · · 4 2 39 18 . 
• • • • • • • • 
· · · · 
• • 
4 3 39 14 . 
4 4 39 14. 
• • • • • • • • 
· 
• • • • • • 4 169 0.39053 " . 10 • • • • • • · • · • • • • • • 8 1 10 l. 
• • • • • • 
· 
• • • • • • • • 
8 2 5 l. 
8 3 5 l. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 4 5 O. 
• • ~ • • • • --- • • • • • • • • • • 
----
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LAYER 
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CLOUD-FREE SQUAR.E ELEMENT 
SIZE 
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Figure 3 -34. 
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CLOL~-FREE SQUARE RESOLUTION ELEMENTS 
Nominal and Extreme Variations of Cloud Stati stic s, 
U-2 Photographs 
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Table 3- 8. Relative Change in Cloud-Free Percentage ¥lith 
'Resolution Element (U-2 Cloud Photographs) 
Cloud- Relative 
Cloud Cloud Free Resolution Cloud-Free Percent 
Category Amount Range Range Percentage Change Change 
2 O. 1, 0.2, 0.90 480m 61.5to78.5=17 27.6 
0.3 to o. 65 to 30m 
3 O. 4, O. 5 0.65 480m 32. 5 to 55 = 22. 5 70.0 
to 0.45 to 30m 
4 0.6, O. 7, 0.45 480m 14.5to27=13 90.0 
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3.4 ANALYSIS OF APOLLO PHOTOGRAPHS 
3.4. 1 Analysis Procedures 
The analysis procedures for the Apollo photographs were identical to those of the U-2 analyses. They consisted of: 
1. Sele ction of photog raphs fo I" digitizatioll 
2. Digitization of the photographs 
3. Selection of cloud / no - cloud thre shold inte nsity 
4. Derivation of desired cloud statistics. 
The 37 Apollo picture s selected for digitization were from those takein during the Apollo 9 and Apollo 6 flights. Reference 12, which describes the flight data for the photographs of the ApoJ.l-::~ 9 flight, was Ilsed, in addition to catalogs of actual flight photographs from both flights to select the 37 photographs. An effort was luade to select photographs displaying a 
variety of cloud amounts and cloud forms fronl small cellular to large layer. 
The 37 photographs we I"e subdivided into two sets for digitization and 
statistics derivation. Set A consisted of 20 Apollo 9 photographs, which are de scribed in detail in Table 3 - 9. Cloud amount s for Set A we re all 
\ 
Category 2 cloud cover of less than 3.5/10. Set B included four -f\pollo 9 photographs and 13 Apollo 6 photographs, as described in detail in Table 3-10. The se Set B photographs contained mostly Category 3 and Category 4 cloud field s. 
3.4. 2 Digitization Procedure 
3. 4. 2. 1 Digitiz ation 
The digitization procedure for the Apollo photographs was the same as for the U-2 photographs and is descriped. in Section 3.3.3. The 1024-by-l024 digitization of the Set A Apollo picture s produced a 1-by- 1 square element 
of approximately 140 by 140 meters for a mean FOV of 75 n miles. The 512-by-512 digitization for Set B \vould produce a unit element of 280 by 280 meters for the same FOV. 
The actual 1-by-l elements varied because of the variation in the A-<J 
and A- 6 flight altitude s and camera focal lengthS'. The se variations are 
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Number Frame Number 





6 AS9-20- 3115 
7 AS 9 - 2 0 -: 3 160 
8 AS 9 - 2 1-3267 
9 AS9-22-3352 
10 AS9-22- 3372 
11 AS9-22-3436 










Date Latitude Longitude 
3-9~69 0026'S 90 °50' W 
3-12-69 9°40'S 75 °40' W 
3-12-69 8°45'N 36°35'E 
3-12-69 8°28'N 37°15'E 
3-12-69 8°05'N 37 ° SO'E 
3-12-69 7°50'N 38°20'E 
3-12·~69 9°00'S 76°35'W 
3-12-69 33°52'N 84°34'W 
3-8-69 18 ° 15'N 70 058'W 
3-8-69 14°42'N 87°58'W 
3-9-69 33°40'N 118°18'W 
3-9-69 33 ° 10'N 116 °05' W 
3-9-69 33°50'N 105°23'W 
3-9-69 22°25'N 79°00'W 
3-9-69 20 ° 50'N 76°30'W 
3-9-69 13 °45'N 40028'E 
3-8-69 13 °20'N 80 051'W 
3-8-69 19°15'N 98°38'W 
3-8-69 8°52'N 79°35'W 
3-9-69 4°20'N 50 050'W 
,~- 9 cameras mean focal length = 80. 8 mm 
.;~:*;;;. 
". 'TO ':'. 
1...... .• __ ~:c __ " 
• 1: ..... 
Attitude /F OV ':' Background 
(nm) Threshold 
102/69.4 35 






125/85. 1 25 
107/72.8 40 
105/71.5 17 
105/71. 5 20 
106/72.2 15 






120/81. 7 25 
102/69.4 25 
---- ------
~.':1 1Il\i>'~~ t;,._ >;,:'j 
.... :.,,,.:, . 
.. t~ -.: .. , ." 
~ ~,~'~'~<4 .:J .,,· ... ",.:;:1 ~ '. ¥ 
Percent Cloud Arnount 
Estimated 
Computer 
NASA NR Program 
16 17 16.5 
40 26 20.5 
30 28 22.9 
I 50 36 30.3 
40 33 28.3 
35 35 31. 3 
50 30 22.0 
20 23 15. 7 
23 25 19.6 
30 15 11 
43 28 24.2 
30 25 16.7 
27 18.5 16.0 
38 23 28. 1 
6 4 2.7 
15 24 19.5 
30 19 14. 1 
45 22 18.5 
40 24 17.8 
50 21 19.5 
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Percent Cloud Amount 
Estimated 
Computer 
NASA NR Program 
85 65 6L 3 
90 65 79.5 
70 60 63.0 
90 90 96.3 
-94 85 79.2 
83 65 64.5 
25 15 20.2 
10 8. 6 
70 25 18. 1 
67 55 47.1 
65 50 46.4 
40 40 29.3 
57 57 51. 5 
4 5 2. 5 
30 20 21. 1 
80 78 71. 2 
60 50 38.4 
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NorUl American Rockwp.1I 
variation from about 224 hy 224 mete r s to about 450 by 450 mete r s would he 
experienced for FOV's of 161. 7 to 124.5 n miles, respectively. Similarly. 
for Set A,' the 1-by-1 element size varies from 125 by 125 miles to 
164 by 164 miles. 
The FOV of the photographs was dete rmined from the relationship 
C = WH/F 
where 
C is the side of the FOV 
W is film format size (55 millimeters for 70-mm film) 
H is the altitude 
F 1S the camera focal length of BO.B millimeters and 76 millimeters 
for A-9 and A-6, respectively. 
3.4.2.2 Threshold Selection Frocedure 
The cloud/no-cloud threshold intensity selection procedure to be, 
applied to the digitized values froITl the Apollo clond photographs was 
identical to that described in Section 3.3.3.2 for the U-2 photographs. 
In the case of the Apollo photographs, !however, increased emphasis was 
placed upon a comparison of facsiITlile reproductions at selected threshold 
value s with the original photographs. The slope - change criterion for the 
frequency distribution of brightne s s value s was again used in the preliminary 
thre shold intensity value s for the facsimile reproductions. In most case s 
it provide a reasonable approximation to the final best value selected. 
The value s of the final thre shold intensity value s for the sele cted 
Apollo photographs are presented in Tables 3-9 and 3-10. 
3. 4. 3 Statistics Generation Procedure 
The cloud statistic s generation procedure for the Apollo photographs 
was the same as for the U-Z photographs; as described in Section 3.3.4. 
The cOITlputer prograITl used is cOITlpletely de scribed in Appendix B~ 
One adilitional requirement for the J\po]lo; photographs was the 'i 
necessity to determine the value of the I-by-~ e~eITlent for each photograph. 
TheFOV for the 1024-by-10Z4 and 51Z':'51Z digitized points varied with 
the Apollo spacecraft altitude and the camera focal length, thus re suiting in 
different sizes for the I-by-leleITlent. Values of this variation were 
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't Space Division ~ North ArJl(~ncan Rockwell 
The point and area constraints selected as inputs to the statistics gene ration cOlllpute I' prog ram we rc 8 points, 4 pe rccnt and 4 points, 
-+ percent fot· the Set A and Set n photographs, respectively. It should be 
noted that the 8 points for the I024-by-I024 digitization of Set A corresponds to -+ points for the 512-by-512 digitization of Set B. 
The 4 percent area constraint results produces a clear element for all those elenlcnts in which the cloud cover is ress than 4 percent of the 
total elemental area, a constraint that seems entirely justified from a practical viewpoint. Little or no change in the cloud-fre'.e statistics would 
re sult from this area constraint for the smaller elements, but the lar ge st 
elements would tend to be reported cloud free in those case s of very small total cloud amounts. This would normally occur only in the case of very isolated small cloud s. 
3.4 . 4 Re s ulting Statistic s (Apollo) 
The cloud statistics derived from the Apollo ,phot,ographs provide the 
variation of cloud-free percentages of theFOV a,s the cloud-free square 
elements vary in size from about O. Lkilometer (100 meter~) for the l-by-l element to the full picture size of about 150 by 150 kilometers. As in the U - 2 photographs, the constraint to be e ssehtially 0 percent 
cloud-free at the entire field-of-view reduces the confidence of the re sults 
at the large st- sized elements. From a practical viewpoint, the data have decreasing validity beyond the 64-by-64 element size for I024-by-I024 digitization and 32-by-32 for the 512-by-5l2 digitization. 
The computer output format is illustrated in the Apollo sample output 
of Figure 3-22. Tables 3-11 and 3-12present the statistics extracted from the computer output for Set A and Set B, respectively. The data derived 
are shown for all the element size s. Data for the large st element size s, however, are subject to the limitations discussed above. 
3.4.4.1 Set A Statistics 
Figures 3-35 through 3_:-37 provide a com.parison of the cloud 
" statistics derived for varylngsens'or re solutions for the Apollo Set A photographs of low cloud-cover amounfs. As in the U -2 p'hotograph 
analyse s, the 'sharpe st distinction in the data is the difference between FOV's that include uniformly distributed cellular claudine s s and those predominately of layer cloudiness or. clusr~rs of cellular clouds. 
I 
The FOVfilled with layer clqudiness displays the expected slower loss 
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FOLDOUT FRAME 2 
Table 3-11. Cloud 
Cloud-Free Percentage Versus Resolution Element 
~1024 x 1024 Digitization, 8 Point, 4%) 
2 x 2 4x4 8x8 16x16' 32 x 32 64 x 64 128 x 128 
0.28 x 0.28 0.56 x 0.56 1.12x1.12 2. 25 x 2. 25 4. 5 x 4. 5 9. 0 x 9. 0 18. 0 x 18.0 , r~ •• 
83.6 82.2 81. 0 78.4 74.4 68.6 62.0 77.9 75. 1 71. 6 66. 1 (57.9 49.0 37.9 75.0 70.7 64.7 54.6 38. 1 22.0 9. 6 67.7 63. 9 58.8 50.9 38.8 26.7 15. 7 69.4 65.0 59.2 50. 1 38:4 28.4 19. 7 66.7 63.0 58.4 51. 6 4216 35.6 29. ~ I • 75.4 70.6 64.4 55.9 44~7 32.6 17. 2 82.4 79.6 76.7 73.1 68~4 62.7 54.4 
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FOLDOUT FRAME 3 
Table 3.,.11. Cloud Statistics for Apollo Photographs (S~t A) 
.. ~ .. 
~-------------------------------------------------------------------------.' 
~e Ver sus Re solutio.n Element 
~itization, 8 Point, 4%) 
32 x 32 64 x 64 









4.2. 6 35.6 
I 144.7 32.6 
:68.4 62. 7 
'63.2 43.2 




57 1 < . 49.7 
iSI 6 
, . 40.6 
~6.7 61. 2 
~4.5 35.0 
1 $8.0 83.8 




61. 5 46. 9 
128 x 128 





















256 x 256 512x512 1024 x 10Z4 
36 x 36 72 x 72 144 x 144 
0 0 0 
23.0 0 0 
0 0 0 
2.0 0 0 
4.0 0 0 
9.0 0 0 
! 0 0 0 
42.0 0 0 
12.0 0 0 
52.0 , 0 0 ! 
23.0 0 '<. 0 
21. 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
8. 0 0 0 
72.0 0 0 
I 36.0 0 0 





13.0 0 0 





























f-:lurrtber nIn x nIn 
1 79.6 
2 94.0 
3 91. 9 











15 91. 9 
16 91. 2 
17 91. 2 
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Table 3-12. Cloud Statistics for Apollo Phrtographs (Set B) 
.c· 
Cloud--Free Percentage Versus Resolution EleInent 
(512 x 512 Digitization, 4 Point, 4%) 
IXI EleInent 
(Ineters) 1 x 1 2x2 4x4 8x8 16 x 16 32 x 32 64 x 64 128 x 128 
287 38.7 36.2 32.1 27.6 23.1 19.2 16.9 7.7 
340 20.5 19, 1 17.0 14.8 12.0 8.5 3.4 0.0 
333 37.0 34.7 31.7 28.8 25.4 22.0 18.3 11. 8 
224 3.8 2.8 2. 1 1.6 1.1 0.5 0.0 0.0 
312 20.8 17.5 13.1 8.8 4.7 1.0 0.0 0.0 
307 35.5 32.9 28. 7 23.9 18.4 11.8 5.0 0.0 
305 79.8 77.3 73.1 68.9 63.4 56.4 51. 1 42.0 
305 91. 4 87.7 80.0 69.5 58.3 47.6 35.4 16.6 
320 81. 9 77.5 69.1 57.9 42.7 32.3 25.7 16.6 
364 52.9 48.8 41. 5 32.2 21. 9 13.2 8.0 2.4 
370 53.6 49.9 42.7 33.1 22.5 13.4 5.5 0.6 
378 70.1 65.8 56.7 44.6 31. 2 20.7 11. 7 3.0 
393 48.5 46.2 41. 9 36.2 29.7 22.0 14.9 4.1 
450 97.5 96.6 94.6 92.8 90.0 86.8 84.3 85.2 
333 78.8 75.8 70.6 65.5 58.5 47.8 28.7 
I 
7.1 
330 28.8 27.4 24.9 22.0 18.6 14.4 7.8 0.0 
330 61. 6 58.6 54.1 49.6 43.6 36.3 25.8 5.9 
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Figu I'e 3 - 3 5. Apollo Set A Cloud-Free Elctl1ent Statistics 
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Figure 3-36. Apollo Set A Cloud-Free Elem.ent Statistics 
(Layer-Type Claudine ss,Cont) 
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Figure 3 -37. Apollo Set A Cloud-Free EleITlent Stati stic s 
(C ellular Cloudine s s) 
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?' Space Division ~ ~ North American Rockwell 
distributed thrqughout the FOV. Figure 3 -38 is the Apollo photograph 
AS9-l9-3032, which is curve number 1 in Figure 3-35. Figure 3-39 is 
the Apollo photograph for curve 15 of Figure 3-36, wherein cellular 
cloudiness is clustered into groups, with the overall result of having the 
appearance of layer cloudiness. Were this small amount of cellula'r 
cloudine s s uniformly distributed through the FOV, the los s in large clear 
elements would be much greater. 
Figure 3 - 3 7 pre sent s cellular cloudine s s, which is more uniformly 
distributed throughout the FOV, particularly for curve s 3, 4, and 5. The 
rapid loss of large cloud-free elements is especially well demonstrated in 
curve 3. The Apollo photograph for this curve is sh<;>wn in Fi,gure 3 -40. 
Figure 3 -41 shows the photograph for curve 6 of Figure 3 -37, wherein 
the small element cloud-free percentage is less than that of curve 3, but 
becomes greater than that of curve 3 at the large cloud-free elements 
be cause of clustering of the cellular cloudine s s. 
3. 4. 4. 2 Set B Statistic s 
The Apollo Set B statistics are predominately f01; higher cloud amount 
photographs and are predominately from Apollo 6 flights. As in the U-2 
and Set A statistics discussed previously, the statistics may be crudely 
classified as for cellular or layerl-typecloudiness. 
\ 
Figure 3 -42 pre sents data for photographs of clOlid fields derhohstrat-
ing cellular cloudiness., Fi~ure 3 -43 presents data for photographs of 
cloud fields demonstratlin~ layer-type cloudiness. It should again be noted 
. that cellular clouds that are clustered into widely spaced groups rather 
than more or Ie s s uqiformly distributed throughout the picture are be st 
clas sified as layer -type. 
3.4.4. 3 Combined Apollo Statistics - Extreme Variations 
It was shown in the dis cus sion of the U.- 2 and Apollo statistic s that the 
least loss in cloud-free percentage as the squa~e element increased in size 
occurred with 1ayer,.-type'clouds. The greatest loss occurred with cellular 
clouds distributed uniformly throughout the field-of-view. 
The Apollo statistics discussed in the previous sections have been 
fitted for the extreme variations because the cloud type at the midpoint of 
Category 2, 3, and 4 cloud amounts. These extreme variations are 
illustrated in Figure 3 -44. 
These data for the Apollo photographs will be combined in a subsequent 
section with similar data for U -2 and ESSA photographs. 
3-65 
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Fi gure 3-38. Apollo (Frame AS9-19-303Z) Photograph Print 
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Figure 3 - 40 . Apollo (Frame AS 9 - 20- 3 112) Photograph Print 
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Figure 3-41 . Apollo (FraIne AS 9-20-3114) Photog raph Pint 
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Figure 3-43. Apollo Set B Cloud-Free Element Statistics 
(Layer-Type Cloudiness) 
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3.5 ANALYSIS OF ESSA PHOTOGRAPHS 
3.5. I Description of ESSA Photographs 
3. 5. 1. I Gene ral 
The ESSA photographs analyzed were from ESSi\. 7 and ESSA 9 reels 
of film for the year 1969. The reels were obtained from the National 
Weathe r Records Center. The set chosen for analysis contained the grid 
line s of latitude and longitude. 
j. s. 1. 2. ;:;election of Photographs 
A rather thorough survey of the ESSA photographs contained in the 
film reels was conducted to select 30 photographs for analysis. The 
characteristics sought in the final photographs included a variety of total 
cloud amount from various geographical location q "Lnd seasons. The final 
choice of ESSA photographs is shown in Table 3-13. The following 
characte riStiCR are depicted fo .... each picture: 
1. Assigned picture number 
2. Satellite number de signating particular satellite 
3. Date, time, and season photograph was taken 
4. Geographic coordinate s of the center of each picture 
5. Percentage of the picture occupied by land and water 
All these pictures were made in 1969. Table 3-13 indicates that more 
pictures were selected in the northern hemisphere to concentrate on the 
United States because of its pertinence to the ERTS objectives. 
The 30 pictures selected were taken on ESSA 7 and 9 flights, after 
careful study and screening of about 1000 film. frame s. 
3. 5. 2 Digitization Procedure 
3.5.2. I Digitization 
The method o~ digitization is identical to that explained in Section 3. 3.3 
for the U2-photographs. A 512 x 512 digitization grid was used in conjunc-
tion with a 15 0 x 150 square segment of the unit sphere. The resultant 
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Selected 
Geographic Location 
Land/Water of Picture Center 
Percent 
Latitude I Longitude Ratio 
0° 75 0 E 5%/95° 
40S 60E 0/100 
55S 20W 0/100 




2SN lISE 65/35 
35N 130E 30/70 
35N 100W 95/5 
40N 120W 55/45 
40N 80W 100/0 
5N 90W 6/94 
20S 80W 10/90 
20N BOW 20/80 
35S 45W 18/82 
35N 90W 75/25 
45N 100W 100io 
ION 115W 0/100 
20N 75W 15/85 
35N 95W 90/10 
35N 80W 60/40 
5S 65W 0/100 
50N 115W 93/7 
ION 70W 30/70 
60N 125W 85/15 
35N 90W 85/15 
ION BOW 35/65 
lOS 65W 5/95 
3SN 90W 80/20 
35S OOW 0/100 
20S 60W 0/100 
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and the total digitiz,cd FOV is (900 x 900 nauticallniles). The FOV was 
Cl)l1stant for all pict1..l 1'e s be cause the film used was reduced satellite data 
with reference longitude and latitude points. Through the use of a standard 
area ternplate overlay, the FOV was standardized for each picture digitized. 
.~. 5. 2. 2 Threshold Selection Procedure 
The n1ethod used to select the cloud /no- cloud thre shold for film was 
transmitted light intensity. As each ESSA 35 mm film frame was selected, 
a 7 - x 7 -in. copy was Inade for later comparison with digitized tape 
fac sirnile photo to aide in thre shold intensity selection. The thre shold was 




Comparison of film frarne 7 - x 7 -in. print and a 5- x 5-in. 
facsimile plot of the digitized intensity data 
Slope discontinuity criteria for the inte.nsity cumulative frequency 
histogram 
Estilnated cloud-cover percentage 
Unlike similar methods, this approach provides perrnanent data that 
could be used later to re solve unanticipate error s and conveniently verify 
the threshold selections. Initial thresholds were sufficiently accurate to 
require generation of only one additional facsimile plot for verification. 
On five of the 30 selected pictures, three facsimile plots were required. 
The ESSA film is a black and white positive film, and the extreme intensity 
value s of 0 and 63 corre spond to cloud s and background, re spectively. 
The selected thresholds for the 30 ESSA film frames are listed in 
Table 3 -14. Intensity value s greater than thre shold value denote 
background or cloud-free points. Specific geographic and time data for the 
pictures listed in Table 3-14 are tabulated in Table 3-13. 
3.5.3 Statistics Generation Procedure 
The method and associated computer program used to generate ESSA 
cloud-free probability statistics as a function of element size are described 
in Sections 3. 3. 4 and Appendix B. 
Point and area constraints for line cloud segments and cloud elen'lents 
were systematically selected as 15 points and 4 percent, respectively. 
The point criteria will have a negligible effect except for the case of 
isolated small clouds {small relative to a FOV of 900 x 900 nautical miles). 
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Number Threshold Estimated Computed 
1 37 ::;!~ 23.0 24.0 
2 37 41. 0 43.7 
3 28 72.0 58.4 
4 32 50.0 53.6 
5 40 35.0 42.1 
6 22 87.0 75.1 
7 35 60.0 50.1 
8 35 50.0 61. 6 
9 35 40. 0 47.9 
10 35 40.0 36.1 
II 30 30.0 20.0 
12 17 65.0 50.0 
13 35 25.0 24.3 
14 35 35.0 13.7 
15 42 20.0 14.8 
16 40 32.0 31. 7 
17 40 ·iO.O 41. 1 
18 47 50.0 12.0 
19 43 25.0 23.0 
20 I 45 50.0 25.0 
21 I 43 27.0 21. 1 
22 40 65.0 56.9 
23 47 25.0 34. 7 
24 40 60.0 46.9 
25 40 45.0 41. 1 
26 40 25 25.1 
,27 45 50 44.4 
28 50 25 28.6 
29 45 35 18.2 
30 50 35 46.3 
;~Resolution element cloud threshold parameters 
• Linear length = 15 points 
• % resolution cloud area> 4 
'::~:Maximum intensity- :;;; 63 
-':10' 
:/\ '\ ~>r.;:~.;..1J 
":,'Y-
I '" t;t?~~;:!!~;~ 
I...-_. ____ ... <L 
•• • 'L. ad ,. 
1 x 1 2x2 4x4 
76.0 73.3 69.2 
56.3 54.0 50.7 
41. 6 37.1 31. 9 
46.4 42. 7 37.2 
57.9 54. 1 48.8 
24.9 19.9 15.4 
49.9 46.8 42.8 
38.4 35.9 33.3 
52.1 48.4 43.6 
63.9 61. 3 57.7 
80.0 77.7 73.9 
50.0 44.3 39.3 
75.7 72.9 68.7 
86.3 83.0 78.3 
85.2 82.9 78.8 
68.3 65.6 61. 3 
58.9 55.6 50.9 
88.0 86.0 82.3 
77.0 74.4 70.0 
75.0 72.9 69.4 
78.9 76.2 71. 4 
43. 1 39.3 33.6 
65. 3 62.0 57.1 
53.1 49.1 43.5 
58.9 56.7 53.0 
74.9 72.3 68.0 
55.6 53.3 49.8 
71. 4 69.5 66.4 
81. 8 79.0 75.0 
53.7 50.9 46.8 
Cloud-Free Percentage Versus Resolution Element~< 
"~,-.., -. 
8x8 16 x 16 32 x 32 64 x 64 128 x 128 256 x 256 
64.2 56.3 45.5 34.2 20.1 0.0 
46.7 40. 1 30.0 17.0 3.0 0.0 
26.8 20.9 14.6 7. 6 1.8 0.0 
31. 2 23.0 13.1 3. 8 O. 0 0.0 
42.5 33.9 22.6 11. 4 3. 6 O. 0 
11. 3 6.7 1.7 O. 0 0.0 0.0 
38. B 33.2 25.9 17.6 6.5 0.0 
31. 1 28.2 24.5 18.5 7.7 O. 0 
38.7 32.7 24.3 12.5 1.2 0.0 
53.5 47.6 39. 7 28.8 14.2 0.0 
69.2 62.0 52.8 40.9 28.4 8.0 
35.1 30.2 23.2 12.0 1.8 0.0 
63.9 56.8 46.4 34.1 16.0 0.0 
72.9 64.7 52.1 38.8 29.0 0.0 
73.6 65.3, 53.0 34.2 14.4 0.0 
55.6 47.3 36.9 27.0 10.7 0.0 
45.0 36.3 23.4 11. 4 1.2 0.0 
77.5 69.4 55.8 36.6 21. 9 4.0 
64.6 
t 
55.8 43.5 27.7 12.4 O. 0 
65.1 58.6 50.0 38.5 29.0 8.0 
65.0 55.0 41. 5 26.4 17.8 O. 0 
27.3 19.9 II. 2 3.4 0.0 O. 0 
51. 2 42.9 31. 3 16.9 1.2 O. 0 
37.8 30.9 22.9 14.5 5.3 O. 0 
48.7 42.5 33.5 22.0 9.5 0.0 
62.5 53.5 39.7 19,.26 8.3 0.0 
45.3 38.4 28.2 18.0 5.9 0.0 
62.8 56.8 46.7 31. 6 16.0 4.0 
70.8 63.8 51. 9 33.3 19.5 O. 0 
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because the mlnlmUUl computed total cloud cover is 12 percent (Table 3-14) 
which is substantially greater than 4 percent of any individual element. 
3. 5. 4 Re suIting Statistics (ESSA) 
Cloud statistics derived from the ESSA composite photograph cloud 
pictures provide the FOV cloud-free percentage as of function of the elements 
for sizes of 3.3 x 3.3 kilometers up to 1280 x 1280 kilometers. Since the 
minirnum cloud percentage is 12 percent for the ESSA pictures, all the 
statistics will approach zero cloud-free percentage for the total picture FOV. 
This limitation restricts the valid range of the computed data to the elell'lent 
size range corresponding to 64 x 64 points or less). The computed cloud-
free percentage versus resolution element size is listed in Table 3-14 
for the 32 sele cted ESSA picture s (see Table 3 -13). 
3.5.4.1 Resulting Statistics Versus Cloud Category 
T,he computed cloud free statistic s in Table 3 -14 have been grouped 
by cloud -free percentage for the basic or minl.IDUm-elell'lent size (1 x 1 grid 
point = 3. 3 x 2. 2 kilometer s). Three cat~gori,e s u'sed for (lata group are 
(1) greater than 65 percent cloud free, (2) 45- :to 65-percent cloud free, 
and (3) less than 45-percent cloud free. Plots of the data by category are 
depicted in Figure s 3 -45 to 3 -47 for Categr.·rie s 2 through 4, re specti vely. 
Except for picture numbers 19 and 26 in Figure 3-45, the curves for 
Categories 2 and 3 exhibit uniforll'l slopes per each category, thereby 
showing relatively sll'lall effects due to cloud type variation (e. g., layer 
versus cellular). However, the effects of cloud clustering are evident in 
the curves for cloud Category 4 in Figure 3 -47. Nominal or mean curve s 
were constructed from Figure s 3 -45 through 3 -47 by vi sual inspection. 
The se nominal curve s are shown in Figure s 3 -48 through 3 ... 50. The next 
step is to combine the data for the different categories. 
3.5.4.2 COll'lposite ESSA Statistics 
By visual interpolation, the curves in Figures 3-47 through 3-50 were 
cOll'lbined to forll'l cOll'lposite curve s. The cOll'lposite curve s are depicted 
in Figure 3 ... 51. The se curve s repre sent nOll'linal or mean value s. For the 
ESSA data, the variation in slope with cloud type was ll'luch sll'laller than in 
the sll'laller resolution elell'lent data of U-2 and Apollo. Because of this 
sll'lall variation with cloud type for the larger re solution elell'lents, only 
nOll'linal curves are presented~ These curves should be interpreted linearly 
on the ordinate sCcile for int,e-rmediate value s. I 
These composite statistics were subsequently combined with similar 
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3.6 COMBINED STATISTICS 
Data [rom U-2 (Figure 3-33), Apollo (Figure 3-44), and ESSA 
(Figures 3-48 through 3-50) were combined as illustrated in Figure 3-52. 
The dashed line s in Figure 3 -44 denote the extreme envelope s as a function 
of cloud type and the solid line s denote the nominal value s for each cloud 
category. The combined data curves and the basic data curve segments 
are illustrated in Figure 3-52. The component curves are compatible and 
fit well at midrange of the U2 and Apollo data. Although the fit is not as 
good at the Apollo /ESSAi nterface at about seven kilometer s, it doe s show 
a relatively smooth transition. The solid curves in Figures 3-52 and 3-53 
represent the combined values representative of each cloud category and 
each 10 percent intervals, respectively. These resultant statistics define 
the effect on the cloud -free area percentage of resolution element statistics 
for the range of 0.03 to 200 kilolTIeters. When auglTIented with the U2 and 
Apollo envelope data, these data cOlTIpletely define the sensor resolution 
effect as a function of cloud -free resolution elernent Size. 
3. 7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. There is a large percentage increase in cloud -free area within 
a given FOV with decrease in cloud -free resolution elelTIent size 
(increase in resolution). 
I 
2. The rate of increase in cloud -free area with increased resolution 
is less for layer -type cloudiness than for cellular -type, cloudiness 
in the mid -range of elelTIent size (Apollo curves). 
3. The increase (gain) in cloud -free area is relatively slTIall for 
cloud -free resolution elelTIents frolTI 300 klTI to about 30 klTI; 
relatively large frolTI 30 klTI to 1 klTI; and relatively slTIall at 
slTIaller resolution elelTIent sizes. 
4. The resolution interval of lTIZlxilTIulTI gain in cloud -free area. is 
a function of the FOV total cloud alTIount and cloud spatial 
distribution. 
5. Future probability-oi-seeing analyses for ERTS should utilize 
the variation in cloud -free area as a function of resolutio n elelTIent 
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4.0 CLOUD REGION HOMOGENEITY ANALYSIS (U. S. ) 
The objective of this phase of the study was to evaluate the validity of 
\ 
the homogeneous cloud regions of the United States for ER TS probability-of-
seeing studies. Maximum ER TS interest lies in the Chesapeake Bay, Phoenix, 
and the Feather River areas. Emphasis is placed upon these locations. 
4. 1 DA TA RESOUR CES 
The homogeneous cloud regions used in the probability-of- seeing 
analyses were delineated in Reference 2 and they are illustrated for the 
United States in Figure 4-1. The cloud statistics of Reference 2 were 
presented for each of these homogeneous regions. The unconditional cloud 
statistics for each region were for a single station selected as being repre-
sentative of the entire cloud regio!). For the homogeneous cloud regions of 
the United States, the following informaticn is applicable: 










R epre sentati ve Station 
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia 
Tripoli, Libya 
Tampa, Florida 
Los Angeles, California 
Mountain Horne, Idaho 
Belleville, Illinois 
Ship D, Atlantic 
San Francisco, California 
Shreveport, Louisiana 
As a first step in checking the validity of a single station's statistics 
for the U. S. homogeneous cloud regions, a survey was made of the sum-
'n'larized cloud statistics available within the National Climatic Center of the 
Environmental Data Service, at Ashevip~i ·North Carolina. The U. S. cloud. 
statistic s of interest consist of hourly (o'r thr~e-hourly) frequency distribu-
tions of cloud cover amounts for each month of the year, for periods of at 
least ten years. The TIlost appropriate data are published as Uniform 
Sumlnaries of Surface Weather Observations, Part A (prepared from hourly 
observations). Figure 4-1 presents results of the survey to identify stations 
in the U.S. that have at least ten years of such data. Frorrl these approxi-
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't Space Division ~ North American Rockwell 
for 60 stations scattered evenly throughout the U. S. were acquired and used 
in frequency distribution comparisons. It should be noted that the revised 
uniforrn sunlrnaries present the cloud amount frequency distributions in terms 
of relative or percentage frequencies, the most useful form. The uniform 
SUl1l111aries I data are for frequencies only and had to be converted to per-
centage frequency data. 
4.2 COMPARISON OF FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS -
STANDARD-SIZE AREAS 
4.2.1 General 
Figure 4-2 illustrates a comparison of the frequency distributions for 
all of the 29 homogene ous cloud regions of Reference 2 for 1000 LST, August. 
Although the shapes vary with time of day and with season or month, it is 
pos sible to generally describe the frequency distributions as having an L, 
M, U, or J shape. These descriptors will be used in subsequent discussion. 
Figures 4-3, and 4-4 present the frequency distributions for 1000 LST, 
January (winter) and July (summer) for the five largest (areally) cloud 
regions of the U. S. (2, 8, 11, 18, and 19) and for Region 1, which contains 
the Phoenix area of special interest to ER TS. Distributions for these U. S. 
regions den10nstrate the wide seasonal differences that occur. 
The 1000 LST, winter distributions of Figure 4-3 show the J distribu-
tion typical of high amounts of overcast skies for all regions of the U. S. 
except for the southwest desert regions of 1 and 2. During summ.er, how-
ever, the entire western U. S. (1, 2, 8, and 18) shows the L distribution 
typical of high amounts of clear skies, while the eastern U. S. (11 and 19) 
still shows relatively high percentages of overcast and broken cloud amounts. 
4. 2.2 Frequency Distributions Within Cloud Regions 
A cursory survey of the frequency distributions was made for the 
entire 60 selected U. S. stations. A more detailed analysis was made for 
the three regions of greatest interest to ER TS studies (Chesapeake Bay, 
Phoenix, and Feather River). 
Figures 4-5 through 4-8 demonstrate the variation that occurs £01' 
selected stations, times, and seasons in Region 11. In general, the poorest 
agreement \vith the Region 11 data (Belleville, Illinois)1 occurs at Grand Island 
and Cheyenne, the stations near the west end of the region. Cheyenne, in 
particular, demonstrates poor agreement at all four times/seasons illus-
trated. Surprisingly ,Washington, D. C., shows a better agreement with the 
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Figure 4-4. U. S~ Homogenous Regions 1000 LST _ July 
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? Space Division ~ ~ North Amencan Rockwell 
stations selected are within ±2° latitude of the center latitude of the stations. 
The. best seasonal agreement for the five Region 11 stations are nighttime 
(2200 LST) in the winter (January). The poorest was daytime (1000 LST) in 
summer (July). The poorest agreement was at the clear and overcast cloud 
a.mounts. 
The diurnal variation is particularly large at Cheyenne in the summer. 
There the greatest frequency (of the five stations) occurs in the daytime 
(1000 LST) but the lowest frequency (of the five stations) occurs at nighttime 
(2200 LST). Region 11 statistics (Belleville) show the opposite diurnal trend, 
or lowe st clear at 1000 LST, and high clear at 22 00 LST. 
\ 
The extreme variation of the frequency of clear skies at Cheyenne and 
Grand Island at 1000 LST in July (39 and 35 percent) compared with Region 11 
(Belleville) and Washington (13 and 14 percent) should be noted. 
The survey of frequency distributions within the other U. S. cloud 
regions similarly showed a. great variety of distributions according to time-
of-day, geography, or sea.son. These variations produced distributions 
which "fitted" the dat-=i for the clouri re5i0P (representative station) at some 
locations, times, and seasons and others that did not. The inescapable con-
clusion was that unconditional frequency distributions for individual stations 
within the U. S. cloud regions should be used in preference to the "repre-
sentative station" data. Of course, for worldwide areas, where a coverage 
of data similar to that of the United State:s is not possible, such as the oceans 
and underobserved land areas, the cloud regions of Reference 2 provide a 
most useful concept ani! the most appropriate data for use in probability-of-
seeing studies. In addition, for studies requiring conditional cloud statist~cs, 
the individual station data are inadequate since no such data are available. 
The use of the cloud region data of Reference 2 for the conditional statistics 
is therefore necessary. Current efforts are being made by Allied Research 
under a'NASA-MSFC contract to update the data of this reference. Such 
updated data should be used in preference to that of Reference 2 when they 
become available. 
4.2. 2. 1 Chesapeake Bay Area 
Cloud frequency data for the Chesapeake Bay Area (Washington, D. C. ) 
were compared with Region 11 data (Belleville, Illinois) in the previous 
section, and a fair agreement was noted. For detailed probability-of-seeing 
studies, howeyer, an improvement in the accuracy of the probability values 
would be achieved by using the unconditional cloud statistics from 
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? Space Division ! ~ ~ North American Rockwell . I 
Uniform Summary of Surface Weather Observations, Part A & B, is 
available for Wa'shingtoll, D. C. / Andrews AFB at the National Climatic Center, Environmental Data Service, Asheville, North Carolina. Figure 4-9 presents an exarrlple of the basic data format. Table 4-1 presents a summary 
of the percentage frequency distributions for selected months and titnes of day as derived from the basic data. 
Table 4-1. Selected Cloud Statistics* for Chesapeake Bay Area 
Month 
and Time Cloud Category 




Jan 16.6 10.8 6. 1 19.6 46.9 6.7 Apr 15.0 15.2 7.2 23.7 38.9 6.3 July 14.2 16.5 10.3 31. 4 27.6 6.0 Oct 26.4 16.3 8.5 16.5 33.3 5.2 
2200 LST 
Jan 31. 0 10.2 5.9 9'.7 43.2 5.5 Apr 31. 7 12.9 5.3 ' 12.9 37.2 5.2 
July 25.2 19.2 10.0 19. 1 26.4 4.9 Oct 44.7 12.2 4.0 11. 2 27.9 4. 1 
All Hours 
Jan 23.7 11. 0 5. 1 14.5 45.7 6.1 Apr 21.3 13.6 6.3 20.1 38.8 6.0 July 16.0 16.9 11. 6 29.2 26.3 5.7 Oct 33.9 13 .. 6 6.3 16. 1 30.1 4.8 All months 23.4 14.3 7.4 19.6 35.4 5.6 
~:~Percentage frequencie s, uncondition.al, standard - size areas 
4.2.2.2 Phoenix Area 
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Mean Sum of 
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Sky Cover Sky Cover 
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I ? Space Division ~ ~ North Arnericrm RockwAll 
Yurna, Arizona. Stations for Region 2 were the rf!presentative station 
(Tripoli, Libya) and El Paso, Texas. Both Yuma and E1 Paso are near the 
center of the U. S. portions of Regions 1 and 2, respec~ively. 
Cloud frequency distributions for the Phoenix area were der ivecl from 
the Sky Cover portion of the Uniform ,Sumnlary of Surface Weather Observa-
tions for Phoenix, Arizona (Luke Air Force Base). The de rived pe rcentage 
frequencies for the standard cloud categories are presented in Table 4-2, 
and in Figures 4-10 and 4-11. It may be noted from the figures that for both 
daytime (l000 LST) and nighttime (2200 LST), and for all four seasons, an 
L-shaped frequency distribution occurs except for a U-shape in the winter at 
1000 LST. Additionally, the consis tently higher frequency of clear skie s in 
the transition seasons of spring and fall should be noted. Finally, the higher 
frequency of clear skies at night (2200 LST) than in the daytime (l000 LST) 
should be noted. 
Table 4-2. Selected Cloud Statistics~~ for Phoenix, Arizona Area 
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3 4 5 
- - -
4.3 23.1 26.9 
5.2 17.0 11. S 
7.S 22.6 11. 5 
5.1 17.5 4.6 
6.4 lS.3 13.5 
1.0 10.S I - I 9.S 
7.3 24.4 20.0 




5.9 I lS.1 20.6 
6.4 14.5 11. 0 
9.S 21.4 13.2 
5.3 11. 9 4.2 
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~ Space Division ~ ~ North American Rockwell 
Figures 4-.12 and 4-13 present ,a wint~r (January) and summer (July) 
comparison of the, P~hoenix area cloud statistics with Region 1 and Region 2 
stations at 1000 LSl'. In the winter, the three U.S. stations of Yuma, 
. ' 
\ 
Phoenix, and E1 Paso show fair agreement with each other hut a considerably 
smaller agreement with either Region 1 or Region 2. All three U. S. staH;ns 
are essentially U-shaped, whereas Region 1 is L-shaped,and Region 2 i~ 
M-shaped. In the summer, Regions 1 and 2 are dis,tinctly L-shaped with' a 
great deal more clear skie s than at the U. S. s tci.tionis (Regiohs 1 and 2 are 
approximately 66 percent clear ,whereas PhoeniX is 33 percent clear). Yuma 
is L-shaped, Phoenix is LIM-shaped, and E1 Paso is M-shaped. These vari-
ations indicate the necessity of using single-station data when they are avail-
able rather than homogeneous region data. 
4.2.2.3 Feather River Area 
The station selected as being representative of the Feather River Area 
is Fresno, California. This area is in homogeneous cloud Region lB. 
San Francisco data have been used as the Region IB representative data. 
Other Region IB stations selected for comparison are Sunnyvale and Edwards 
Air Force Base, California. 
Table 4-3 presents clou.d frequency data' for the Feather River Area as 
derived from the Uniform Summary of Surface Weather Observations, Sky 
Cover for Fresno, California. 
,Figure 4-14 demonstrates the seasonal variations in the Feather River 
Area ktt 1000 LST. The outstanding feature of! the distribution is the extreIll~ 
variafionfrom summer L-shcipe, when skies are clear an extremely large ' 
percent of the time (> BO percent) to the Winter J -shape, when overcast skie~ 
predominate (>-60 percentY~ Fall is also L -shaped, whereas spring is a true 
mixture with a .U-shape ~ 
The :Ciilur'na1 variation for this area is illustrated for winter and summer 
, . - - I I . - ,-
in Figures 4,-15 and 4-16:. The summer distributions stand out for their Vel"yi 
.,. __ '--,',''' , I 
small diurnal var·iation, but clear skies even more domina~t in the nighttime 
(2200 LST ab.d B9 p~rce~t) than in the daytime (1000 LST and BO. 6 percent). 
The winterdistribt;Itionsalso show relatively little diurnal variation with a 
maximum V_C1.riati0n qf 2200 LST 12B.:5 percent to tbe 1000 LST 112.4 percept 
occurring for the clear: category. 
.. 
The variation of cloud statistics within Region ih8 is illustr-ated in 
Figures 4-17 a:nd 4-1B. All of the foul.'" stations exhibit an L-shape in the 
summer (J:u:lyJ 'but the variation of the percentage occurrence of clear skies 
is quite large, ranging from a high of BO. 6 percent in the Feather River Area 
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Figure 4-13. 1000 LST - July 
Phoenix Area 
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, I' I Figure 4-14. Feather River Area (Fresno) Seasonal Variations 
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~tollt:h nnd Tillh' Clouri Category 
1000 IJSI' 1 l 3 4 5 Mean T(!nths 
-_.- . - .-- - - -
J<l11 12.3 8.7 4.8 L2.6 6 L. 6 7.6 
Apr 1H.n I (). 1 5.0 20.7 21.0 4.2 
JUly 80. I) R ~ l.. ( 2.9 5.8 1..9 0.9 
Oct: () I . 8 8. I 4.5 12.0 L3.6 2.6 
2200 T..JST 
Jan 28.7 10.0 2.9 10.9 47.5 5.9 
Apr 59.0 IL.O 4.7 10.0 15.3 2.7 
July 89.0 5.5 1.6 3.2 0.7 0.5 
Oct 74.5 7.7 2.6 7.8 8.4 l.6 
All Hours 
Jan 20.3 9.6 3.9 14.0 52.3 6.7 
Apr 47.9 13.6 4.7 15.6 18.2 3.5 
JUly 82.6 7.9 2.1 5.8 l.7 0.8 
Oct 66.7 9.3 3.2 10.8 10.0 2. 1 
All ITlonths 55.5 9.7 3.4 11. 4 20.0 3.2 
~:~Percentage frequencies, unconditional, standard-size areas. 
clear sky frequency of about 25 percent in the sumITler for the Feather River 
Area (80.6 percent) over Region 18 (59~J3percent), and prJ;>bability-of-seeing 
values using Region 18 statistics would [be farToo low foi- the' Feather River 
Area. In winter, Feather River Area, Region 18, and Sunnyvale exhibit a 
J -shape, but Edwards AFB, which lies across the Sierra range from the 
other s ta tions, exhibits a greatly different shape, is bes t clas sHied as a 
U ~shape. Again, the desirability of detel'mining probability-of-seeing values 
[rom localized stations when pos sible is deITlons trated. 
4.3 COMPARISON OF PROBABILITY-OF-SEEING RESULTS, 
100 -NM AREAS 
• 
For the ITlost useful cOITlparison o~ t~e vari~Ction of the probability-of-
seeing results for ERTS that may occur!-\~·hthiIiU.S. cloud regions, the basic 
stg,·tis tics for standard -size areas were cQ?'rerted to 1 00 -11ITl statistics before 
use in the various probability-()f-seeing programs. Again, the probabilities 
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4.3. 1 Single -Look Viewing 
The perfect-resolution probability of seeing all (100 percent) of an 
area of 100 by 100 nautical miles in a single look will vary directly with the 
variation in the occurrence of clear skies. The values for the three selected ER TS locations and their corresponding cloud regions for N = 5 passes In January and JUly at 1000 LST are presented in Table 4-4. 
As may b~ __ seen' from Table 4-4, the probabilities for [Chesapeake Bay 
are in fair agre'ement with those of Region II, as would be expected since the 
cloud statistics were shown in Section 4.2 to be in fair agreement. Corre-sp6n~ing agreement between other st~tiOI)S in Region i 1 would be les s favorable . Similarly , the agreement of the other areas of ER TS interest (Phoenix and Feather River) is poor, a's would be expected from the cloud dis tributions dis cus sed in Section. 4. 3. 
4. 3.2 One -: or Two -Look Viewing 
i ._! 
, 
. For illus tration, the probability of $eeipg 50, 70, and 90 p~rcebt or 
more of an area of 100 by 100 nautical iniles for selected numbers of passes is presented in Table 4-4. Re~IJJts illustrated are for 1000 LST in July. 
i The good agreement for results for Chesapeake Bay and the relatively poor agreement of results of Phoenix and Feather River with their respective Region re suIts-is again illus trated in the table. 
4.3. 3 Continuous 'Viewing (Monte Carlo) 
I ' 
-The probability of se eing I 90 percen~ or more of ana,rea of ~ 00 by 100 nautical miles in f~ye independent passes in the c;:ontinuous vi~wing mode (a look is made on every pass ) may be used to illustrate the variation in probability-of,:"see~ng results for the selected ER TS locations and their 
. cor~e,sponding cloud regions. A comparison is pre sented in Table 4 -4 for 1000 LST "JUly. _ 
4.4 CONGL'USIONSAND RECOM'MENDATIONS 
The following conclusionsCi._nd recQIDmendat-iOns have been drawn from the analyses de scribed in the preceding sections r--
1. For :ER TS prooability-of-iseeing anaiyse s f9:t! localized 'areas 1 clo~d frequencysHstributiori data frdm theneare st repre senta~ive 
station should be used in preference to the data for the homo gene -
ouscloud region in which the area is located. 
'I_~ , 
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? Space Division ~ ~ North American Rockwell 
Table 4,4. COIl1parison of Probability-of - Seeing Re s ults , 
100 -nUl Areas 
A. SEEING 100% IN SINGLE LOOK IN 5 PASSES AT 1000 LST 
r-------------------------------------------------------------------~ 





Re:"' aion 1 ::-. 
Feather River 





























B. ONE OR TWO LOOKS, 1000 LST, JULY 
2: 50% 0 f 1 00 - nUl 
Area 
Location 
Chesapeake Bay 42.5 96.9 




















2: 90% of 100 -nUl 
Area 
17. 5 88. 9 
17.0 90.0 
39.1 95.9 










C. CONTINUOUS VIEWING DURING FIVE PASSES, 
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In the absence of sufficient data for the prveious recomm.endation 
(as over ~ocean and underdeveloped land areas), the homogeneous 
cloud I;egion concept and data provide the best source of cloud 
st ati stic IS • 
3. Sin,ce only unconditional cloud statistics are available for localized 
areas, the use of the homogeneous cloud region conditional statis;;;. 
tic~~re recommended for ERTS analyses requiring such data . 
4. Results of current contract efforts to improve the basic homoge-
nedus cloud region statistics should be incorporated into future 
probability-of-seeing analyses . 
5. A d1ata bank consisting of card or tape data for a large number of 
u. S. stations should be developed in preference to a smaller 
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5.0 NEW TECHNOLOGY 
j 
••• 
, ? Space Division ~ ~ North American Rockwell 
Two reportable technology items consisting of the Probability of 
Seeing Computer Programs (Appendix A) and the Cloud Free Resolution 
Element Statistics Program (Appendix B) have been submitted through the 
Technology Utilization Department of the North American Rockwell Space 
Division. 
These items were submitted in accordance with Article IV of the 
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APPENDIX A. CLOUD STATISTICS ADJUSTMENT AND ENLARGED 
FOV SEEING PROBABILITY COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
This section describes the analysis equations, FORTRAN variables 
equivalenced to analysis variables, logical operations, and the input data fonnat for the cloud s statistics adjust.ment and probability-of- seeing 
com.puter prograrns . 
The relationship betwe en the programs and re sultant computed output 
are depicted in Figure A-I. 
Subsequent sections will docUlnent the program's content, capability, 
and method of utilization. 
A.l ROUTINE FOR GENERATION OF BASIC CLOUD COVER DATA 
TAPES FOR ENLARGED FIELD OF VIEW 
A. 1. 1 General 
The basic cloud sta'tistics are those cOlnpiled at the Marshall Space Flight Center. They consist of the percentages of cloud cover for five cloud 
categories from an obs,ervation point at eight times a day; the percentages 
of cloud cover fo.r the category for 24 hours later; and the percentages for given and resultant categories for an area 200 nautical miles away .from the 
observation point. The data were collected for 29 representative cloud 
re gions ea rthwide and for 12 months. 
In this section the analysis and FORTRAN variable names are 
synonyn'lOU s. 
This routine performs three functions (See Table A-I): 
1. Generation of basic cloud statistics for standard area on an 
unformatted tape with 32 -bit standa rd IBM 5360 word length. 
Each record contains the constant scale factor, month and region 
num.bers, unconditional statistics for eight times of day, temporal 
statist ic s fo r five conditional catego rie s. The statistic s are 
sequentially written on the tape for the five cloud categories. 
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Figure A-I. Schematic of Computer Program Components: Cloud 
Statistics Adjustment and Probability of Seeing 
for Enlarged FOV 
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Table A-I. Computer Program Listing - Basic Cloud Cover Data 







































r '\ L <: II L .'\ T r ~ ~ Al\.1 n ~ Tn R ~ G r n F (Ul! If) crl V F R D .n t' n ~ TAP F S 
TAD[ 8 - R~~ DATA STt\TrSTrC5 Fn D I? ~nNTHS, 2q RF~r~NS 
"Nn THF CLOUD CATF~DRrFs 
Tt\Pf 0 - R~~ ~ftT~ Fnp EXPA~SIn~ DF t\RFt\ 
T~PF 11') - CUMUI,I\TFO f)~Tt\ nF ClDUf1 (lVFD File> Fl(DI\~mCf) ARF;A 
~FAL * 4 ~F,~(?q,17,R', OAVf2 o ,121, NfGrlT(?O,I?), M~MTH(?q,l?', 
'ljp,IT[R(7Q" S'JlM"'FR(?cn, so~r'Jr,r?(n, F1LL(?Q" 
~"J~J"~.L f 29), rS!Jr-!r.~(?9, 12, A, c;) ,·---!::-GT-(-?<1, 1?, ~,'" , 
r: s r '1 N ( 2 q , 1 2 , 5 , ') " S U ~J C [1 '\j ( ? q , , , q ), T r- ~, p '1 P. (2 '1, ') , 'it , 
Sr: r'~!f1 P q , ') , 5 " ur-.:C r 'i , 9 ), r r. f\J1)( '5, '5 ), 0 J rJ i 'H ( 5 , ') ) . 
n , ". F. \1 Sf(, ~l I<. "/1-' f- q f r " , ') " ~~n ( p ) ,\~ q F."; ( F) ) -
[")A, Til, I(vJlffvF/ 1, ?, ?, .", 3, ",7, ;),1,4, :;.>, '2, "",,--It, 4, 
~ , ~, 4, 4 ,/~ , : 1, 4, 4, 4, ') I 




QFI\O ('),1) Sf)IST, ~1I1MA)(, NRFr, 
I FnRMAT (~1?~~~ 216) 
HQITF. (A, 91)"11' SDJST 
9001 Ffl~MI\T (' 1', )f'\)(, 'elmJD rO~r::R ~~W Df\TA F1Q Fl\!l~R:'Ff) I\U:" OF', 





2 FnrH1AT f 'r:'~1O. RFG CAT', 3)(, 'IJNC0I\!flTTT:l!'.)o\L oP.~!)ARTlJT'F5', 14X, 
* 'cor-In. TF~4~nRI\L', 12'(, 'CQf\HHT T[,NAl SPlIT' Al') 
3 FO~MAr ('1')') 
4 rnRMA-f--(lX, '3, 1)(, T~, ?)(, f7., IX, qrS.l, tx, 'iF').I, 1)(, '>F'l.U 
S = t.'L 
GFNE-~rr TAPE nF OR.IGINAl ClOtln fl~T~ MH) E)(PMH)FOf\RFA 
Dn lr" JM = 1" MOM~X 
no 100 T8 = 1, ~RF~ 
nn 10 Ie = t, 5 
Rr~1) ('i, 6, EMO=]~~' 
* (TFMpn~~fR,TC,J', 
6 F 0 ~ M ~ T. f l'X,' 2 I 2, 1 .x , 
MM, ~R, (U~C(tC,KT', KT=l,Q), 
J=l,~), (rnNf)({C,J), J=1,5' 
lRFZ.0, 
~o« I ~ J' ': ~M 
'1~fll:( I~) = MR 
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* 1') (TFIv'Pfi'lR(JR.IC,.)J, J=1,,)', (CrmD(JC"Jt, J=I,5) cn~JTT "JUF; 
11 
1') 
no 1 "i T ( = I, ? 
nn 1 1 !( T = 1, 13 
S U "W f1 N (r rl , U: , I< n =0. ') 
nn 1 ~ .J -= 1 ,--.Ei 
c;r. n~ n (! P , J r , J J =; !". ') 
~r::ALr rn~n. SPATIAL rnQ ENL4PG~n an~~ 
PJ\TfIl = -')nt<;T I ?"".r:' 
J F ( 0 ~ TJ 0: • r. T. ! .'U_ G fl Tn "I' 
nn :;> 'J r = J, !'i 
nn l':' J = 1, c:; 
fF LJ .FO. II Gil 'Tn 21' 
Sr.n"JD (I f!,r,J) : ~~T (1"1 "" ro~n (f, J) 
r;'l Tn 7') 
71) Srrl~Jf')({p,i:I,,,, = Jf")n. - RATfO *(ll'n. - C'l~HHI,JJ ) 
~ 'i [. n rH J "J'JF. 
'jn TO 60 
4RF~ t,Q-FATFD THAN ?c:n N.M. 
111 on 5':1 It::: 1. ') 
on 4n J = t, '5 __ 
JR = J 
ff (TC .FO. J) Gn Tn 15 
,C:;Cl1l1JfHTP,-J-C:,J) = RATTO * COr..'D IC,JJ 
T f ( C:;COND( 11), Ie, J '-.G'T. UNC( C, 1 ) } 
Gnrn 4n 
3'> c:;rONnq:R~!Tc,.1I = 100. - RATIn *(1')(' • 
J F ( S r. T) '1'0 f If{, T C , J ) • ll',. Uf\! C ( T C , , ) ) 
40 U1NT' NIJF 
fiO Tn ,?,') 
4~ on 46 lJH: JR, '5 
46 sr.nNO(fRtIC,JHI = IINC( re,.l) 
50 CONTI NUE 
-;,~ TO 45 
- (ONnfIe,,,, 
~n Tn 4'5 
r. r:npPUTiF Ut\lcO"'f)nrn~l\L OISTDJR.UrrONS Sf:"LFn T8 Sn!ST 
60 n~ ~e KT ~ 1, 0 
nn for:; Jr.:, 1, ') 
nn 6 r:; I =_ i, 5 
~ -.. ~ I ::' ';;J", ~ " ~~1 \.'"""'~"":""'-' " \ . ,~~. f' M;.~_~ 
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Table A-l. Computer Program Listing Basic Cloud Cover Data (Cont) 


























. _!to .8,0 ___ ,~, 
0081 
0082 
" ~-, -" .... ~""'.,.,.'. ",~ '" 
0083 
0084 " 






6~ PJOINT(TC,J' = UNC(J(,KT' * SCG~n(fR,Tc,J) , lO~.O 
nn 70 'C = t,.5 _ _ _____ .. 
SIINfON( TR,IC,KT) -= 0.0 
no 70 f -:: 1, 5 
~o 10 J -:: 1, 5 
IF (KWHERFf{,J' .FO. IC) SUNCQN(IR,TC,~T) -:: PJOT~T(J,J' 
'I< ... <;liNrnN(IR,fC,KTJ 
70 rnNTrN'.IF 
8(' cnNTINUF 
V'lR 'TF (6, ~, 
DO qO J( -= 1, 5 
WRJTE (6, 4) MM, r,11), Ir., (SU"ICON(YR.tlc,I(T), I<T-=l,~), 
1/: (TF.'1POR(JRtIC,J), J=l,5), (Sf.flNfJCIRtlC"J), J=l,'5' 
W~lTf (Q' ,.,M, '1P, Je, LSUNCO'HTR,d'cLKTl, ~T=l,Bl" 
* (TFMPnR(IR,IC,J), J=l,5), (SCo~n(tQ,TC,J), J-=1,5' 
9n Cn~ITIN!Jf 
1. 00 r. ONTI NIIF 



















ClOOOC)70 E~JLLU",L,~. __ .,_'_,_, __ , __ , __ "' __ _ 
RFWINO_ 8_ 
RFWfNO 9 
----.--- ,,' .. - ___ , .~ ____ r.J,J1D.Q,<!80._. 
ClOOOQ90 
ClOOI000 
(l001010 COMPUTE CUMUlATIVF DISTPIRUTIONS FOR E~lAPGFO AREA ClOOI02~ 
ANO STnRf ON TAPE 10 ClOOI030 
DO.,. l~.C., lMf =- 1.,-~OM.A..X .... , ___ ,",.,.._"_,__ __ " _,.,. " CLQtHO~O 
DO 110 IR= 1, NRFG CLOOln~o 
on 110 Ie -= 1, 5 : Clonl060 
REAP (9' Tl,IZ,I3, (SUNCON('R,lr,~T), KT=l,~), ClOOI07C 
* (TEMPnR(IR,IC,J), J-=1,5), (SCONnfTR,IC,J), J=l,~) ClOOIORO 
llO CONTINUE ~-, Clonl090 
QQ.--12,Q..lft,:::.l.~_N..B.E:G. _____ , __ . e ", __ •. --_-_, ___ .,_.' _'_, ___ " __ ,_ '''.'' ___ " .~LD!H 1.0.0 
00 1-20 KT = 1, A ClOlHllO 
MfANfIR,IM,KT) =Q.lO*SUNCON(IR,2,KT' + O.4S*SUNCON(IR,3,KT' CLOOl120 
* to.7';*SUNCONUR,'t_,KTl + SUNCONUR,5,KTl CLOOl130 
120 CONT~NUF ClnOl140 
00 130 IR = I, NRfG ClOOl15C 
DA-'-'.'(LIR;"uu --'? UtEAta,LR"lM.t3..L+ JJEA"HIR,H1,!tJ + MEANf IR. Ir-1,S) ClOOl160 
* + ~EAN(JR,rM,6): ) , 4.0 CLODI170 
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-= 7fl104 1l/~l/,H 
* + MF~~(r~,I~,q) , I 4." 
130 Mnr-nH(Jp,JMI -=(nl\v(fQ,I~) + "JIGHT( ,r~,J"") , ! 2.0 
on t3C; T~ ~ 1, N~FG 
fln 1~'5 KT'= 1, .'3 





(UJD1230 rSIJ"'OH TQ, '''',KT,?) = Ir:StrNr:N( IQ, P",KT, J) + SI'''lCfJ''J(YR,?,Kf) 
fSlINOJfTR,rM,K'T,3) -= CSIJNOHr 1"r"',I(T,?) 1- SUNCnl\J(IR,3.KT, r.lnDl;)C:;1') 
($IJi\J( ~Ir I R, r ~,I( T. 4) = C SU"lOJ ( r Q,r .~, KT, ~) ... <;I,t-!C O"J( T 0,:,4--, KT) CtOn 1260 
Il'l rSIl"'r"lnp,y~,KT,I) = H'I".11 Clnnl?70 
on 14r TQ,,= 1, "JPFr. Clnnl?~" 
fln J4nrr,~ 1, ~ . flQnl29" r"rrIl~,pA!.t:r,l) 'f TF~ArnQ(T~,rr,ll r.lQOI31')!) (Sr.O·4('Q,rr~',rr.,1) :;~ SrON!HIR,rr,ll r.LOD1310 
f)n 11~ J = ?, 5·- CLOnn?" 
. r r T( 'R tl."', [c • ,I) = reT n R , T "1, Ie, ,1+ 1) +: T ': '" p 0 ~ ( I R .I C , J , C l 001 ':q" 1~6 CSCmf([P,rM,JC"J) :: CSrfl!\!(Jp.,TMdC,J-U + sCn~'n(IR,rc,J' CLOD134f' 
14(l U1NTlNUE CLnrH350 
'50 r,nr-.'TH./fJf- CLOnI3F,1) 
IT (Mnt:1\~l( .lT~ 12' GO TO 1 7 0 Cl'10137f) 
no l~O: TR -= i, NREG '. , ClOnl~~O 
WTNTFR(TR' :: (~ONTH(JR,l) + "1n~TH(rp,~) + MONT~(IR,12)) I 3." CLOOl~9C 
SPRJi\JG(JR) = P.mNT~(IQ,3) +·~f)I'.JT~(IR,4' + "10NT'-UIR.,5)' / 1.1) ClnrH4110 
StI"1"1EP( JR, = (~ONTH( !Q,f" + '·~nNTH( rR,7) + MONTH( U,8)) , 1.0 ClOfH41
n Fall( I~) :: (W1NTH( IR,q) + Wlf'!TH( JR,10) + Mnr..'Hf( fP,lll) / 3.'" CUJ0142
n IF,0 I\Nt-Iuap TP) = (WJN'Tr-R( IR) + SP!HNG( JR) f- SU"'~FO f JR) + F:\LL,(!R) )J4.0ClflfH43f) 
170 HRfTF {F" 17H-,SOfST 
171 J::nRMAT ('I',IOX, 'CUMIJI t\TTVF nlST~I91ITt(1'\JS Fn~ Fl(PANOF.[) I\R!=~', 
* FR.2, ' N.M.') 
172 FnR"1.t\T,I(t"', ne, '>.40NTH', {4) 
173 FnRM~T ~'O ~FAN Cl~UO cnVfR FJ~ P[~InN', 11/ (~X, ~Flf'.2)J 
)74 FOR"""T!('~X, 'r.UMULATYVF UNr.m,Jf1ITJflNI\L OIST~'RUTT(1NS'/(I)l(,8F10.2)' 
1'7') FflP"1AT (;~l(, 'CUM. CONOITIONAL - TH,H'nRAL'-1 (5)(, 'lFl(1.2"). 
176 FnQ~1AT (2X, 'CUM. rON!)TTfO"JAL - SDATIAl" (')1(, I)FlO.211 
nn 180 1M = 1, MOMAX 
~RITE (6, 17" ~n(IM) 
n~ 177 TP. = 1, NPFG 
WR rTF: f~, 173} MRFG (f 10, ('''4Ft\NflR, p~, KTt, KT= 1 ,~, 
WRITF (,;, 174) (ftSUNCNffR,fM,I<'T,fr.), KT=l,;:q, rr=1,5) 
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Table A-I. Computer Program Listing - Basic Cloud Cover Data (Cont) 
FnRTRA~ TV G lFVFl 1, ~on ? 









WRrTF (6, 176' C(CSCON('R,I~,IC,JI, J=1,5), I[:l,~) CLODlSqn 
117 CONTINUE, CLODI60n 
WPTTF fA, 178) CDAYCrp,TM)~ TR;I,NP~G) Cln01610 
17R FORMAT ftn DAY AVEPAGFS'/ (5X, lQF~.2') rlnD1620 
wRITF (6, 17'1' (N1GHTCIR,H1l, TR=l,NRFGI Cl001630 
l7q FOPII1AT (7)(, .qy NIGHT'! ('5)(" lOF6.21' Cl001640 
WQITF (6, 1 AU 01ONTH(IR,IM), IR=l,f-!PFG) ClOOlh50 
Ie] FORMAT (2X, 'RY ~nNT~'/J5X, lOF~p~)' GLOD1660 
lFH1 f'lNTfNllF CLn01670 
IF (M'l~hX .IT. 12. cn TO lqn f.LODIA80 
WRIff (f"lA2' ClOOlf,90 
18.2 Ff")P~AT (.n SFASONM - WTNTFR, SPRING, StJ"'M~R, FAtl, ANn ANNUl\l" Clmn700 
WRITE (6, }A3' (WINTER(IRJ, SPRINGfIR" SUM~FR(IR), Cl001710 
* FALl,. ( IR , ,,4NNJ)Al URtLJJL=. _Lt. NREG' ,,_ .. __ .. ' _" _,_ .. , ' __ .. _____ . ,C.LPO1 72JL 
tal Fn~MAT (5X, 5FI0.2) ClOD1730 
1«}1\J WRIT~.-,(lO) ««C-SUNcr-UIR,r~,KT,rc" IR=l,NRF.G', ClOIH740 
'" IM bh l;,MTJ"ll\)(), KI=:J,8', 1£=1,5)... CUJ01750 J • " I. ._... _, . __ ,. _ __~. _ _ 
WRlfE (10' («(CCTfIR,IM,IC,J), IR=l,NREGJ~ IM=l,MOMAXJ, Cln01760 
*. J C = 1 ,5 ), J = 1 , S ',' . . CLOD 1 770 
WRITF.. 091, (.l.U.£~€.QNl.!:R'[MLtCrJJ, 'rR=l!NRF~LL __ ._ ... __ .. -- .. - ___ ~L!J01I8.Q_. ~ P1=1,MOM.Al(J_,_IC;=1,S), J=I,5) Cl001790 
WO,rTE (In) «(MEANflR,IM,Kl'J, JR=l,NREG',_JM=l,Mn~AX), KT=1,8', ClOOHH'O 
* .(MOtI), I:=i:l,F10MAX), tl1R.fGLJt, ,1::l"NP-FG'!,. ."ClCl01810 
WRITE (-10' HOAV(IR,JMJ, IR=l,NREG), IM=I,··1nMfI'/O, . ClOOIR20 
* (NJIGHT(IR'(M), IR=I,NREG', IM=l,~OMAX), -ClOlH830 
* U 'tON Hn 1 R .lJJ:U '- _J.B-=l..tl4Rf.G.LL.~-=L.~Qt1l\,X.l~ . _._. __ C; l QIH. 8 3 ~ 
IF (MOMAx .LT. 12) GO TO 200 ClOOIA40 
WRIfE (In) (WINTFR(tR), IR=l,NREG), ClOOIQ50 
* (SPRING{!R), IR=l,NREG), fSUMM~~('R', (R=l,N~EG', Cln01860 
* (FAllfIR), lR=J,NRfG), (ANI\IUAl(PU.,JR~ltN~EG-) ClOOIR70 
200 CnNTJ~Uf ClOOI8~O 
E,NQ f.Jl.f 1(1." .. ,-_.. ,_~ __ ._ .. , ,. __ ""_ . __ ... ClP0189JI ~ ~EW'NO to ClOOlqOO 
STOP Cln01910 
END ClODIQ20 
jINltl~!fi;~~t~.~~~~,-,:.~",.;~,,·,;~;I' ~ :+.> 
-"t"'. .i;l'~' 
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Table A-I. COnlputer Program Listing - Ba.sic Cloud Cover Data (Cant) 
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'l' Space Division 
North American Rockwell 
2. Adju stment of the unconditional statistic s for enla rged field 
of view (FOV) and gene ration of statistic s on anothe r binary 
tape. The tape is written. exactly as that for the basic cloud 
stati stic s with the unconditional stati stic s replaced by the 
adjusted values. 
3. Generation of cumulative cloud statistics for enlarged FOV 
on a binary tape. These statistics are cumulative for 
unconditional, temporal, and spatial conditional data. Also 
generated are data for average cloud cover according to day 
time, night time, month, season of year, and annually. 
Progratn Variable Definitions in F~RTRAN 
Subscripts are: 
1M = month number (maximum of 12 = M~MAX) 
IR = re gion numbe r (maximum of 29 = NREG) 
IC = cloud category number (defined as 1 through 5) 
KT = time of day index, 8 observations, where 
KT = 1, 2, ... , 8 means LST of 0100, 0400, 0700, 1000, 
1300, 1600, 1900, and 2200, respectively 
J = conditional cloud category (defined as 1 through, 5) 
Arrays of statistics are: 
UNC (IC, KT) = ba sic unconditional stati stic s for any month 
and region 
TEMP~R (IR, IC, J) = basic conditional temporal statistics (24 
hours later) 
C~ND(IC, J) = basic conditional spatial statistic's (200 nautical 
mile s from center of viewing area) 
SUNCON (IR, IC, KT) = unconditional stati stic s for enlar ged FOV 
SC~NP(IR,IC,J) = conditional spatial statistics for enlarged 
FOV 
PJOINT(IC, J) = joint matrix used to compute P (a b) 
KWHERE(IC, J) = locator matrix used for SUNCON co~putation 
CSUNCN(IR, 1M, KT, IC) = cumulative unconditional statis,tic s 
• I I 
for enlarged area ' ' 
CCT(IR, 1M, IC', J) = cumulative conditional temporal statistics 
for enlarged area 
CSC ON(IR, 1M, IC, J) = cumulative conditional spatial statistic s 
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T Space Division ~ ~ North American Rockwell 
MG"1(1M) = Inonth nutnber of data frotn card input; the se tnay not 




MREG(1R) = region nutnber for which set of statistics is 
applicable; these tnay not be in order 
MEAN(1R, 1M, KT) = hourly ,tnean cloud cover for enlarged area 
DAY(1R, 1M) = average day tiITle cloud cover for enlarged area (LST = 0700, 1000, 1300, and 1600) 
N1GHT(IR, 1M) = average night titne cloud cover for enlarged 
area (LST = 1900, 2200, 0100, and 0400) 
MG"1NTH(1R, 1M) = ITlonthly lnean cloud cover 
W1NTER(1R), SPR1NG(1R), SUMMER(IR), FALL(IR), 
ANNUAL(IR) = seasonal and annual average cloud cover for 
each region 
Input constant s are: 
SDIST = distance between centers of new area of viewing MG"1~.1AX = number of months to be used 
NREG =: nUITlber of regions to be used 
A. 1. 3 Con'lputation of Cloud Statistic s for Enla rged FOV 
First the KWHERE tnatrix, which is constant, is set up. 
The constants (SDIST, MG"1MAX and NREG) to be used to control all 
calculation s are the fir st input. 
The first tnaj or section of con'lputations is for tnonth 1M of MG"1MAX tnonths and region IR of NREG regions. The process begins by reading 
the five cards corresponding to the categories (cloud cover = 0 percent, 20 percent, between 20 and -i5 percent, between 45 and 75 percent, and 100 percent), each card containing the following parameters: 
MM = l'l'lonth nutnber of this set of data stored in MG"1(IM) 
MR = region nUl'll.ber of this set of data, stored in MREG(IR) UNC(IC, KT) = unconditional statistics for the eight tiITles of day 
TEMPG"1R(1C, J) = conditional temporal stati stic s 
GG"1ND(IC J J) = conditional spatial statistics 
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't Space Division ~ North American Rockwell 
Then the spatial conditional statistic s are scaled for the enlarged area, 
as follows: 
If SDIST S 200 nautical miles, the elem.~nts on the 
diagonal (I = J) of the SCOND(IR, I, J) matri~ a're 
SCOND(IR, I, J) = SDIST /200 [COND(I, J)] and for the off 
diagonal elements (I 'f. J) SCOND(IR, I, J) = 100 - SDIST /200 
[100 - COND(I, J)] where J = 1 * 2 ..• , :5 'conditional categories 
and I = 1, 2 ... , 5 cloud category indice s. 
But if SDIST > 200 nautical miles, the process differs I slightly: 
For IC = 1, 2 .•. , 5 cloud category, and J = 1, 2 ... , 5 
conditional category, JR is set to J for later use. If IC = J, 
the diagonal elements are computed by 
SCOND(IR, IC, J) = 100 - S~~~T lIDO - COND(IC, J)] 
but if SCOND(IR, IC, J) is less than UNC(IC, 1), the elements of 
SCOND(IR, Ie, :JH) are set equal to UNC(IC, 1) where 
JH = JR, .i, •• 5. On the other hand, when IC 'f. J, the off-
diagonal elements are: 
SCOND(IR, IC, J) = SDIST /200 . COND(IC,~) 1-nd if 
SCOND(IR, IC, J) > UNC(IC, 1) then the elements of 
SCOND(IRi IC, JH) are replaced by UNC(IC, 1) for 
JH = JR, ... 5. 
The next sequence of calculations performs the scaling of the nev:r 
unconditional distributions. '. 
,," i" ' i 
The PJOiINT(IC, J) matrix is formed by UNC(rC,KT»:~SCOND(IR, IC, J)/ 
lOO. The 100 is to keep units consi stent in pe rcentage s. The 
PJQINT(IC, J) is formed for one LST at a time. Then the new unconditional 
statistics are calculated for the KT time, using the KWHERE matrix as 
foHows: 
1-- ", ;-- • 
The SUNCON(IR, IC, K T) is initially zero.' ,,' Tb,elf~_for I = 1, 
... 5 and J = 1, ... 5, if KWHERE (I,J) = the ICcloudlcategory, 
then SUNCON(IR, Ie, KT) accumulates the corresponding 
PJOINT(I, J). The process continued [or all five cloud 
categorie s (IC) and the eight t~nie s of dayq<l'). 
TEe final step of this section of computatio:ps stor.e s the MO(Hyl), 
MF.(IR), Ie, the new scaled unconditional statistics SUNGQN(IR,IC;,IKT), 
TlpMPQR(IR, Ie, J), and the new scal~d spatial conditional statistics 
SqOND(IR, IC~ J)for all five cloud catGg'ories on another tape (9). The 
above process continued for all NREG regions and MOMAX months. 
SD71-311 
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'f' Space Division ~ North American Rockwell 
The next major section of this routine computes the cumulative cloud 
distributions and the various types of means, using the above-computed 
stati stic s for the enla r ged FOV. The se calculations depend on the origianl 
input cards being in order according to month number. Also, all 29 regions 
and-all months should be included in the input data set. 
First all adjusted statistics for the 1Mth month of MOMAX are read 
from the newly created data set (tape 9). Then the mean cloud cover by 
hour (KT) for the 1R region and 1M month are computed by 
MEAN(1R, 1M, K T) = O. 25 SUNCON(1R, 2, K T) 
+ O. 45 SUNCON(1R, 3, K T) 
+ 0.75 SUNCON(1R, 4, KT) + SUNCCftN(IR, 5, KT) 
The day tim.e and night tim.e average s follow: 
Day(1R,1M) MEAN (1R, 1M, j) for j = 1, 2, 7 and 8. 
J 
Monthly average is sim.ply 
MONTH(1R,1M) = ~ [DAY(1R, 1M) + NIGHT(1R, 1M)] 
The seasonal averages then are com.puted by use of the m.onthly 
averages. That is, 
W1NTER(1R) = ~ [MONTH(1R, 1) + MONTH(1R, 2) + MONTH(1R, 12)] 
The other three seasonal cloud cover averages are sim.ilarly com.puted 
with the m.onthly regional averages used. For spring the m.onth nurr.Lbers 
used are 1M = 3,4, and 5. Sum.m.er uses 1M = 6,7, ,and 8. The nominal 
regional averages are then the arithm.etic m.ean of the seasonal averages. 
The last set of calculations perform.ed by the routine for adjustm.ent 
of cloud statistics is the accum.ulation of the scaled unconditional, tem.poral, 
and scaled spatial conditional statistic s ... 
i · 
Thecum.ulative unconditional statistics are com.puted for n~= 1, ... , 
MOMAXm.onths, 1R = 1, "" NREG regions, K T = 1, ... , eight tinies of 
day and the five cloud categories where for category 1, 
CSUNCN(1R, 1M, K T, 1) = SUNCON(1R, 1, K T). 
For categories j: • 
CSUNGN(IR, IM, KT, j) = !:'SUNCON(1R, j,={T) + CSUNCN(1R,IM,KT, j-1) 
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't Space Division ~ North American Rockwell 
The cumulative temporal conditional statistics, CCT (IR,IM., Ie, J), 
accumulate TMPQ)R(IR, IC, J) in the same fashion as above. Also, the 
newly scaled spatial conditional statistics, SCC/JND(IR, IC, J), are 
accumulated likewise i.nto CSCC/JN(IR, 1M, IC, J). 
Afte r the se above calculations have been completed, the three type s 
of cumulative statistic s are written on tape, which are followed by the 
various averages. All of this is also printed for the user's infor!nation. 














UNC{IC ,K T), 
KT=I,8 
TEMPQ)R(IR, IC, J) 
J=I,5 
CC/JND(IR, IC, J) 
J=I,5 
Variable Definition and 
Limitations 
Diameter of new area 
(FOV in nautical mile s 
Number of months ( ~ 12) 
Number of regions ( ~ 29) 
Month number for five-
card data set 
Homogeneous region 
number for five -card data 
set 
Unconditional cloud cover 
probability for eight time 
points 
Temporal conditional 
probability for five 
conditional categorie s 
Spatial conditional 
probability for five 
conditional cate gorie s 
The set of five card sis 
indexed by IC = 1, 5, which 
corre spond s to five cloud 
cover categories 
The five card sets are 
repeated for each region 
(529 :regions) 
A -13 SD 71-311 
Format 
E12.8,216 
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Variable Definition and 
Linlitations 
Another group of five -card 
sets is used for the second 
month (MM) until completion 
of the five -card data sets 
/ and ~:~ in card colums 1 and 
2, re spectively 
Form.at 
A.2 SIl'TGLE-LOOK ROUTINE 
A. 2. 1 General 
The single -look routine cOInputes the probability of seeing 100 percent 
of an area in N independent passes. The basic relationship used in this 
routine is (See Table A-2). "i 
where 
P 
s = de sired probability of succe s s, or seeing 100 percent 
of an area in a single look 
P(l) = relative frequency of clear skies (Category 1) 
probability of failure of seeing 100 percent of an area in 
one look 
N = number of passes 
Then, N may be determined by 
log [ 1 - psl 
N = 
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Table A-Z. Corr-puter P-rog-ram. Listing,- - One Look 
FORTRA~ IV G lEVEL 1, MOO 2 20/00/43 
-













.,PROGR'AM TO COMPUT-~-THE PROBABIL(T-V~ OF-A-TLEAST ONE PASS 
,WITH CLEAR S~IES IN~ PASSES ' " 
* 
* 
DIMENSION SUNCON(29,8,12), PS(3CO,10Q), NPUI0-0), Pl(100), 





n ME (8) 
N(j300" 100' 
7*' " 'NUMBER OF PASSES', 7*' '1-, 
4*' " 'PS PROBA8IL.!TY OF SUCCESS OF CLEAR_, SKIES', 
* 4*' 'I, TRI 7*' ','CLOUD REGION', 8*' 'I 
TVI • 




NTAPE'IS EITHER--THE 8ASIC UNACE-UMUlA-T-~O STATIST-I-es- OR THAT 
FOR THE EXPANOE~ AREA. FIRST NOM WORDS SKIPPED. 
1 READ 1'5, 2, END=500' NTAPE, NDM, INPOPT 
2 FOR M AT (12 i 6' I 
REWIND NTAPE 
00 ; 10 1M:: 
00 '10 IR = 
00 10 Ie = 
IF (IC .NE. 
READ (NTAPE) 
* (TEMP, 





It GO TO 5 .. 
(NOUMII., r~l,NO~t, (S~NeON(IR,KT,IMJ, 
J=I,5), (SeONO, J=1,5' 
5 READ (NTAPE' CNOUM(I), l=l,NDM) 
10 CONtINUE 
IF( INPOPT .NE. 0) GO TO 20 
fNPUT THE PS, N, AND PI FROM THE NOMOGRAM 
READ {5, 3. (TTOP(II, I = 1, 18) 
WRITEn(6, 4) (TTOP(II, 1= 1, 18) 
00 15 I = 1, 100 
KT=I,8t, 
READ (10' K, J~AX, Pl(I), (N'J,I), PS{~,I), J ~ 1, JMAX) 
NP1( I) = JMAX 
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Table A-2. Com.I"ater Program. Listing - One Look (Cant) 















> ! 0039 
1 0040 
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GO TO 110 
2Q REAO (5, 3, ENO=500. (TTOpelt, 1=1,18, 
3 FORMAT (18A4' 
READ (5, 2. NMAX, NC, f.NPl(l), li=l,NC) 
WRITE (6, 4' (TTOPCI), 1=1,18' 
4 FORMAT ('1', lOX, 18A4) 
P l( {, = 0.01 
DEL = 0.01 
00 25 I = 2, 99 
25 PUI' = PHI-I) fi:DEl 
PleIOO) :: 0.999 . 
Y8 :: 1.0 
. YT = 100.0 
. Xl =,1.0 
XR = flOAT (NMAX) 
CAll tlMITI (Xl, XR, YB, -VTI 
CAll SMXYV (1, 1) 
IGR :: -1 
pO C~~~UT:T!O~~0~06ROBABllITY OF SUCCESS 
OEN:: AlOG (1.0 - P1(1" 
JMAX = f'JMAX 
00 30 J = 1, NMAX 
JP = J 
PS(J,I) = 1.0 - (1.0 - PI(I" **JP 
IF eABS CPS(J,I' - 1.0) .lE. 1.OE~4J GO TO 34 
33 N(J,I' = ALOG Cl.0 - PSCJ,I)' 1 DEN 
GO TO 30 
34 N'J,I. =J 
J.U:X = J 
PSI'J, I' = 100.0 -*, PSt J,lt 
. GO TO· 335 . 
30 pSej,l) :: PSfJ,IJ * 100.0 
335 00 35 NP:: 1, NC 
IF (NPlCNP) .EQ. [) GO TO 36 
35 CONTINUE 
GO TO 50 
36 CAll G~APH ((GR, 42, ~JMAX, Nfl"" PSfl,l), TX, TV, TTOP. 
~ •· ..• F~ It ~ ~ r ~") j,."~ 
liI~~:~ 
~ ... --... ...... .,.,; 
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Table A-2. Computer Program Listing~ One Look (Cont) 
FOR T RA.t~LV-G-LEV EL---l-.-MOQ-2, 



























tJ '.1 0083 
-.) 0084 
...... 0085 
















IGR = 0 , 
WRITE (b, 31) Pl(I' 
31 FORMAT ('o'~ lOX, 'Pl ~ RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF CLEAR SKIES', 
• F6.3,· (PLOTTED"" 2X, 8(3X, 'N', 5X, 'PS', -lx,-)_·-
32 FORMAT (2X, 8(F5.0, F1.2)J 
31 DO 40 J = 1, JMAX, 8 
JENO = J + 7 
IF (JEND .GT. JMAX) JEND:: JMAX 
WRITE (b, 32) fN(K,I), PS(K,I), K .: J, JENO) 
40 CONTINUE 
GO TO 60 
50 WRITE (6, 51) PI(I. 
51 FORMAT C'O', lOX. 'P1 - RELATIVE FREQUENCY UF CLEAR SKIES-, 
• F6.3,· (NOT PLOTTED)'" "'2X, 8(3X, 'N', 5X, 'PS', 1XI) 
GO TO 31 
60 WRLTE (10) I, JMAX, P1(1), (N'J,I), PS{J,I), J .: 1, JMAX) 
100 CO~TINUE 
110 READ (5, 2, END=500) MO, KTM, IRTN 
READ (5, 3) (TTOP«I), I = 1, 18) 
NREG .: 29 
IGR .: -1 
XL = 0.0 
XR .: .30.0 
YB .: 1.0 
YT = 100.0 
DO 120 (= 1,: NREG 
PT~{IJ = SUNCON~~~KTM,MO) 
12.0 REGUII, = I 
CALL LIMITI (XL, XR, YB, YT) 
CALL SMXYV (0, 1) 
CALL GRAPH (IGR, 42, -NR~G, REG, 
IF (IRTN.EQ.O)· GO TO 110 
IF (INPOPT .EQ. 0) GO TO 130 
END FILE 10 
GO reI (1 30, 20, 1), I R TN 
PTM, TR, TY, TTOP' 
COMPUTE PS OR N GIVEN N OR PS FROM T[ME & REGION 
130 READ (5, 131, ENO=500) IREG, MO, KTM, lOP, NPASS, PSC 
"~ :?~t 
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Table A-Z. ComputeJ' Program Listin~ One Look (Cont) 
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C 
131 FORMAT C516,6X, E12.B' 
I F I lOP .NE .;! 0) -GO- TO 140 
IF (IRTN - 2) 130, 20, 1 
140 GO To (150, 160), lOP 
150PGIV = SUNCON(IREG,KTM,MO) I 100.0 
PSC = (1.0 - (1.0 - PGIV' •• NPASS) • 1001 0 
wRITE 16, 151) IREG, MO, TIME(KTM), NPASS, 
• SUNCONIIREG,KTM,MO), PSC 
151 FORMAT C'OREGION', 13, 3X, 'MONTH', 13, ' 4T " A4, ~'LST', 3X, 
• 'GIVEN', 14, ' PASSES', 3X, 'PI ::', F7.1, . 
• 3X, 'PS IS', F8.l) 
GO TO 130 
160 TOP = ALOG (1.0 
DEN:: ALOG (1.0 
NPASS = TOP I DEN 
PSC I 100.0) 
SUNCON(IREG,KTM,MO. 1,100.0 ) 
WRITE 16, \611 IREG, MO",TlMEIKTM), PSC, 
• .' SUNCON(IREG,KTM,MO', NPASS 
161 FORMAT (lO~EGION', 13, 3X~ 'MONTH', 13, ' AT I, A4, 'LS-T', 
• 3X, 'FOR PS OF', F8.2, 3X, 'PI :', F7.1, 
•.. lX, 'NUMBER OF PASSES', 15' 
GO TO 130 
~g~ ~-~~~~T(~i:o~~~~x, 'COMPUTATION OF FREQUENCY_O.F CLEAR SKIES " 
I' ,_ ~_ ... _ _ .. ,j
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SCONO , . ICC 
" OEL 
.lEO , 
IGR I If4 ii I MO 208 :, 
lOP 21C 
SYMBOL LOCATION 




(BCOM': I 30C8Q 
ALOG 30C9C 
SYMBOL LOCATION 
2 - 30038 




SYMBOL LOCATION-- SYMBOL NOM lA8 
- INPOPT 
I 1BC ' KT K 100 JMAX YB 1E4 YT 
DEN lf8 JP KTM 20C IRTN 
NPASS 220 PSC 
ARRAY MAP-
SYMBOL LOCATION SYMBOL PS 20AO NPI 
NDUM 20678 TX 
TIME 201A8 N 
~U~~ROGRAMS CAL(ED 
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A. 2. 2 Routine Variable Definitions in FORTRAN 
Constants and input are: 
NTAPE = tape unit designation from which the cloud cover C2tegory 1 
statistics are read; this tape must have been generated by 
the routine de scribed in Section A-I; it may be either the 
basic area or the enlarged area data tape and not 
acculTIulated 
NDM = number of variable to skip on the first part of a data record 
(four for basic statistics and three for the enlarged area) 
INP()JPT = an option for another tape input or generation [i. e .• P(l) 
versus Nand P ]. see method of solution for usage s , 
Arrays are: 
Pl(IOO) 
= 100 program set values of the relative frequency 
of clear skies (0. 01, O. 02 ... 0.99, 0.999) 
PS(J, I) = probability of succe s s of clear skie s, given P (l) 
for N pas se s and maximum I = 100 
NJ(lOO) = maximum number of passes for a value of P(l), 
initialized as 300 each 
NPI (20) = maximum of 20 sets of pI s versus N to be plotted 
given P(l) for the nomogram (see method of 
solution for nomogram) 
SUNCON(29, 8,12) = the unconditional cloud cover statistics for 
Category 1 input from NTAPE 
PTM(29) = probability of success of clear skies, given 
number of passes, time and region of N given P
s
' 
time and region 
A. 2. 3 FORTRAN Logic and Equations 
First the values of NTAPE, NDM, and INP~PT are input. Then the 
unaccumulated cloud cover statistics, SUNC~N(IR,KI, 1M), for Category 1 
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North American Rockwell 
Then, if INP~PT = 0, a previously existing data set (scratch tape or 
reserved tape) containing 100 sets of PI (I), N(J, I), PS(J, I), J = I, number of 
points computed and I = 1,2 ... , 100. On the other hand, for INP~ P T 1 0, 
these parameters will be computed and stored on a data set (tape or disk). 
In either event, the nomogram will be plotted where NC = subscript of 
Pl. Therefore, a title card is read containing any user descriptive 
information for printout and plotting. 
But for INPC;PT #0, NMAX, NC and (NPI (k), k = I, NC) are input 
where NMAX = maximum number of passes, NC = number of curves to plot 
' I 
on nomogrq,m. Also, the values that PI (I) take are set. See the definition 
of PI (I). 
Initia'lization of the nomograrn graph take s place next. The subroutine 
LIMITI is called to set the grid limits. This subroutine is part of the GRAPH 
package, which was written by several NR systems programmers and is in 
general use. Then the NR system library subroutine, SMXYV, is called to 
inform the GRAPH package that the first plotted output is to be performed on 
a log-log scale. The nomogram is to be plotted in this fashion. The values 
are PI ve rsus N and the curves are drawn for various values of Ps, the 
probability of seeing 100 percent of an area. At this point, all initialization 
has been performed. 
The next major section of the routine is the computation of P
s 
for 
PI (I) and N, only if INPOPT #0, For I = I, 2 ... , 100, the following is 
performed: 
For PI (I), the demonimator in the computation of N 
remains a constant and is 
DEN = log [I - PI(I)} 
JMAX is initially defined as NMAX, which rnay be 
cornputed and result with the nurnbe.r of passes for 100 percent 
probability of succe s s, P s' to be reached. It is also the 
number of points ofPs(J, I) versus N(J, I) cornputed. 
Then an attempt is made to cornpute the values of Ps and 
N for J = 1, 2, ... NMAX. So, Ps is computed by 
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It Space Division ~ North American Rockwell 
An indeterminate form of N is produced when Ps 
approache s 1, and then N(J, I) equals J and JMAX = J. Also, 
Ps(J, I) = 100 percent and the computation of Ps versus N is 
complete for the value of PI (I). The se value s are then printed 
and pos sibly plotted 
Otherwise, the computed value of Ps(J, I) is accepted, and 
N(J, I) proceeds to be computed: 
N(J, I) = log (1. - Ps(J,I)) DEN 
Sinc~ Ps(J,I) lies between 0 and 1, it is converted to a 
percentage. The above process for PI (I) proceeds until the 
condition that Ps(J, I) is nearly 1. ,0 or J becomes NMAX and, 
I ' 
therefore, JMAX is known. At this time, if NC for some curve 
number is I, then the set of above-computed values is plotted. 
Als~, these are printed with an indication of "plotted" or "not 
plotted. II 
Finally, within this section of the routine, the tape (10) is written 
containing the following set of parameters: 
I, JMAX, PI (I), (N(J, I), Ps(J, I), J=l, ... , JMAX) 
The second ma!jor section of the single -look routine uses the uncondi-
tion~l' c10ud stati sUc s for Category 1. This section plots on a semi -log 
scale the frequency of clear skie s given a month and time of day for all 
29 regions. The plot requires two input cards per time and month where 
the value s read are: 
1. M~ = month number to select 
2. 
KTM = time number to select where it may be computed by 
LST = 0100 + 300(KTM - 1) 
IR TN = an option, indicating the operation to be performed upon 
completion of the plot of the particular set of SUNC~N 
desired. 
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North American Rockwell 
Then the grid is initialized for the semi-log plot. The particular 
set of values of SUNGON (29 regions, KT11, MO) is stored in PTM(I) and 
REG(I) = I, I = 1,2 ... ,29. Then these values are plotted, PTM on the 
log scale versus REG on the linear scale. 
Now the IRTN parameter is tested. If IRTN is zero, anoth.er month 
and time may be selected for plotting. Otherwise, IRTN must be positive 
and S 3, where 
IR TN = 3, returns control to beginning of the single -look routine 
IRTN = 2, returns to new nomogram input 
If IR TN = l, the last section of this routine performs its calculations as 
follows: 
This section ,p~rforms the calculation of PS, called PSG, given N, 
time and region or' calculation of N, given PSG, time and region froIT.l. 
SUNGON(29, 8, 12). 
The input card for this calculation contains the following: 
IREG = region number to select 
MO = month numbe r to be used 
KTM = time number where LST = 0100 + 300(KTM - 1) and KTM:58. 
lOP = calculation option, where lOP ,= 0 uses IRTN to go to repeat 
this input card, return to new nomogram control input, 0li 
beginning of routine, if another tape (NT APE) is to be used'; 
but if lOP = 1, PSG is computed, given NPASS (N is called 
NPASS here); or if lOP - 2, NPASS is computed, given PSG 
NPASS = number of passes if PSC is to be computed 
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, ?' Space Division ~ ~ North American Rockwell 
The procedure of either calculation is as follows: 
First, if lOP = 1, the probability of success is com.puted using 
\ 
PSC = 100. { 1. _ [(1. _ SUNCON~I~EG, KTM,MO»)tPASS } 
All values are then printed. 
~I Second, if lOP = 2, the number of passes is computed by 
NPASS = 
log [ 1. 
[ 
_ ipSC] 
: log 1. 100 
SUNCON(IREG,KTM,MO)] , 
100 
The reader may notice that factors of 100 are being used with a degree of frequency. This is because of consistency in percentages and \:-alue s between a and 1. 
The last operation performed by this routine returns for another card for computation of Ps g.iven N or vice versa and any further computations the user may desire. 






Variable Definition and Limitations 
Tape usage options card 
Tape unit number from which uncondi-
tional stati stic s are to be read; this 
must corresponu to that in the JCL; for 
example, if NTAPE=8, the correspond-
ence would beto FT08FOOl; also 
NTAPEmust not have values of 5, 6, 
10, 1, 14 or 16 
The number of words skipped in a data 
record; the value ,must be 4 for basic 
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,~space Division ~ North American Rockwell 
Variable Definition and Limitations Format 
Option for reading or generation of the 
tape of relative frequency of clear 
skies; if zero, the tape is read; if one, 
a new tape is generated 
, ) 
Problem title card for printed output 18A4 
and CRT output 
Parameters for nomogram plotting: 1216 
Maximum number of passes 
Number of curves to be plotted of 
nomogram given a PS plot PI versus 
N (maximum of 20 curves) 
Curve numbe r s of PS to be plotted 
(i. e. values of PS rounded off to 
neare st pe rcent) 
Parameters for plotting actual 
frequency of clear skies as function 
of region using NTAPE 
Month number to be selected 
Time number to be selected, 
LST = 0100 + 300 (K Tiv1-I) 
Parameter indicating type of data 
to be re ad next, if any: 
If IRTN = 0, another Card 4 follows 
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,~ Space Division ~ North American Rockwell 
Variable Definition and Limitations 
If IRTN = 1, Card 5 next 
If IRTN = 2, repeat sequence from 
Card 2, but tape is generated 
If IR TN = 3, repeat sequence from 
Card 1 
Para-mete'r s for com:putation of PS 
given N, or N given PS for region and 
time from unconditional statistics on 
-NTAPE 
Region number (1 - 29) 
Month number 
Time number, see Card 4 
Type of computation to be done 
If lOP = 0, then IRTN = ~, 2, or 3 test 
is applied as above to determine 
return point; if lOP = 1, PS is 
computed given number of passes; if 
lOP = 2, number of passes is 
computed given probability of 
success 
Number of passes for option 
Probability of succe s s-.for option; 
this card may be repeated for as 
many computations as required 
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A.3 ONE- OR TWO-LOOK VIEWING ROUTINE 
This routine dete rmine s the probability of seeing a de sired pe rcentage 
or more of an area in e,it4er one or twp looks and in N independent passes. 
The basic relationship used for the probability of success is (See Table A-2). 
where 
, 
N = numbe r of independent pas se s 
PI = percentage frequency of cloud cover, ~ success 
criterion for one-look viewing, L e" ~ CI 
P2 :;:: percentage frequency of cloud cover in two-look interval, i. e. , 
cloud cover::: fCl and > C I' 
p = P2 = probability of cloud cove r in two -look inte rval, 1 - PI 
given that success in one look has not occurred 
A. 3. 1 Routine Variables and Computations 
Input include s: 
MONTH = computations desired for this month 
ITIME = time of day (from LST) 
AREA = percentage or more area to be viewed 
CCU(29, 12,8,5) = cumulative unconditional cloud cover 
Variable s are: 
statistics generated by the routine discussed 
in Section A. 1 
. , 
i 
N = number of independent passes, 1 through 20 
IREG~N :;:: region number index, 1 through 29 
A(IREG~W, N) = probability of success of seeing AREA 0/0, 
computed by subroutine LQ)OK12, also 
= PRQ)B 
CLO UDS = one -look cloud cove r succe s s = (100, \REA) and 
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~AIN PROGPAM Tn CALL LOOKI2 FOR AREA >70~, MONTH = A, TIME = 4 
COMMnN IUN'~' NTAPE 
f) (MENS rr1~' .\ ( 29,20 , 
1 IN = 1 
READ (5, ~, FND = qO) NTAPF 
REWIND r-ITApF 
If) .RFAO ('5, :n MONTH, ITlME,AREA 
3 FORMAT (2Ib, Fll.0) 
IF (MONTH .If. 0' r,o Tn 1 
PROR::::n. 
on 2Cl N-;:I,20 
00 20 tRIFGON= 1,29 




WRITE (b,. 21) ~REA, MONTHLITIME 
21 FOR~~AT ftlPROBABllITY OF SEEING', F4.0, ' PERCENT OR MORE OF 't 
• 'AREAS' IN -ONE~OR iwij:ujcjKS" 'OMONTH-" i3';-ifx~'TiME'-t 12//-- "- ~" 




311 N~12 N=13 N=14 N=15 N=16 N=17 N=18 N=19 N=20 ,') 
00 1nlREGON=1,29 
WRITE (6,RO) IREGON, (A{IREGON1~),N=1,20) 
FORMAT (IX, 13, 4X, 20F5~1) . 
GO TO to 
STOP 
END 
~,."'i­ .~ ~ ~ .~ [ 'j ~ ~"'l!'" 
:.lJ!<-
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PAGE 000 
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Table A-3. ~omputer_E.r.o.gram Listings - One or Two Looks 








MAIr-J DItTE = 101'H3 
COMMO~ ~lnCK IU~JT 1 MAP SIZE 
SV~BOL LOCATIOr-J SY~8DL LOCATIO~ 
SUBPROGRAMS CALLED 
SV~BOL L flCAT ID~ SYMROL 
lIlf''< 1 2 C4 
SCALA!l MAP 








FORMAT STATEMENT ~AP 
SYt-1BOL LOCATION -, SYMBOL 
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SUHMOUTINE LOOK12 (IN,IREGON'MO~TH,JTIME,AREA,PROB'NI O[MENS[n~ ccv (29,12,8,5' 
C8MMON IUNITI NTAPE I 
IF(IN-ll.20,\~,20 
I NIT [ AL Il4 T I ON 








BRANCH Jb DETERMINF N O~ AREA 
50 .IF.f.Nt 6001.100,600 
-_. --- ---
DETERM'~AT'ON OF N 
log IF (IREGpN-LASTR, 150,110,150 
110 N=LASTN 
GO TO 999 
150 CLOUDS= 100. -M~EA 
K=l 





160 P2:(F •• O~'-Pl 
ps= P2/1 1. -PU 
NP=t FN=NP 




































GO TO 162 
175 N=NP 
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Table A-3.- COIllputer PrograIll Listings - One or Two Looks (Cont) 








































GO TO 999 
C DFTERMIN~iTlf1N OF AREA 
C 
F,OO If (AP'fIU 100,610,100 
~10 IF (IRF~ON-lA5TR) 620,615~620 
All) 1\REA=AREAt 
LA<;TR=IRfGON 
GO fa <19q 
670 CLOIIOO=O. 
621 r.UlUOS=CLQuno 









SUCC ES = 1.- ( ( 1.-P 1) **N'-*-(-(-(-l-.--PS '**N' + (-FN*PS*(-(-h -PS , ** ( N-i) ) , ) 
IF( S~CCES*loo.-ppnA' 640,650,650 
640. ClOUDO=ClOUOo. +1. 
C' 
GO rq 621 
650 AREA~ 100.-CLOUDO 
AREAL=A~EA 
LASTR=IREGON 
GO TO <19q 
C . DETERMINATION OF ~~Q6A8JLJTY 
~ 'c ' : 
100 IF tPROB' 705,110,105 
105 WRITE (6,10.6) IRFGON,PlAT,PLONG 
106 FORMAT(66H FRROR HAS OCCURED IN CALLING PASS. N AREA AND PROB 
1 NON ZERO.,lo.H ~FG(ON = ,13,1H PLAT= ,F12.1~8H PLONG=~,F12.lJ 
GO TO q99 
110 IF(IRfGON-LASTRt 720.,715,120. 
115 P~OB=PR06l 
" ; 
i_ ._' .. _ ---.-~--.---~ - -
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Table A ... 3. Co.mputer Program Listings--. One or Two Looks (Cont) 
FORTqAN IV G lCVEl 18 LOOK 12 D"TE :: 70138. 
t ... ",,~~ ~ ~ ~. ~ 
+ ~------
11135/4:5 
1';0 TO 9.-9..9, 
17() CLOUDS~lOh.-AREA 
K=5 
GO T:O 950 . 
725 P 1 == fi * • 0 I, 
CLOUDS= SQ~T:(ClOUDS).lO._ 
K=I, 




PRn~:: 1.'-' ( (1. -p 1) **"') * ( ( f 1. -P S '**N J+ ( FN*PS* ( fl. - P S, ** f N- UJ ) J 
PROS= PROfl* 100" 
LAS TR= I RFGON 
PRORL=PROB 
GO TO 999 
C LOUD FREQUENC~ HHERPOl~ T ION 
950 C=CLOUOS 
'F-f-C-l;·OVOS • GT. 30 .• ) GO TO 960 i . 
9';'). F =CCU ( I RfIGON, MONni, 'TIME, l' .. Cl{)UDS*. f CCUf I REGON, ~ONTH, I TJ ME, 2)-lCCUfIREGO~,MONTH,ITIME,1))/30.) 
GO TO 995 
960 IF 'CLOUDS .GT. 50.) GO TO 910 
965 F=CCUfIREGON,MONTH,ITIME,2'+(C-30.) ••• CCU(IREGON,MONTH,ITIME,]) 
-ICCUfIREGON,MONTH,ITIME,2)'/20.' 
GO TO 995 
910 IF (CLnUDS .GT. 90.) GO TO 980 
975 F=CCUJIREGON'MONTH'IT'ME,3)+(C~50.)*(CCU('REGON,MONTH,tiIME,4) 
lCCU( rREGO~,MONTH, ITIME,3) )/40.' 














00011060 980 F =CCU ( I REGON, MnNTH, I T ,ME ,:4" +( t-90. ) * ( (CCIJ ( I REGON, MOIIITH, I T I ME, 5' 
lCCUf IRfGON,MONTH, ITIME,4HIIO~) . .. .... 
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,;;, .~-~----- ". 
LOOK12 -DATf = 10138 11/35/45 
CQM~Q~ RLOCK IUNIT 1 MAP SIZE 4 
5Y~RUl LOC4TION SY~BOL LOC4TIJN SYMBOL LOCA TI ON 
SUBPROGRAMS CALLFn 
SY'.4HOL LnCATtON-- SYM~OL L OCAT IO~ FRXPIIi lAq SQRT lAC SY~BOL LOCATION 
SCALAR MAP-












FORMAT .S.T ATEMENT MAP 
SY~ftOL LOCATION SYMBOL LOCATION SYMBOL LOCATION 
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F = PI = percentage frequency of cloud cover, from CLOUDS 
and input CCU 
PI = O. 0 1 ~:, F 
P2 = percentage frequency for two-look interval 
PS = P2/(1 - PI) 
PR~B = P 
A. 3. 2 Method of Solution of One - or Two - Look Viewing 
The subsequent operation~ are performed for a desired level of 
success, AREA, a given month, and time of day. For N = 1, 20 passes 
and IREGON = 1, 29 regions, the subroutine LaaK12 is called to compute 
the probability of success of the desired event, PROB. The general process 
is to compute the PROB and te st succe s sive value s of N until the required 
AREA % is achieved. 
First the one -look and two-look success, cloud covers (CL~UDO and 
then CLaUDS) are computed from the input AREA. 
The com.puted CLaUDS and cumulative cloud statistics are then used 
to compute F (F = 1 00. ~:,p 1), t~e frequency distribution. This distribution 
is computed in one of four ways according to cloud category in which 
CLaUDS falls. CIl, CI2, ... C 15 refe r to the cumulative unconditional 
cloud cover statistics as a function of region, time (month and time of day), 
and cloud category number (i), 
where 
Cli = CCU(IREGON, MaNTH, ITIME, i) 
1 = 1,2 ... ,5. 
1. If CLaUDS s 3 0., the distribution function is 
2. 
F = CIl + CLaUDS(C12 _ ~~~) 
If 30.< CLOUDS !:: 50. , the distribution is 
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3. If 50. < CL~UDS :;: 90., the frequency is 
F = CI3 + (CLG1UDS - 50.) (C14 _ C13 ) 
40. 
4. If CL~UDS >90., the frequency is 




Then P 2 , the frequency of cloud cover for two looks, is computed from 
the cumulative frequency distribution function F as follows: 
P2 = . OI~:<F - PI 
The probability of cloud cover in two-look interval follows, PS where 
PS = P2 
1 - PI 
If N = 1, that IS first pass, then 
U PR~B = PI 
'n i
fl 
Then PR~B is tested to determine if the desired percentage of area has been 
seen in one or two looks for the Nth pas s. 
The process continues for N = 2,3 ... , 20 until the PR~B becomes ~ 
the input value of succe s s (AREA) for all 29 re gions. 
Finally, the computed values of PR~B for each region and pass 
(A(IREG~N,N))are printed for all 29 cloud regions of the world. The same 
procedure may then be repeated for another month, or time of day, or 
required level of succes s. 












Tape unit number from 
cumulative unconditional 
cloud statistic s are read 
CCU (29 regions, 12 
months, 8 LST value s,5 
cloud categories 
Month number of sta-
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Index of LST to be used 
(~8) X percent or more of 
areas to be seen in one 
or two looks 
Card 2 is repeated for as 
many combinations of the 
three para,meters as 
required by the analysis 
to be performed until 
an input value of MONTH 
is = a 
Upon input of MONTH of 
0, card 2 may be 
repeated, followed by 
card(s) 2, if desired 
/ and ~:~ in card columns 
1 and 2, respectively 
A.4 MONTE CARLO ROUTINE FOR CONTINUOUS VIEWING 
A. 4. 1 General 
Format 
This routine computes the probability of continuous viewing of an area 
by piecing together the cloud-free elements from each look. The basic 
relationship used within this routine is as follows (See Table A-4): 
where 
B(M, N) = [100 - B(M,N - 1)] f l - C(N)1= DB 100 
DB = incremental area seen on Nth pass 
M = Ill.ission iteration nUITlber 
C(N) = an"lount of cloud coVer on Nth pass 
B{M, N - I) = cumulative area seen to (N -. 1) st pass 
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Table, A-4.~ _CQmputer-.Pr~gram cListings Monte-Carlo 
FqQT~~N rv ~ LFVFL 1, ~nn ? MAIN 
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Mf1~!TF (>'IPlO r:l'lll;) r.nVl:Q STMUl~TIr)~J PRnr,RA~ 
DP>1f:NSff'N CCI)(?QtlJ,q,C)), R(3(H),r:;l), '1(10), PClO), )(Cl()),lITLE(!R) 
1, rL n lJf)( C)' , R enl( '-1 A} , R~ I) v ( I A ) 
1001 Q~Q~ (S, lon?~ ~~n~~OlO) I~T~, NTAPE 
lOO~ Fnq~"T (~I12) 
r..'\L I. I R, N D ~ (PH GI . 
CL (11 Jf) ( I ) =0. 
fl. nlJl) ( ?) = 2:° ..... 
CL'lU1) ('3)= 45. 









X ( H I =q 0 .. : i 
X(fl'=Q5." 
-i ~ .< i 





PF~' I ~4 f) ~rr '\.P.f 
PEA~ (~TA~F) eel) 
GO Tn 100", 
1003 QFflf'J f'), 61 'i pcnx, RCDY 
1 RFAO (':',-~l 'feITlE 
(:, r--nqMlIT(18114) 
RF.\I) ('1, 7) I PF";(lN , 1I10NTH, ITH'II=;, NOP, JRFT 
7 FfHn 1Ar(SI4) 
~=1 
on J [=1,300 
on ? J=o,r:;o 
2 RCr,J'=o. 
4 N=t 
I) PAl\! = l'''NI)~(t)*IOO. 
IF CR!l~J- cell( JRFr,ONdMONTH,ITIMF ,1) 10,10,11 
] 0 f :.' 
Gil TiJ )0 
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IF (RAN..; CCU( IREr,ON, P1flNTH, ITT~E,~,) I?, 1~2-, I"> 
1=2 
1,0 T(1 '10 
1Ft p ~~:­
I=~ 
CCU( lC{fGn~, '~nNTH,tTIMF,3) )16,16,2'0--
'! 
GO T01P 







1,,, T1 :~O 
1=') 
cn"JTI NUE 
IF (I-,,'d) 1">, 10·0, 3 c:; 
V1F~=lnO. - Clnu~(,) 
I)~=(100.-~(M,N-l)*VIEW)1 100. 
A(M,M)=R(~,N-l) +~~ , 
, C (Ai ( ~ , N ) - IOn.) 4 0, 1 no, 1 00 ' 
IF (N-NOP' 41,50,">0 
N=N+l 
1,'0 Tn I) 
IF (M-NOM) ~1,200,200 
M=M+I 
Gn:Tn 4 
00' 101) J=N,NOP 
fH ~ , J ) = l()P • 
GO TO 5() 
c;ONTJNUF 
on 'f00 N=I,I\JOP 
00. 20'S Ji=l,IO 
f1 (J ) = 0 •.. 
OfJ)=O. " 
[In 300 ~,= 1 ,INn~ 
tF(fHM,N)..l.I'OO.l 210,207,207 
D flO '~t[) ( 1 0 ) + 1 • 
GO ro:]oo 
IF(9(M,N) -q').) 215,212,21~ 
0(9)=D(Q)+I. ' 
GO rr, '300-
IFffH"I,N) -90.) 220,217,,217 
(l( B) = n ( Q }""1 .' 
Gil Til 100 
t=;J, t~ ~ k.~ rt 
-t r ~ ~ .' , ~ I ~ -..... 
20/42/40 
, I ~ I . .,.,.".""J ; '. ~~ ""'''' .. ':j 
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Table _ A-4. _COIllputer PrograInListin,g.§ - Monte Carlo (Cont) 
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220 IF(R(M,N'-80.) Z?~,222,2?? 
??2 nf7)=nf7) +1. 
r.n Tn ~OO 
125 I~(R{~~~)-70.1 230,227,227 
221 0(U=I)(6, +1 •. 
r,fl Tn,~O 
"10 IF(~(fo1,~)-t;-iO.} i2)~5,?3?t212 
?"' 2 D f :;) = 'H r:, ) + ] i. 
GO TO 100 
? 35 IF (lH M , N ):~;; 0.) ? 4 0 ,2 37, 2 31 
237 D(4)=D(41 i +1.' 
r; fl Tf) 30 f) 
?40 JF(R(~,N)-~O.) 245,?42,24? 
?42 0(3)=0(1) +1. 
G:l Tn ",on 
7.45 TF.(lHM"N)-10.) 250,'247,247 
241 o(~'=n~?).l. 





on 310 J = 1, R 
K= , 0-1 
310 P(K'=«(P'K)*lOO.J/FNO~J.P(K+l' 
P(l)=((D(I)·loO.)fF~O~)+P(?' 
IF ( ~- 1 J ~ I) 0 , ~20, 3 c:; 0 
'20 CAll PLnT (lyarnx,BCDv, 
110,~,P,lO,TITLE,1?,0.,lOO~~0.,100.,I) 
GO TO 400 ' 
3~0 C~LL PLnT (0,BCDX,BCOy,10,X,P,1f),T[TLF,72,0.,100.,O.,lOO.,lJ 
'400 CONTHIUF 
[,E f [RF;=TJ ~L,.t,.L061 
1010 ")!T£)P 
FN'O 
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A. 4.2 Routine Variable Definitions in F~RTRAN 
N~M = pre- set (300) mission iteration number 
X(IO) = percentages of a.rea seen (routine constants, equal to 
0,10,30,50,60,70,80,90,95 and 100 for I = 1,2 .... 10) 
CL~UD (5) = the representative cloud cover percentages corres-
ponding to the five cloud categorie s (defined as 
0,20,40,75, and 100) 
N = current pass number 
N~P = maximum number of passes 
DB = defined above 
B (M, N) = cumulative area seen 
A. 4. 3 Input Variables 
I. INTG = an integer which is used for initialization of the random 
nurr:!be r generato r proce s s 
, .~(.':.J ., .... -
NT APE = tape unit number fronl which cUITlulative unconditional 
statistic s are read 
2. If NTAPE > 0, the tape is read once for CCU(29, 12,8,5) 
unconditional cumulative cloud cover statistics generated by the 
routine discussed in Section A. 1 
3. 
4. 
BCDX, BCDY, TITLE = X - axis, Y-axis, and case title 
information for plotted output (three cards) 
IREG~N = region number of CCU to be used 
IMGSNTH = month number to be used 
ITIME = time index to be used 
N~P = maxhnu~ number of passes 
IRET = option to be used upon completion of calculations for this 
case (if IRET =:; 0, cards 3 and 4 are repeated; If 
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A. 4. 4 Method of Solution for Continuous Viewing 
The Monte Carlo solution begins by reading INTG, NTAPE, and the CCU. Initialization then proceeds for setup of [X(I), I = 1, 10] as defined 
above and for [CL~UD(J), J = 1,5]. The random number generation process is initiated by calling the NR system library routine IRNDM(INTG) . 
For each case using the set of CCU input, Cards 3 and 4 are read. 
.Initialized to zero are all elements of B(M, N). 
The following computation of B(M, N) is then performed for the region 
and time. The mission iteration counter, M, is set to 1. For pass number N = 1,2, ... , N~P, the following is performed: 
A random number RAN is computed by using URNDM (NR system function routine for random number generation) and converting the number to a percentage. Then the cloud category, I, is computed by comparison 
of RAN with CCU (IREG~N, IM~NTH, ITIME, I). For convenience, CC(I) 
will be defined as the cumulative cloud statistics CCU for the region and tiITle. If RAN!: CC(l), I = 1 and all B(M,J) for J = N, N~P are set to 100 percent and the next mission is taken. Otherwise, the determination of I is ITlade such that CC(I-l) < RAN $ CC(I). Then DB is computed as follows: 
DB = [ 1 _ C Lc.DUD (I)-J 100 
DB is then accuITlulated into B (M, N) as (B (M, N - 1) + DB). If B(M, N) becomes 100 percent, then the mission is completed and the 
reITlainder of B(lv1, N) is 100 percent for N to NQP passes. 
The process of cOITlputation of DB and resultant B(M,N) continues for 
all N~P passes and until M becomes equal to N~M . 
The final portion of the continuous viewing routine performs the COITl-putation of the frequency distributions from B and the normalized percent probabilities as functions of X percent area seen. 
The process isperforITled as follows for N = 1, ... NOP passes: 
Frequencies and probabilities (%) are set to zero (P(J) and D(J), J = 1, ... 10). 
Then for the Nth mission ofN~M.1 B(M,N) is compared with x(k), k = 10,9 ... 2~1. That is, ifB(M,N) X(K), thenD(K) = D(K) + 1. Upon 
cOInpletion of all NOM ITlissions, the normalized percentage probabilities 
are cOITlputed as P(K) where 
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? Space Division ~ ~ North American Rockwell 
P( 10) = D( 10) -'- 100 N~M ,
P(9), =~))( 9) * 'f 00 
NOM + P( 10) 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
P( 1) D(l) * 100 + P(2) = N~M 
Finally, P(K) vs, X(K), K = 1" .. 10 are plotted for the Nth pass. 
The routi~e finally returns for input of another region, tilTIe, and title 
cards, if indicated by IRET $ 0, or to the routine beginning for input of 
another tape. 

















An odd integer value to initiate 
randolTI nUlTIbe r gene ration (on 
the NR-IBMS360 a recolTIlTIended 
value is 1220703125 
Tape unit num.ber from which 
cUlTIulative unconditional 
statistic s are read CCU(29 
regions, 12 lTIonths, SLST 
values, five cloud categories 
Alphameric description of 
variable plotted along X axis of 
output CRT's 
AlphalTIeric description of 
variable plotted along Y aX1S of 
output CRT's 
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North American Rockwell 
Variable Definitions 
and Limitations 
Region number to be used (s29) 
Month number to be used (:s12) 
Index of LST to be used (.:S12) 
Maximum number of passes 
Option to be used upon com-
pletion of calculations for this 
case 
a. IRET :sO, Cards 4 and 5 
are repeated for another case. 
Continue input for all required 
calculations using NT APE. 
b. Input IRET > a on last 
card of the case using NTAPE, 
then card sequence from 1 
may be repeated. 
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APPENDIX B. CLOUD FREE RESOLUTION 
ELEMENT STATISTICS PROGRAM 
This cOITlputer prograITl was developed to cOITlpute the nUITlber of 
cloud -free eleITlents in a FOV as a function vCl:ry~ng eleITlent size and the 
percentage of the total FOV for these cloud elem~nts. The analytical and 
logic ITlethods are described in Section 3.3.4.2 (Overlapping Routine) and 
Section 3. 3. 4. 3 (Road EliITlination Routine). 
This FORTRAN-IV (Level G) cOITlputer code consist of a ITlain prograITl 
and two subroutines, which perforITl the general functions listed in Table B-1. 
Table B -1. COITlputer PrograITl Routines 
Routine NaITle 
Main PrograITl 






Reads the input data, selects 
the desired digitized picture 
tape file, prints the iinput data 
and calls subroutine sST AHOL 
to cOITlpute statistic s 
Reads the input tape intensity 
data, cOITlputes basic and nor _ 
ITlalized percentage of cloud-
free resolution eleITlents, 
applie s ar ea eliITlination 
criteria, prints cOITlputed 
statistic s, and calls subroutine 
ELMSC 
Figure B-2 lITlpleITlents point eliITlination 
criteria by converting cloud 
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B. 1 MAIN PROGRAM 
The main program (Figure B-1) reads the input data according to the format in Table B-2 and prints the input data. Then NELPER (rninimum 
scan line cloud length) is converted to luinimum cloud fraction (CELPER) • From statement numbers 11 to 14, tape file NF is selected for the first digitized data case to be processed. The identificatiop reGord is skipped 
and subroutine STAHOL is called to read for the next data cas/e. If there 1S 
no additional data, the computer run is terminated aft~r reading an end -of-file. Otherwise, the program continues by reading the data for the next 
case and either skipping to the next file or rewinding the tape and going to 
statement number 11 to search for the file. The FORTRAN variable KT is 
used as a record counter for diagnostic print out if a record read error is 
encountered. 
If the next picture file directly follows the previously used tape file, a transfer is made to statement number 15 to computer the cloud statistics by 
call subroutine STAHOL. 
B,2 SUBROUTINE STAHOL 
This routine (Figure B-2) executes the cloud..:.free probability statistics 
and is the m.ajor portion of the program.., This routine begins by defining four data arrays and the computIng the number of resolutlbrl sizes, for square 
resolution elements, in the input scan liI1e point length (NMAXL). Since the resolution element lengths are selected to increase by multiples of 2, the num.ber of different resolution element sizes is (NNS) where 
2NNS = NMAXL 
Solving for NNL and adding a small value to compensate for round -off errors, 
we get 
In NMAXL NNS = Integral part of In 2.0 + o. 1 
The repetitive loop controlling statementnG.~ber 1100 computes the number 
of resolution elements (NMAXLI) in the Jot:alline point length (FOV) as a function of the particular resolution length.: The, values are summ'ed as NMAXIA which is the arnount of core storage required for (see Sec-
tion 3.3.4.2) all the horizontal resolution elements for 100 percent overlap. The I 'DO LOOPS II, ending with statement numbe.r s 10,1, 9, and 11 initialize 
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READ AND PRINT 
INPUT DATA 
FOR FIItST PICTURE 
(TAfIE FILE) 
SELECT FIRST TAfIE 
FILE (I'ICTURE) 
READ TAfIE FILE 
AND COMI'UTE 
FOY CLOUD FREE SEEING 
PROIAIILlTI£S 
READ AND PRINT 
, INPUT DATA 
FOR NEXT I'ICTURE 
(TAPE FILE) 
SELECT NEXT 
TAPE FILE (PICTURE) 
1 
' .... .; .. 
v "t.:,.:. 
,'. 
. ~ , " ~. 
, ; ~ . ~." ',. . ", , 
~:'. J,. ;', ,~.' :-•• ,~. 1'~-:' 
-:,,"/ ,'.'~ -~: 
10 INPUT: J. IP05, JPOS, NH, NY, NG, 
'NLNREC, IWMOOE, ITHRES. 
NMAXL, NELP£R, MINCLD 
2, 'NTAP£, NF, NPACK, CASE 
PRINT: J. IP05, JPOS, NH, NY, NG 
2. NTAP£, NF, NPACK, NLNIlfC 
3. CASE 
4, ITHRES, NELP£R, MINCLD 
12 
15 KT- I 
IFL- NF 
SKIP FIRST RECORD OF 
FILE NO. NF ON NTAfIE 
-2 
CALL STAHOL (NLNREC, NMAXL, miRES, 






North American Rockwell 
END OF INP T 
CARD DA1A 
Figure B-1. Cloud Free Resolution Elem.ent Statistics Program. 












INCWIIII, I-I, .,- I, 3, 2,' 
(JJJ 111,1-1 •• '-1. 1,2;2' I (JJI. M. I - I •• , • I. 3. 1. 3 , 
1'1 = 21'1, 
FN = 1'1 
FNOV = NOV-I 
I'll'll (NOV. I'll) '" 0.2" FN 'FNOV • 1.1 
OISICT (NOV. I'll) - 0 





OVEIIA' NO. Of 
CLOUD ,otNn '01 
lACH SCAN UN( 
1.9~I~K~N~~~~V~N~I~-~O~ ____________ ~ 
Icn.AfNOv. II)· 0 
II ICnASll'lqVL,"NOV, 11)·0 ' FOIII = 1, NMU:iA; NOV. 1,., 
AND NOVL = I.' 
SELECT A NO lEA 0 THE 
TAl'( UCOIO CONTAINING 
THE ITH LINE DATA 
l£AO FlOM NTA'E, 
(XVIIJ),IJ]- 1.30n~ 
EUOl f\~O.END-OF-FILE CHECK 
If END-Of-fiLE, ,.,NT AND IIflUlN 







NIECI(T = N.CK T • " 
lEAD "OM NTAI'(, (xv(JJ). 
IJ. 1,30n) 
EUOl AND END-OF-fiLE CHICK 
IlNlC .1 - NLiNI • I 
III ~ DLNlC -I) NAoIAXL'1 
112 '" III '. NIAAXL -I 
IJ • 0 ' 
SE'A'" TE CLOUD 'NO CLOUD 
'OINTS WITH THUSHOLD 
C06o\ME VIInCAL 




AS CLOUD flU 
~'.O~ 
1""0 AND SI\JIllOUS 
'OINT UIM'NllIION , 
210 
















'liNT, N (fLEM GIlD SIZE), 










IKNT(NOV.II) /1'10, GliD ELEMENTS I 
DISICT (NOV, II) ,NO. CLotJD FIlfE ELEMI 
I 710t:5§E~~=1-I----_J 
,.,NT, INN (NO, I X I CLotJD m), 
1'12 eTOT, ,.,0, CLOUD. CLOUD fllf 'TS) 
,lIN II'INIIL CLOUD __ CTION) 
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a. Vertival origin of resolu-
tion element in intensity 
grid (use 1) 
b. Horizontal origin of resolu-
tion element in intensity 
grid (use 1) 
c. Number of horizontal and 
vertical resolution elements 
(use 1, 1) 
d. Resolution element linear 
point length (number of 
points per line) 
e. ~:~Number of lines (intensity 
points) per input tape record 
f. A special logic dummy 
variable to be used for pro-
gram expanslon 
g. Cloud/background threshold 
intensity 
h. Num.ber of scan lines per 
digitized picture 
i. Maximum permissible per-
centage FOV cloud area 
defined as cloud -free 
J. MinimuITl perITlissible cloud 
length or road length or 
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a. T ape unit numbe r which 
contains intensity point 
input data 
NTAPE 316 
b. File number of the picture 
to be processed 
NF 
c. A dummy variable for future NPACK 
use (use 1) 
d. Problem identification ,title CASE 
This concludes the data for the Comment 
first case. For additional cases, 
the following cards must be added 
for each case 
a. For an additional case use NF 
the same yalu~ used at 
card location (2b). If NF 
s q , return to card location 
(la. ) or the end of the data 
set. 
b. See (lg) ITHRES 
c. See (Ii) NELPER 
d. See (l j) MINCLD 
e. See (2d) CASE 
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NNI (NOV, NNI) = number of whole resolution element lengths for a 
line length as a function of overlap type (NOV) 
and resolution size index, NI. I 
The rather large "DO LOOP" terminating at 600 computes the number of 
cloud -free resolution elements for the entire FOV as a function of resolution 
element size. Index I refers to the Ith scan line. 
The section of routine, starting at DO 600 and up to statement num-
ber 3020, performs the following functions: 
1. Counts the number of tape records (NRECKT) which have been 
read 
2. Computes the first (NLINI) and last (NLIN2) scan line numbers 
in the last record read into core 
3. Continues to read records until the record containing the Ith scan 
line is located i. e. until 
NLINI $ I $ NLIN2 
4. Prints diagnostic messages and data if a tape read error is 
encountered. 
,5. Reads the six bit word intensity data as I byte - 8 bit Logical ::~l 
variables 
If the program sUdcessfully locates atid!reads the desired scan line data, 
at statement number 3020, the first and last position subscripts of the Ith 
line in the intensity point array (XV) is computed as ill and Il2. This is 
necessary because each record contains NLNREC scan lines. 
,Next, in the DO LOOP 3030 j -the i;ntensity points variables are trans-
I :. . L":.'---, \ . , 
forme'd'fiom LogicaJ ~:~l variabte.s. (XV) to Logical *4, v;;t-r·iables (XVI = lCL), 
which arenecessary'for computations. The use of Logi-cal ~:~I variables was 
an inte,rmediate step re~qgired to read the 9 -bit format which is no.tdirectI'y 
,I , compatable with the IBM 32 -bit word configuration. After initiali:zing'the 
" I " cloud indicator array IC (cloud = 1, clear = 0) to alI'~lour -free points, the 
points intensities (ICL) are compared with the threshold intensity (ITHRES) 
and cloud?oints~rle fe~efined as ones i~,:he IC array., Th,e direction of the 
thresholdlnequahtyls reversed for pos:ttlve and negatlve fllm. 
Then subroutine EMSCL is called to convert roads and spurious points 
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? Space Division ~ ~ North American Rockwell 
After point elimination, the DO 1000 LOOP computes the cloud point 
accumulative contribution to the horizontal overlap resolution elements. It 
starts by computing the first resolution elements first point location in the 
cloud indicator ar ra y (IC) and the number (JN2) of whole resolution element lengths in the s can line as a function of the element size (NI) and the hori-
zontal overlap type (NOV). Then the cloud points cOlltributions to the 2 by 2 
resolution elements are computed followed by successive sum.m.ations to 
compute contributions for the remaining resolution element sizes. These 
accumulative cloud points are stored in the ICTLA array. 
The next program sequence controlled by the loop DO 500 vertical 
accumulates the scan line data to complete resolution elements and stores the data in the ICTLAS array as the number of cloud points for lith resolu-tion element size, NOVth horizontal overlap type and the NOVLth vertical 
overlap type. At statement number 222, the resolution element cloud cover fraction (FRICT) is computed and compared with the minimum. threshold 
cloud fraction (CELPER) for a cloud resolution element. Next, the number of cloud -free resolution elements are stored in the DISICT array as a function 
of the IIth resolution element size and the NOVLth overlap type. The m.llnber 
of resolution cloud -free elements have bee.n accumulated for all horizontal 
overlap configurations in the DISICT array. 
In the final segment of the program, starting at DO L00:P 700, the 
number of cloud -free resolution elements is summed as the variable DIT 
and normalized by the total number of resolution elements Fl'r. The.n the 
cloud -free percentages are printed as a function of resolution element size. 
B.3 SUBROUTINE ELMSCL 
This subroutine's logic is relatively easy to follow. It converts the input cloud point array IC into a modified array with the same name by 
eliminating spurious points and roads (See Figure B-3). 
B.4 INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA FORMAT 
The format of the input data is described in Table B-2 and the output data format is illustrated in Figure 3 -22. 
B.5 PROGRAM EXECUTION TIME AND COST PER PICTURE 
The program execution time is approxirrtately I minute of IBM, S360 -Model 85 time for a 512 x 512 grid. The cost is approximate $15 
on the IBM system for the 512 x 512 grid. 
The corresponding rerunning time for the CDC 924-A Model is 
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? Space Division ~ ~ North American Rockwell 
Because of the large number of computations performed by this 
computer program, it is computationally bound rather than input/ output 
bound. 
B.6 PROGRAM LISTINGS 
Table B-3 includes a FORTRAN IV type listing of the computer 
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SUBROUTINE ELMSCL 
(", NM~~,MINCLO,CELPER IC) 
10 
KO -IC(J) 
Kl '" KO 




't Space Division ~ North American Rockwell 
.. 0 ICLOSMINCLO 
IK NCLO OCLO) - IKNCLO (ICLO) +J, 
soo 
70 




~Ok PRINt:IKNCLDU), J - I, NMAXL 
'I 
I 
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MAIN PROGRAM FOR C'["OU"D-D-I-S-TRtBUTION STATISTICAL COMPUTATIONS 
CLOUD FREE SEEING PROBAB-I-LITY VERSUS :-S-FNSOR-FrELD-OF-VIEW SllE 
TAPES INPUT CONTAIN DIGITIZED FILM INTENSITY G~ID DATA 
DIMENSION CASE(15) 
1 FORMAT (1216) 
2 FORMAT (316, 15A4) 
3 FORMAT ('I', 4X,'VERTICAL', 2X, 'HURIZONTAl', 2X, 'NO. VERTICAL', 
* 2 X, 'NO. HOR !zUNT A"L', 2X ,-'-FtEMENT '7-5X ,-'-OR IG IN' , 4X, 
* 'ORIGIN' 'oX, 'ELEMENTS' ,5X, 'ELEMENTS',6x, 'GRID SIZE'/ 
*i'5X, 17, 5X, 15, 7X, 15, ex, 15, 9X, 15) ) 
4 FORMAt ~'O', 4X, 'INPUT GRID TAPE UNIT =', 13, lOX, 
* 'TAPE FILE USED =', 141 5X, 'PACKING MODE (1-NOI2-YES) =', 
* 13, lOX, 'NO. LINES/RECORD:', IS) 
5 FORMAT "0', 4X, 15A4, 5X, 16) 
6 FORMAT '5A4) 
1 FORMAT ('0', ~X, 'THRESHHOlO INTENSITY =', 16,4X,iClOUD ElIM. C=', 
114,'MINIMUN CLOUD POINTS-l=',I4) 
10 READ (5, 1, ENb=9000),.i IPOS, JPOS, NH", NV, 
* I WMODE, I iHRE S ,~N':'AXL, NElPER. M I NClO 
READ (5, 21 NTAPE, NF, NPACK, CASE 
WRITE (6, 3) IPOS, JPOS, NH, NV, NG 
WRITE (6, 4) NTAPE, NF, NPACK, NLNREC 
WRITE (6, 5) CASE 
WRITE (6, 1) ITHRES,NElPER,MINClD 
AElPER=NElPEH 
CElPER=AELPER*1.0E-2 
lOCATE FJlE NF 
11 REWIND NTAPE 
NFl = NF 
J-F: (NF .LE. 1) GO TO 15 
NENDF : NF - 1 
00 14 IFL = 1, NENDF 
KT = 0 
NG, NlNREC, 
12 READ (NTAPE, 6, ERR=13,END=14) 'DUM, I : 1, 5) 
KT = KT + 1 
GO TO 12 
14 CONTINUE 
GO TO~ 15 
ERROR EX IT 
-----; 
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13 WRITE (6, 16) IFl, KT 
16 FORM~T('o', 4X, 'FIlE',I!4, ' IS NOT READABL_E ~.J_RECORD', 11)--STOp! 
15 KT = 1 
IfUI= NF 
READ (NTAPE, 6, ERR=33) (DUM, I = I, 5) 
333 CONTINUE 
GO iTO (21, 3U",IWMODE 
21 CAll SJAHO[ (NlNREC, NMAXl, ITHRES, NTAPE, NF,CElPER, MINClD) NFI-~= NF, ..---- ---- -. ' ..... . 
BACKSP,A,ck N TAPE 
22 READ .(NTAPE, 6, END=23) __ lD_U~_,_j = 1,5) 
GO TO 22 ' 
23 REA',o (5,24, E:ND=9000)' NF, ITHRES, NEU~ER, MINClD, CASE 
24 fORMAT (216, 213, 15A4)· . 
CElP~R = 0.01 * FLOAT (NELPERJ 
IF 'NF .lE. 0) GO TO 10 
WRITE (6, 5) CASE, NF 
WR ITE '6, 7) I THRE S, NElPER, H'tNe-t-D-
NFD~L = NF - NFl 
IF INFDEl _.1) 11. 15, 11 
C OPTION TO BE ADDEO 
31 CONTINUE 
GO TQ: 10 
9000 STOP 
END . 
SUBROUTINE STAHOl (NLNRECc,_ NMAXl, ITHRES, NTAPE,-Nf,: 
* CELPER, MINClD) 
C 
C - COMPUTES CLOUD-FREE SEEING PROBABILITY 
C 
LOG1CAl • 1 XV(3072) 
LOGICAL. 4- XVI(J072) 
OlHENS10N ICl(3072), lC(1024), NOV1(4),JJJ(4),N8C16), 
• NNI(4,ll), DISICTC4,12), -IKNT+4-, 12) , IKN-C-/t;, 12) , 
* ICTLA(4,1023), ICTlAS(4,4,1023), IN(4,12),i JJU4), 
• ~ LCJl3(1023), NDX(4,12), TDN(12} 
c 
c:::::: 
EQUIVALENCE; (XV(l), ICUl) } 
DATA NOV1/1,3,2,41 
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DATA JJJ/1 J 1.,2,2/_. ; 
DATA JJl/l,3,1,3~ 









NM,AX I A=O 
NMAXll=NNAXl 
00 1100 I=l,NNS 
NMAXlI=NMAXll/2 
1100 NM~XIA=NMAXIA+NMAXll 
00 lo NOV=l,4 
N=I 





DO l NOV=1,4 
00 11 NI=l,NNS 
00 1 l=l, 11 
1 OISICTCNOV,NI )=0.0 





00 ' II NO V = 1 , 4 
00 11 II=l,NMAXIA 
ICTlAINOV, II )=0 
11 ICTlASINOVl,NOV,II)=O 
'\ 
NRECKT = 0 
00 bOO = ~~~NMAXL 
J2=0 
IF (NRECKT .Gr.. 0) GO TO 3010 
READ ~NTAPE. 3000~ ER~=3002, ENO=3090) 
NRECKl = 1 
ll~_,~ ~;-f';~~"';·;: 't;:' l::.i'i:~t:-":"~'$;"WfHf!i~!:tj"~;'~:·;'r ':; ':; ~~ ... ~ ,. 
==0.3 
(XVIIJ), IJ = 1, 3012) 
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GO TO 3010 
1002 
J003 WRITE (6, 3003) NF, NRECKT FORMAT (lO',5X', 'FIl::E'~,-1-4-'-'- IS NOT READABLE, RECORD IS', 15) STOP ! 
C 
3010 COMpUTE INDICES OF LINES IN RECORD NLINl = INRECKT - 1) * NlNREC + 1 
~L(N2 = ~LINI + NLNREC - 1 
IF INlINI .LE. I .AND. I .LE. NLIN2) :GO TO 3020 
NRECKT = NRECKT + 1 
READ lNTAPE, 3000, ERR=3002, END=309a~ (XV(IJ'L_IJ = 1, 3072' GO TO 3010 
PICK UP ELEMENTS OF I-TH LINE 




C DE.FINE CLOUDS WlTH IC COMPARED TO [Tt1RECHHOLD INTENSITY, WHERE IC = 0, CLEAR AND IC = 1, CLOUD. 
III = .f~LNRC - 1) * NMAXl + 1 
112 =!:r 11 + NMAXl - 1 
3030 
C 
" IJ = 0 
DO 3030 110 =111, 112 
XVIJIIO) = XVfIIO) 
IJ = IJ + 1 
ICCIJ)=O 
IF fICLCIIO) .GE.ITHRES) ICflJ' = 1 
CONTINUE 
CALL ElMSCL( I,NMAkL,MINCLD,CELPER,IC) 
N=IL 
00 LOOO NI=l,NNS 
N=Z·N 
DO 1000 NOVI=l,4 






IF(JN2.EQ~0) GO TO iooo 
lOX =JN2 
NOXfNOV,NI+IJ=IOX+NOXINOV,NI) 
DO 40 J=I,JN2 
IFCNI.GT.IJ GO TO 30 
IFINUV.EQ.2J GO TO 1000 
IFINOV.EQ.4) GO TO 1000 
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-= == t= == e-J:' 
Table B~3. Cloud Distribution Statistics (FOV) PrograIn (Cont) 
JJ=JJJCNOY)+2*CJ~11 
1 C T l3 C J ) :: .1 C eJJT+rCHJ J + 1 ) 
GO TO 40 













00 500 NUVl=I,4 
N=l 
DO 500 NII=I,NNS 
N=2*N 
FSQN=N*N 
IF C N I I • G T • 1 ) GO TO 31 
IFCNOVl.EQ.2J GO IP 500 
IFCNUYl.EQ.4) GO TO 500 
31 CONTINUE 
NII~=NNICNOYl,NII) 
IFC1.lT.NII0) GO TO 500 
DO 220 NOY=I,4 
JN2=JNCNOy,NII) 
IFCNII.GT.l) GO TO 33 
IFCNOY.EQ.2) GO TO 220 
IFCNUY.EQ.4) GO TO 220 
33 CONTINUE 
IF~JN2.EQ.0) GO TO 220 I 
Il=~oxeNOY,NII)+1 
12~NOXINOy,NII+1) 
DO 210 11=11,12 
ICTlASCNOYl,NOV,II)=ICTLASCNOVl.NOY,IL'+ICTLACNOY,II). 
210 CONTINUE 
IF(NOV.GT.l) GO TO 210 ; 
IKNINOVl,NII)=IKNfNOVl,NII)+J 
270 CONTt:I NUE 
IKN(=lKNlNOYl,NII) 
. ,.... ..;,,;{,:~;;,,,;-,, /It- ',; ., -Ji:, 
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IFCIKNl.EQ.N) GO TO 250 
IFLAG=O 
GO TO 220 
250 CONT INUE 
IFLAG=l 
. " 
DO 230 II = 11. 12 
IKNTCNOVL,NII)=IKNT(NOVL.NII)+l 
ICT=ICTLAS(NbvL.NOV,ll' , 
IF(N.NE.NMAXL) GO TO 222 
IFII.NE.NMAXL) GO TO 222 
WRITE f6, 9001) ICT 





TESli FOV CLOUD FREE PERCENTAGE IFRICT) AND DEFINE AS 
CLOUD FREE IF LESS T/:iEN J)RESELECTED VALUE ICELPER). 
IFlfRICT.GT.CELPERJ GO TO 240 
DISI~_TCNOY.L.NI I )=DISICTINOYL,NI I )+1.0 
240 CONT:lNUE 
230 ICTLASINOYL.-NOY, II )=Q' 
220", tONT INUE 
I: I F I I FLAG.NE. U GO TO 500 
IKNINOVL,NII)=O 
500 CON'JINUE 
,600 CONT INUE 
N;:: 1 




WR I TE (6. 9Q02) 
i ___ , 
9002 FORMAT 16X. 'ELEMENT GRID SIZE', 3X, 'OYERLAP INDEX', lX, 
• . 'NO. GRIQ.~LE~ENTS', 3X, 'NO. CLOUD FREE ELEMENTS') 
.,. , . ., ... 
DO 110 NOV=I,4 
IFJII.GT.I) GO TO 32 
IFINQV.EQ.2) GO TO 110 
IF(NOY.EQ.4J GO TO 110 
32 CONTINUE 
JKNN=IKNTfNOV,II) 
IFIIKNN.EQ.O) GO TO 110 
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Table B-3. Cloud Distributio~tatistics (FOV) Program (Cont) 
IT =IT '+ I KNN~­
DIT=UIT+OISIC~CNOV,IJ) 
WRITE(6,2010) N;NOV,IKNTCNOV,II), OISICTCNOV,II) 
2010 FORMAT (oX, 110, 9)(, 110, lOX,'" IrQ; 14X, Fll.S) 
710 CONTINUE ' 
flT=1T 
FR=DlT/fIT 
WRITEC6,211) N.IT,FR ~ 
211 FQRMAT (oX, JNO.IXI CLOUU POINTS =', 112, 6X, 
* 'TOT. NO. CLOUD + CLOUD -FREE PTS =1" 112/ 
• 6X, 'CLOUD fREE fRACTION =', f1l.5) 








10qO wRITE (6, 3091) N~, NRECKT 





SUBROUTINE E:~M!SCl, iC I I ,NM~~L,': HI NCLD',CELPER, IC) 
, .- - .. _---. .. 
~LIMIN~TES ~OADS AND SPURIOUS POINTS 
j; 
L 
DIMENSION IC(1024), IKNCLD(1024) 
THIS-R'OUT INE COMPUTES THE CLOUD SIZE DISTRIRUTION 
IFLAG = 0 
IClD = 0 
IFCII.NE.I) QO TO 300 
00 10 I = 1, NMAXL 




00 100: J = 1, NMAXl 
KO=Kl -: 
IF (J .NE.l) GO TO 20 
KO = IC(J) 
==01 
ENDS 1 ~ 
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GO TO 30 
20 Kl = IC(J) 
IF (K1 - KO~EQ. 0,) GO TO 30 
IF (KO .NE.O) -GO TO' 40 
30 ICLO = ICLO + ICfJ) 
IF(J.EQ.NHAXl) GO TO 40 
GO TO 100 
40 If" (ICLO .LE. MllfClO) GO TO 60 1~~CLO(IClO) =IK~ClO(IClO) + 1 
GO TO BO 
60 Ml= J - IClO 
M2 i7 J - 1 
IF(j~lD.EQ.O) GO,ITO 500 
IF( J:~,NE .NMAXl) GO TO 500 i I 
Ml=J-rIClO+l 
M2=J i 
500 CON.T INUE 
IF( iICLO.EQ.O'M2.=Ml_, 
00 70 M = Ml, M2j 
70 IC(M) = 0 
8,0 IClD = 0 
100 CONTINUE 
IF(II.lT.NMAXl) GO TO 200 
WR IT E ( 6 " IOU --T i KNClo fJ);- j 
101 FORMAT ('0', lOX, 'CLOUD SIZE 
• (2X, 1616) ) 
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? Space Division ~ ~ North American Rockwell 
APPENDIX C. SINGLE LOOK PROBABILITY OF SEEING RESULTS 
SAMPLE OUTPUT 
Perfect Resolution Probability of Seeing Computer Program 
Subroutine: 
Cloud Statistics: 
Single-Look Viewing (Seeing Prescribed Amount in Single-
Look) 
Basic 30-nm FOV Enlarged for 100-nm FOV 
Computed Relationship: The relationship between the probability of seeing~:~ 
all of an area and a given number of satellite pas ses over 
the area. Required input is the relative frequency of 
clear skies over the area. Output may be either CRT 
plot (as in sample) or tables of relationship. 
Sample Output: Page C -2: Nomogram demonstrating relation~hip among 
selected probabilities (frequency of clear skies -single 
pass), number of passes, and the relative frequerlcy 
of clear skies. 
Page C-3: Relative frequency of clear skies for areas of 
100 n miles by 100 n miles, all 29 homogeneous cloud 
regions, January, 1000 LST. 
Other pages in section: Same as second page for every 
month. 
,," All in this concept refers to the definition of clear skies, i. e., if clear skies are less than 10 percent sky 
cover, "all" would be > 90 percent. The same nomogram.is applicable to use of seeing in a single look 
more than" X" percent of an area with :' Y" frequency of cloud cover :5 (1- X) percent. 
C -1 
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APPENDIX D. ONE- OR TWO-LOOK PROBABILITY OF SEEING RESULTS 
SAMPLE OUTPUT 




One- or Two-Look Viewing 
Basic 30-nm. FOV Enlarged for 100-nm. FOV 
Pages D-2 through D-3 3: Table s of probability of seeing 
X pe rcent or m.ore of a 100 -nm. area in one or two 
looks in N independent passes for 29 worldwide 
hom.ogeneous cloud regions. Data given for N = 1 
through 20, for m.onths 1, 4, 7,10 (Jan, Apr, Jul, 
Oct), for tim.es 4, 8 (1000,2200 LST), and for seeing 
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PROHARILrTV OF 5EFING 71}. 
MONTH 4 TIME B 
"'" 
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PFRCFNT OR MORE OF AREAS IN ONF-OR TWO-lryOKS 
~ 
,~. '0. '. 
~ ~ ~ fj\3%.¢j m:tJ 
RfGI(lN N=l N=2 ~=3 ~=4 N=I) N=A N=7 N=~ N=9 N=IIJN'=ll N=i2 N=13 N=14 N=l" N=16 N=17 N=IA ~=19 N=?O 
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Dp.n~ARrlJTV f1F_SFEJ'!G 7e. PERCENT DR ~ORF f-lF ARFAS-rN ONF-OP rWO-lflQI(S 
P40NTH 7 Tt'4~ 4 
rttr.JnN ~;"i-N-=2 N=~ ~r='4 N=5 "'=6 N=7 N=B N=9 N=lO ~=Jl N=12 N=13 N=i4 !II=11) ~~Tf;-N=11-N=f8~=t'Q~2C\ 
1 78.7 96.6 9q.5 99.ql(O.rlrn.Ol~~.OlOr.nlrO~OICO.CI0C.ClCO.~100.01no.olca.01A1.01nC.Ol00~nlOO;~lOn.C 
'2 R6.9 9Q." Q9.<n rn .Cl('O. CH r,.rfco:r10C:''''lCC.CICO.Ol('C.C-1CC.:;100.')10(.(,10,).OlC'''.010(,.0100.01100.010l).r 
3 0.7 ?~ ~.l 8.2 il.A 1~.7 19.8 ?4.1 28.3 32.5 36.6 40.7 44.6 4~.4 52.0 55.4 ~R.6 61.7 ~4.~ 6 7 .1 4 '4.0 4R.l ~6.6 79.3 A7.5 92.6 Q5.7 97.~ 08.6 Q9.? 9Q.6 99.7 QQ.9 9Q.91aC.CI0~.0100.n!')C.Ot~O~01ry".O ~-'5~--';4; ?-7;q ;-r:;" 83---:f-;-o~j -0 '1-:-4-ci7:-6-QR. 7 9Q. 4 q9.7 99.8 99.91 or.·. J 1 00. C 1 C C' ~ ') }?'o-;(i 1 ",,-. ~1 00. ("I or ~O 10". C' 1 ~('. 0 ~ 6~.7 ~5.R 95.7 9A.4 9Q.5 9Q.Rlr0.0100.CI00.Clor.CI0r.0100.rl~r.Glor.0100.01C0.0100.nl00.0100.~1"0.~ 
7 15.7 11.7 46.1 5~.3 6A.2 7h.0 A2.l A6.R Q~.~ Q?9 04.8 Q6.~ 97.3 QP.1 oA.6 9Q.C oo.~ QO.~ Q9.6 q9.7 
q 7r.~ 92.9 o~.4 Q9.7 9q.91~r.Ctnr.010C.Cl"o.rln0.~lr~.Ol~".~lcr.01~r.~I~O.Clr~.Ol~O.~lnr.OlOO.0100.n 
9 29.2 ~1.~ 6R.l 79.~.P6.8 91.~ 04.~ 96.~ 98.0 Q8_8 gQ.~ 99.~ q9.1 99.~ 99.9 Q~.q100.0~or.OlnO.OlOO.O ~~ 15.5 29.1 47.7 ~2.q 61.Q ~0.4 75.6 pr.~ 84.6 A7.Q Q~.5 92.6 ~4.? 95.~ 96.~ Q7.3 91.Q 98.4 9P.1 99.0 
f l ~('. i"-~4 :f ·11.-"A-81-:-r· 96~q4-:-296.1qA.l oR. q 90.4 9Q.7 qq.8 99.9 99. Q 1 O(!. rn ~". Olrl(l ~ 0 ioc-.-lHno • Ot 00: 0 
J7. 10.313.123.13 14.fl 4~.3 54.762.9 7r.0 75.8 80.7 A4.6 A7.9 90.492.'594.1 Q5.4 Q6.4 97.2 ~J7.9 9q.3 
11 13.776.~ 3q.5 48. 0 5e.O 6~.6 12.'" 77.4 ~l.A R~.4 8~.] 90.7 92.6 94.1 Q~.4 Q~.3 Q7.1 ~~.1 98.' 9A.~ 
14 1.
0 ~.9 6.~ A.l 10.4 12~7 15." 17.~ 19.7 22.) 24.4 26.q 2Q.( 31.4 33.7 36.0 1~.2 4n~3 42.~ 44.5 l~ 20.4 ~7.2 51.1" 67.r 70.7 17.SAZ.9 87.~ gO.l 92.6 94.4 95.8 96.Q 97.69A.2 qq.7 Qo.n 99.~ 00.5 QQ.6 
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'2? 12.R 26.~ ~9.? ')(.6 6('\.5 6"-.7 71).4 BO.8 R5.2 R~.6 01.2 03.3 94.Q 96.I 9'1.1 07.R Q~.-l 9H.q Qq.l 09.3 -?~--'-3.r,R.Q 1"5.-2-27.1 2Q.C· 35.'9 42.'5 4R.1 54.4 59.7 64.5 61:1.9 72.Fl 76.3 79:-1-ir2:Y-A4:i;-~fl~6 AA.4 QfI." 
2
4 
53 • ~ Ri 1 • 4 9 3 • 1 91,; fl • Qq. 2 Q Q~ -, 9Q.o I 0 C • r 1 "I) • 0 1 0 r) • t:H 0 (\ • 0 I r (' • riO C • ':' lor • rIO!' • ~ lC ') • Q 1 0 C • (II or • 0 t "(I • ('i 1 0') • r 
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26 4"'.9 ~~.s 8'1.4 93.~ Q7.C 9q~7 9Q.4 99.~ q9.QI~~.CICC.J100.~10C.Jicc.~I~O.Jlr1.C101}.110c.nI0Q.C100.0 
?7 'R.Q 5n.A 66.6 77.1 ~5.1 Q0.4 93.A 96.0 97.4 98.4 qq./} 99.3 99.6 99.7 99.9 Q9.9 99. Ql n n .• 0100.010C.O 
?A 21.1 ~Q.2 54.165. R 74.8 Rl.6 A6.l Qr~4 Q~.Z 95.1 q6.6 97.6 9A.~ QA.A Qq.2 99.4 9q~6oq~7 99.8 9Q.Q 
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PROB'~IHL'TY OF SEEING 70. PFPCENT OR MORE OF AREAS IN O"IE-OR TWO-LOOKS 
MONTH 7 TIME B 
~, ~ ~J ~ fi'?'31 ~ 
RF.GJON~'~-;·i""--N=2 N=3 t\i;"4~=r:; N=6 N=7 N=8 N=9 N=l" N=ll N=t2 N=13 N=14 N=15 N=16 N=11 N=lA N=19 N=2D 
1 R~.7 qA.6 99.9100.nlOO.010n.0100.0100.D100.0100.01~O.OlnO.OlOO.O10C.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100." 
2 A9.3 99.2 q9.91~Q~r100.01rC.OIOO.OIOO.0100.0100.01(O.OlOO.~10C.O10C.01DO.0ico.0100.0100.0100.0100.0 
3 4.6 lr.5 11.0 23.9 30.8 37.6 44.0 50.0 55.6 60.7 65~1 ~910~ 7310~ 7~107 7910~ R?3 R4.6 A~.6 88.4 90.0 
4 26.1 4A.8 66.0 78.1 86.2 91.4 94.7 96.8 98.l 9A.8 q9.1 99.6 99.8 99.9 99.9100.0100.0100.01nO.01r".o 
5'S:f.0· 76.4 88.8 94.8·'q7~6 qA.q 9Q~5 9q.q'99.9100.(\1('n.0100.:HdC'.(\lOC.01QI').~'1('O.OlOO.()lOO.f'JOO.OIOIJ.n 
6 .51." R4.3 Q5.6 98.9 qq.7 99.9100.0100.01CO.OI00.Cl0r.OlnO.Ol00.01CC.91CO.Ol0n.o10n.Ol00.0100.0100.0 
7 2l.n 42.3 ~q.B 72.9 R?2 AH.4 92.6 95.3 97.1 9A.2 9R.9 99.3 99.6 99.7 99.B 99.9 9Q .9100.0100.nl00.0 ~ 69.6 92.5 9R.3 99.6 99.91C0.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.010n.Ol00.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0 
9 1~.9 57.8 73.8 84.( 90.4 94.3 q6.6 98.0 98.8 99.3 99.6 99.8 99.9 99.91rO.0100.0100.0100.0100.010n.n 
In 47.5 71.4 86.9 93.6 96.9 9A.6 99.3 94 c 1 99.9 99.9!OO.0100.0l00.0100.0100.010r.Ol00.0100.0100.nl00.0 l('~ -~ 55 ~4' 87 ~4-'93:'5 97:7 99 :2i qq.::; -QQ;9i'66.'c. i66:(f!oo. 0100.01 00 ~oToo~-6 ioc':o i6o:oloo:0 foo~ 0 ioo. 0100.0100.0 
12 0.8 2.0 1;;') 5.7 i 7.2 9.3 11.6 14.0 16.5 19.0 21.6 24 .. 2 26.8 2Q.5 32.1 34.6 37.2 39.7 42.1 44.5 
13 13.4 L6.3 38.1 4~.5"C;1.6 65.3 71.8 77.2 81:.6 85~1 88.2 90.6 '92.5 94.1 95.3 96.3 97.191.7 98.2 98.6 
14 1.9 ' 3.R-· 5!_8 7.a 9~R 11.8' 13.9 lS.q 18;~O 20.0 22.1 24.1 z6~I 28.1 30.1 32.0 34.0 15.9 37.7 39.6 
1514.3 27.2 ~8.7;:4B.7 57.3,64.6 70.8 76.0 80.4 84.0 87.0 89.491.4 93.194.4 95.5 96.4 91.1 97.7 98.1 
16 1l.424.611.649.,~ ;.')9.5' 6R.0 75.080.685.1 88.6 91.3 93.-4 95.0 96.2 97 .. 2 97.9 9R.4 98.A 99.199.4 '''rr--'~-ro:T'' 2T.414~f.t·46.'~-i56:4:"65·: C72:-:r~1B:'283;O-86·.R 89,:R 9i~'1:q4:-:5-q5';4 96.5 97.3 98.0 9A.5 98.9 q9.1 
18 70.3 97.7 q8.4 q9.7 99.~100.0100.0100~0100.0100.0100.0100.0iOO.OlOO.OlOO.O100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0 
19 57.9 B4.0 94.3 98." Qq.3 ·9Q.8 99.9100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0 20"-'''~-i2.j"-2"6.2 38i.956·.3·ibO~668~2 75:-0--80~4 84.8 88.2'90.9 9'3~lq4.f96~-o 96:9 97.7 98.2 98.7 99.0 q9.3 
21 12.5 28.7 44.558.1
1
6,9,;.0,77.5 83.B' AA~5 91.9 94.3 q6.1 97.3 98.1 98.7 99.199.4 99.6 99,.7 99.8 99.9 
22 1.4 l~.R 24.5 ~3.1 4!1.24A.7~5.6 61.7 67.2 72.0 76.) 79~8 A2.9 85.6 87.9 R9.8 91.5 92.9 94.0 95.0 "'"~··-lD-22~7-3·3 .1'-43:7"5'2:7 60-:-5" 67~ 3 73 .17f~<f"82 :0"'85. 388~r"q6.4"92. 3 93.S- 95.6 96. 0 96-~ A ,91.5 9R.n 
24 52~D AO.O 92.1 97.2 99.0 99.6 99.9100.0100.0100.0100.0100.Dl~O.010C.010C.0100.0100.0100.0100.0130.0 
25 A2~6 97.6 99.7100.C100.0100.0100~nl00.C1nO.OI00.0100.0100~OlOO.O100.0100.0100.0100.0100:0100.0100.0 
2"r'" ~·'82 ~ l' "9f:7 "q9. 71.06. r.i 00. 0100'.,0 100~oioo. 0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.1) 100.0100.0100.0100. (\ 100.0100.0 
21 42.q; 68.9 83.6 91.5 95.1 91.'6 98._9 99.5 99.1 99.9. 99.910(').0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0 
78 34.2 58.3 14.2 84.3 ~0.6 94.5 96.8 98.t 98.9 99.4 99.6 99.8 99.9 99.91CoO.Ol')O.0100.0100.(HOO.0100.0 
-29 . 9.7 23":5 37~50·;962:-0-7I·;n8;2-83. 88"-:0-91:2""93.6 95:;:j 96;6·· 97.6 9R.3 98.8 99.1 99.499.6 q9.1 
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oq08ARIlITY OF SfflNG 10. PERCENT OP_~ORE nF ARFAS I-N-ONf:-nR TWO-LOOKS MONTH if" TIMF 4 
RFr;toN N=l N=? N:3 N=4 N=5-"'N;'6 '~r;r N=R N=9 N=lO"N=ll N=ii N=U N=14 N=15 t-1,=16 N=17 N=!.A N=lQ N=20 1 89.799.3t"n.OIQO~rl~n.OlOO.OlOO.OlOO.OI00.rI00.0100.01P~.JI00.010r.OlnO.Oloc.o}on.Olnn.~100.01~O.n 
2 ~9.1:j 1,1.6A3$7 92.-2--9!6.3 98.~ 99.2 99.7 99.C) cjq.-ql~n.Ol0r)~r-l00.0100.01IJO.OlC'O.01(lo.nln().I)lOO.Ol00.n 
~ ".A 15.C) 2'i.A 15.7 4i5.0 'i3.4 60.9 61.'5 11'.111.8 Al.9 85.7 88.09(1.2 92~1 93.6 94.9 95.9 Q6.7 9 7 •. !t 
4 49.6 76.9 90.r 95.89A.3 99.1 qQ.7 99.9100.0100.0100.0100.01 n O.Ol0[.0100.010(.0100.01rn.010C.~10n.0 
544 • 7 ,,9. '} A ~ • 6 91. 3 cj 5 • i. 97. 6 q A • l' 99. 4" 99. 1" 99. A 99. 91 00. ') 1 i:fo • 0 1 ri r • C 1 0') • 0 1 n 8 • 0 IOC) • 'H 0 I) • (\ 1 00 • 01 0 n • n 
6 54.0 7~.6 91.2 96.1 98.5 99.4 99.1 99.9100.0100.010C~OlOO.OlOO.OlOC.0100.Ol~Q.Oloo.Olnn.0lon.Olnn.o 
1 ~O.4 ~4.4 71.4 A2.5 189.5 93.8 96.4 97.9 98.8 99.3 99.1, 99.~ 99.9 9q~9100.nlno.OlOO.010n.0100.0100.0 
a 45.9 72.9 87.C 94. r 97.3 Q~.A 99.5 99.8 99.91rO.t100.0ioo.Ol00.010r.UlOO.0100.Olrn.Oloo.OIOO.O100.0 
q 14A4 a7.5 39.1 49.2 5A.0 ~5.4 11.6 16.8 81.1 84~1 81.6 90.0 92.0 93.6 94.8 95.9 96.7 97.4 97.9 98.1 
If'' 4f').3~6.6. 8.2'°1 90.~ 9~.2 97.6 9R.8 ~~.,! 9q.? 99.~ ~9.qIOO.,)100.91'2r~,g!Q'~~2!OO.Ol"o.,glOO.Olt)O.()J.OO.0 
1) 41.~ 73.5 R7.~ 94.0 97.3 9R.8 q9.499.A 99.9100.010~.nlO".010".)10~.OI00.OI00.0100.010n.OlOO.O100.0 
~. 12 ~.7 15.8 28.4 40.1 52.0 61.1 69.9 76.5 Al.8 86.1 89.4 91.9 93.9 95.4 96.6 91.4 98.1 98.~ 98.9 99.2 
I~' 1.4 16~O 24.9 ~'3.7 42.0 49.1 56.1 62.9 6A.4 13.2 17.3 80.9 84.0 86.6 88.8 90.6 q2.? 93.5 94.6 95.6 
~ i ;14 2.5 ('.8 12.r' t7.q 2't.l 3l'.4 3~.6 42.'> 48.2 53.5 58.4-62.9 67.0 7r.7 14~1 71.1 79.8 82.3 84.4 BI,.4 
15 17.8 ~A.l 46.0·56.6 65.4 72.5 18.7 82.B 86.5 A9.4 91.7 91.6 95.0 96.1 97.0 91.79A.2 98.6 98.9 99.2 
16" 0.72.3 4.6 7.4 10.f; 14.0 11.1 21.5 21:).3 29 .• 2 33.0 36.8 40.'5 44.1 47.6 50.9 54.1 57.1 60.0 6~.7 
i 1 . --i:2-'Q ~" PJ. 4 29. q' 40':'2 '49 ~ 7 58; 2 65: 6 "1T:'q" 77;.2 . AI. g-AS'::? -RB:rq?''-6 "9 ;f:-,,- q4: 1 95.3 196.3 91. 197. 7 
18 41.7 74.6 SR.? 94.1 91.6 99.0 99.6 99~A 99.9100.0106.0100.0100.0100.0100.010a.Olt)OrGf00.0100.nl"o~n 
19 43.0 69.7 04.5 Q2.1 96.3'98.2 99.2 99.699.A 99.9100.0100~nlOO.OI00.0100.01QQ.OlnO.QI00.~IOO.OlOn.o 
20 24.2 45.A AJ.R 15.1 R3.7 89.4 93.3 95."1 91.3 98.3 99.0 99.499~6 9-9.8 99.9 99.') 99 •. 9100.010('.01011.(1 
21 ~l.D 63.9 A3.7 92.7 96.9 98.1 99.5 99~R 99.9100.0100.010~.OlOO~010C.01nO.OlnO.0Ioo.rrl~n.0100.nloo.n 
.. 22 I) • 4 I 2 • 1 19 • 5 27. 13 4. 5 41. 1 48. 4 I) 4. 6 60. '3 65 • 4 69.' 9 73. 9 17. I:) A r • 68 ~ • 4 8 '5 • 1 JP. A A 9 • 6 91. 192 • 4 
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23 1.':\ ~.6 6.710.4'-14.518.9 23.4 28.032.536.9 41.3 4'>.5 49.5 53.356.9 6fl.3 6~.'i 66.4 69.271.8 
24 ~1.2 62.8 18.8 88.2 93.6 96.5 98.2 99.0 99.'5 99.1 99.9 99.910b.ryIOO.OlOO.OlOO.0100.OtOO.DlOO.0Ion.O 
2~ 22.t 41.1 66.6 79~8 88.2 93.2 96.2 97.9 98.8 99.4 99.1 99.8 99.9 99.9100.01n0.01no.('lOO.010~.0Ioo.n 
76 ~4.q 64.2 81.9 91~~ 95.9 98.2 99.2 99.6 99.8 99.91QO.Olb6.JlOO.Olbc.OIOG.OlCO.Olnn.('IOO.OI0n .Qll1o.n 
71 41.1 71.(' 86.6 94.1 91.5 99.0 99.6 99.8 99.91DO.0.lon.Ol00.0100.010(.0100.QlOO.OlOO.QlOO~0100.O~OO.O 
28 ?6.7 47.4 62.9 74.2 ,R2.2 81.8 91.7 94.4 96.~ Q7.5 9A~3 98.9 99~l 9q.5 99.7 99.8 99.9 99.9 99.9100.0 
:" 29-------' 16" .'9 '''3'2~1 46;7' 58.~' 61:9'''75'.4 "81':4" 8b."6 '89:-5'" q2·. r c)4. 2 qs:-;r 96. <} 9'1. -; 9A. 3 "q 8. q q9. t Q9. ~ 9q.5 99. 7 
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PRORABlllTV OF SFFJNG 7". PERCENT OR MORE OF 4RFA~ IN nNF-np TWO-l.OnKS 
"lqNTH 10 TI~E A 
PFGlnN N=l N:2 N=3 N=4 N=5 N=6 N=7 N~ij N=9 N=l" N=ll N=12 N=13N=14 N=i5 N=16 N=17 N=18 N=19 N=20 
1 92.B 99.RlnO.Olnr.OlOr.Olrr.ClOO.OI00.01CO.OIC0.01CO.Olnn.rl00.010C.OIoo.nlOC.Ol0n .010 0.0100.01no.o Z ~7.5 R4.6 94.9 98.4 99.5 99.S100.0100.0100.0InO.0100.OlnO.ClnO.OlOO.Olrry.OlOO.O10n.Ol00.nl0n.nl00.n ~ 9.2 19.9 3n .7 41.0 50.4 5A.8 66.0 72.1 77.3 Al.6 A5.2 8q.l 90.5 92.4 93.9 95.2 96.2 97.0 97.6 9~.1 
4 60.6 85.q 95.2 98.4 99.5 q9.A 99.9tnC.~10n.Olnr.Ot00.010~."100.C1C~.n100.01C0.01n0.n100.0100.0100.J 
5 ~1.9 77.7 A9.3 95.0 97.7 9~.O Q9.5 9q.~ qq.9100.01CO.0160.~100.0l0r.OlOO.0100.01nC.OlOO.0100.0lon.o 
6 40.1 67.3 83.1 91.6 9~.9 qp.o 99.1 99.~ 99.8 99.9100.0100.rl0C.~10C.0100.Cln~.0100.0100.0100.nI00.0 
7 35.2 61.r 77.6 R7.5 93.2 96.3 98.1 99.0 q9.5 99.7 q9.9 q9.91GO.010L$CI~o.nlrn..01no.nI00.0100.010~.~ 
8 ~A.R A4.4 94.4-98.n 99.3 99.8 99.910C.OI00.0100.0100.0100.0100.010r.OlCO.010Q.010n.n100.0100.01 0 0.0 9 26.~ 47.2 62.8 74.1 82.2 87.8 91.8 94.5 96.3 91.5 9A.4 98.9 99.3 99.5 99.7 q9.8 9q.9 99.9 99.9100.0 
10 51.3 79.3 91.8 96.9 98.9 9Q.6 99.9100.CICO.OIOO.OIOO.0100.~100.010r.0ICO.ClnO.Olno.o100.0100.0100.0 
II . 5FJ' •. 5 8~.9 94.0: q-;.8- 99.2 99.7 99.9i06:Ci("o.Cioo;OiOd.diOO:QiOO~5ibO.OlrjO.010,).OlOO.Olon.OlOO.Olon.D 
12 23.7 43.5 '59.0 7:0.7 79.4 85.6 qo.o 93.1 95.3 96.8 97.8 98.5 99.0 99.3 q9." 99.7 99.8 99.9 99.9 q9.9 
13 9.6 20.~-3.l.1 41.2 5('.-5- 5A.7 6'5.8 71.8 77.0 81.2: 84.8 B7.7 90.1-92.1 93.7 94.9 96.0 96.8 91.5 98.0 
14 q.~ 191.8 30.1 "'9.A48.7 56.6 63.6 69.674.8 79.282.9 85.9 88.590.6 92.4 93.8 Q'i.O 96.(1 96.7 97.4 
15 21.(" 38.252.7. ·63.2 71. 9. 78."iFJ1,.9 f'1.R 90.9 9':\.2 94.9 96.297.2 97.q 98.5 98.99Q.2 99.4 9q.'5 99.7 
16 6.1 13.~ ?1.3 29.3 37.0 44.3 51.1 57.3 62.9 67.9 72.3 76.2 79.6 82.6 85.2 87.4 8Q .3 90.9 92.3 93.5 
'rl· .. ~·'-·T5. 7·'3'1. A 57".2"" 71. R B2-~6 ,-88; 193.T" q5~(i7:5~'98;599" f -99.-5- 91:1'-"'- 9q~ 8 99.9 99.9l00.0100.0100.0101).n 
18 60.8 A6.~ 95.5 98.~ 99.6 '99.91CO.DlnO.Ol0~~01CO.~10n.0100.nl00.010C.OlOO.0100.01nQ.0100.0100.~10~.O 
19 61.0 86.1 95.~ 98.5 99.5 'Q9.9100.0100.0100~OI00.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0 
26 14:6- iO.8 46.fl59~9 :70:-678'."7 84.8 89.2 92.5 94.8 9f.l.4--97.5 98.3 98.8 99.2 q9.5 9~).6 Q9.8 99.A 99.9 
21 17.51 36.8 i~;3.761.~2:r7.2 84.5 89.593.(' QI).4C)7.0 98.09B.7 99.2 99.5 99.7 q9.B 99.9 99.9 9Q.9100.('\ 
22 6.3'113.9 ;212.2 30.5 38.5 46.1 53.0 59.3 64.9 69.9 74.'3 78.1 81.4 R4.3 8(-'.7 R8.8 90.6 92.1 93.4 94.'5 '2j'-'~'" ,- 6~ j' i3 ;)""20:128'- 1 35.3' 4;r;(-4S:S-S4.t,:"' 59 :'fr 64;669: Cj"'72: q- 1f; :'4-"·7Q.~) At: 2R4. 6 86.7 88.5 90.1 Q 1. 5 ~4 47..4 68.68-3~? Ql.'5 9!5.8 97.999.0 99.5 99.8 99.9 Q9.9100.t:l00.010r.rlCO.Olor.Ol00.r.lOO.oioo.Olnn.n 2~ 53.6 8(~9 93.9 97.8 99.3 99.8 99.9100.rlOO.OlnO.OlOO.OlOO.Ol00.0100.0100.0100.0 100 .0100.0100.0100.0 
-26 40.8 70.2 86.1 93.9 97.4 98~9 99.5""99;8·99:-q·Jd6.0i06~OfijO~()'laO.blCO.010Ci~OlOO.010O.Oln C.OIOO.OIOO.O 
21 56.7. 83.8 94.5 98.2 q9.4 99.8 Q9.9100.0100.0100.0l00.nlOO.OlnO.Ol0r.010n.0100.0l00.0100.0100.0100.0 
28 49.6 75.7 eR.6 94.8 ~~.6 99.0 99.5 99.8 99.9100.0100.0100.0l00.Dlor~0100.OlO".01oo.nl00.01no.o100.0 
,·,,iq-----q:j-f9:t'2'S:A"' 37.9 46~4'-54·:0~66;-r--6;;:-7 ff:;Q-76.3'-ao:r '83:4 86~-2-88.5 ''16';15 92~i q3.5 'Q4.6 9*';.6 Q6.4 
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PRnRA8flfTV nF SEErN~ 90. PFRCFNT OR MORE OF A~EAS IN O~E-OR rWn-lnnKS 
MONTY TI~F 4 
PfGrrl~IN=t N=2 N::~ N=4 ",J=5 N=6 N=7 N=A N:9 ~i=io ~=11 t\J=12 N:13 N=14 ~:15 N=16 ~=17 N=l~ ~=19 ~=20 
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6 
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7.11 Ill.('I24.~ ~2.P 46~7 48~O 54.1 60.7 66.1 7r.B 75.0 7~.~ ~l.q ~4.5 86.9 Rq.9 90.6 92.1 93.3 94.4 
25.7 41.3 64.3 76.5 84~8 9C~~ 9~.9 96.2 97.7 98.6 99.1 99.5 9q.7 99.8 99.9 q~.91C0.0100."10n.01,n.~ 3~.7 59.3 75.n 84.9 9t.0 9 4 .7 96.9 9q.? ~~:O 99.4 99.7 99.9 ~9.9 9q.91C~.0100.01r~.OlOn.0100.nI00." 3~.9 51.6 7~.4 83.5 9r}.O 9~.:9 96.4 91.8913.7 99.2 99.6 99.7 99.9 99.9!('n.C'trl.0100.rl
n
('l.nIOO."If')r.0 
33.9 57.6 73.4 83.5 qo~~ 9~.Q 0~.4 97.8 98.1 99.2 99.6 99.7 99.9 99.91~O.01rO.OlOO.C10C.010c.r100.r 
A.517.0 25.( 3?.7 39.'8 46.'+-'52'.4 57 a 9 62.9 6703 71.3 74.9 78.1 Ae.R ~3.:.3 85.5 87.4 89.0 QO.'1 91.~ 
?5.6 4$.1 59.A 10.B 7A.9 ~4.A Aq.l 92.7 94.5 "6.1 q7~2 9g.1 9q.~ 99.C ~~.3 qq.5 99.7 99.8 99.~ 99.Q 
37.6 6~.5 18.1 87.4 97.9 96.0 97.8 9~.8 99.3 99.6 9q.8 99.9 99.910C.Olro.019Q.Olon.01~O.Olor.r100.C 
14.1 27.0 ~8.5 4~.5, 57.2 64.f> 7C.9 76.1 80i.5 A4.]87.1:~:jq.6 91 •. 6 93.2 94.59";.696.'597.2 97.B 9R.2 
7.'5 16.7 76.4 16.~ 45.0 53.3 60.6 66.9 72.5 77.7 81.1 84.5 87.3 89.6 91.5 93.1 94.4 95.5 96.4 97.1 It.~ q.2 14.6 2e.2 :7~.q 31.517.042.247.251.9 56.360.4 64.267.770.9 73.9 76.5 79.0 8:J.2 83.7 
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-3.1 6.6'10.3 14'~i'IF]:2 2-2.2 26';2 '30;2 34.1 38~'O 4i~1-45~2 48~1 52~D 55.158.1 ~('.q 6~.6 66.1 68.5 
11.9 24.0 35.4 45.8 54.9 62.8 69.6 15.2 80.0 R3.8 87.0 89.6 91.7 93.4 94.9 9~.9 q~.7 97.4 98.0 Q9.4 
3.2 6.8 10.6 14.7 18.9 23.1 21.3 31.4 35.5 39.4 43;2 46.9 50.4 ~3.8 56.C) 60.0 62.6 65.5 bR.O 70.4 
=-=----''W'' .. '-1.11l.q·-I6. f 20.4'24:"8 29. f)~ 33. 2 31.~2 41.2 44. 9'48 .'5' si:b-'i;~:3 ·SA.4 61.3'64.1 66.1 69.2 71.4 
24 
25 





14.0 26.6 31.1 41.5 55.9 63.1 69.3 14.~ 18.9 B2.6 85.1 8B.2 90.3 92.1 C)3.5 94.7 95.1 96.597.2 97.1 
2.5 5.0 1.7 10.5 13.2 16.1 18.9 21~7 24.5 21.3 30.0 32.7 3~.4 38.0 40.~ 43.0 45.4 47.7 50.0 52.2 
6.5 i'3.9 2f:-629.2'-36.6 4~":6-5C~ i 5(,'.1 61.5 66.4'"70~8-·14.6 18~() 81.0 83~1 86.0 AR.O 89.7 91.2 92.1) 
48.~ 15.2 8!~6 q4~9 97.8 99.0 99.6 99.8 99.9100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0 
52.6 18~~ 90.4 95.8·98.2 99.2 99.7 99.9 99.9100.0100.0100.0100.01CC.OIOO.OIOO.OI00.0100.0100.0100.0 
~-----=5:--.3-·#11.3 17.6 24.130.6 3~.8 42.8 4B.4 53.6 5~t.5 62.9 67.0 ,70.1~74:b·t·1.d-"7cr.1 R?.f 84.2 A6.1 87.13 
.. _._-._-_.,- --......... __ ... 
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p~nRAAfl fTV 'IF SEF ING 9(1. PFRrENT OR MORE 'JF· ARFAS I NONE-OR TWO-LOOK-S 
MONTH 7 T"L~F 4 
RF.Gf ON N= 1 N=2 .N~lN;·4"· N= 5 N=6 N=1 -" .~.,., ,~ .. ,_. N=~ N=9 N=lO N=l1 N=12 ~=13 N=14-N=15 N=16 N=11 N=18 N=19 N=20 
1 66.7 <)Q.5 en.5 90.4 99.9!C'-6.aICr..OlOO.OlOC.OIO:O.OfaO.Ol0f1."IOO.OIOC.OIOO.OIQO.OH'iC.OIOO.OIOO.OICn.c 
2 6A.O 9l.6 98.9 99.plrO.ClOQ.OlnO.0100~r100.0100.nlOO.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.010r.Ol00.0l00.0 
l O.Z 0.5 0.8 I.e 1.~ 1.6 1.9 2.7 2.5 2.A 1.1 3.4 1.1 4.1 4.4 4.7 5.1 5.4 ~.q 6.1 
4 R.6 19.3 ~O.5 41.2 ~1.0 ~Q.6 61.0 13.3 18.5 82.8 86.3 89.1 91.4 93.2 94.1 95.8 96.7 91.5 98.0 9~.5 
5 ~2.2 55.67i.1 Ri.z 89.0 9~.3 oij.q ·97.5 98~5 99~T" 9'9.~ 99.1 9q:A 99.9 99.9f0':'.Olor.Ol00.0100.0100.
'
O 
6 32.3 62.4 81.r 90.0 95.8 9a.l 99.2 99.6 99.8 99.910a.nl00.~tOQ.l100.0100.0100.0100.010C.OI00.(,)ICO.O 
7 R.? 16.4 24.5 32.7 39.5 46.2 52.4 58.0 63.1 67.6 71.7 75.3 78.5 Al.4 83.8 86.0 A7~9 89.6 91.0 92.3 
8 50.619.9 92.5 91.4 99.1 99.7 99.9100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.1100.0100.0100.01"0.0100.QIOO.OI00.0 
9 16.1 lZ.3 46.1 51.7 61.2 74.8 80.8 ~5.4 89.0 91.8 93.9 95.4 96.6 97.5 98.? 98.1 99.0 99.3 99.5 99~6 
In 7.3 14.8 22.3 29.~ 16.5 41.0 49.1 54.1 59.8 64.4 68.5 72.3 15.6 78.6 81.1 81.6 ~5.' 87.6 89.2 90*6 
11 11.b--:b.f"41~4 59:76fCe 76':4-82:3 ·R6.~~90:2 -92="9 94;1 9-6.2 '97.2- 98·~O'-9B~·5-··9A.9" 99.2' 99.5 99.699:7 
12 1.4 3.0 4.7 6.4 8.3 If).2 12.214.216.318.4 20.522.624.726.828.9 3J-.• 0 33.0 35.111.1 3Q.C 
I) 4.9_10.5 16.4 22.4 28.4 ~4.2 39~9 45.2 50.3 ~5.0 59.4 63.4 67.2 70.5 73.6 76.4 19.C 81.3 83.4 A5.7 
14 0.6 1.3 1.9 2.6 3.~ 1.9 4~6 5.3 6.b 6.8 7~~ 8.2 9.~ 9.1 10.5 11.~ i2.0 12.1 13.5 14.3 
15 lr.o 7".1 29.9,39.147.5 55.0 61.7 61.5 12.6 16.9 80.1 81.886.5 88.8 90.7 92.3 93.6 94.1 95.7 96.4 
16 - r~1 1.5 2.3 3.2 4.0 4.9 5.7 6.6 1.6 8.5 9.4 10.4 11.4 12.3 13.3 14.3 15~3 16.3 17.3 18.3 ~ i 1··O:~O' "0.06 ~ i5 c ~ 0·_'-0 ~ 0"-6: b - O. b' (r:o--(i~O--o: l' 0.1 0.1 . r)":-r' '0. f -. 0:-1'-0.2 -o:i 0.2 0.2 0.2 
18 5A.8 85.0 94.9 9A.3 99.5 9Q,.8 99.9100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.01~0.0100.010n.o 
19 11.1 i5~~ ~1.1 6~.6 74.5 ~1~9 81·l9!.?~~!~ 95.8 91.2 9A.l 98.7 9~.1 99.4 99.6 99.7 99.8 99.9 99.9 
?O 5.A 12.1 2q~2 21.9 35.4 42.5 49.2 55.3 60.9 65.9 70.4 14.4 77.9 81.0 H3.1 8&.0 8~.n89.8 91.3 92.6 
21 1.5 16.1 26~4 36.0 45.0 53.3 60.6 66.9 12.5 77.2 81.1 84.5 81.3 89.6 91.5 9~.1 94.4 95.5 96.4 97.1 ?~ 4.3 9.2 14.6 20.7 25.9 31.~ 37.0 4?2 41.2 51.9 56.3 60.4 64.2 67.1 10.9 73.916.5 19.0 ~1.2 83.2 i3- .-~""-t:2' 2.5" 3'.R'-:S:3-'6.r-··S:-r-Q:A iT.4' f3:6-·14:6-16.3 17~··9··f9·~6·'"21.3 23.0 -Z4.7'U,.3 28.0 29.1 31.3 
24 43.9 69.1 84.0 91.895.8 97.9 98.9 99.~ 99.1 99.9 99.9100.0100.0100.010r.OlCO.OIOO.Olon.0(OO.Olno.o 
2548.J 17.6 91.1 96.6 98.8 99.6 99.8 99.9100.0100.0100.0100.CIOO.OIOr.OlOr.OlOO.OlOO.0100.0100.0100.0 
26 23.2 44.7 61.7 14.2 R3.0 a9.0 92.9 95.5 91.2 98.2 98.9 99.3 99.6 q9.7 qq.8 99.9 99.9100.0100
a
Ol00.0 
21 20.9 38.2 52.2 63.3 12.0 18.8 84.0 88.0 91.0 93.) 95 5 0 96.~ 91.3 98.0 98.5 98.9 99.2 q9.4 99.6 99.1 
;)8 f6.4 30.4 42.3 52.3 60.1 67.7 13.5 18.3 82.3 R5.6 8R.2 C)O.4 92.2 93.7- 94.9 9'5.9 96.1 q7.3 97.13 9R.3 
-2"· .. ·-6:814.;; 23 ;3"3r:-7-3<i~9 47.:4"5;;':;;-60.6 66:271.:1'15.4' 10;, 82; rB5., 8'7;4 .0.4 iii. 2 q2. 6 93 .8-94. ~ 
~., .. -., .... < ..... -. • .... - .. "'" ...... .. ...... ~-.-'"'- ~.,-- " .. _-_ ... ------ .. - - ......... _ ... ' 
h~i!!~i lj~,.;j­Jlt~ ~ I·' ., ~ ~~~J ~ . ".":t I ~ Ii . ~ ~'. ~ I,;ti,,,,,,,,,,,<t 
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PPQ~~BfLfTY nF SFFfNG QQ. PERCFNT QR MnRF nF ARFAS fN ONF-OR TWO-LnOK5 
MnN1H 7 TIMF. R 
REGJnN N=1 N=2 N=3 N=4 N:5 N=6 N=7 N:R N:q ~:10 N=11 N=I} N=13 ~=14 N=15 N:)6 N=17 N=I~ N=IQ N='O 
1 75.~ q~.2 99.1 99~91r~.C10r.nloo.nlOO.0100.010Q.QIQC."100.010n.nloo.a100.CI00.0100.0100.0100.0100.0 
2 77.9 96.5 99.5 q9.ql00.[lnC.OI0r.~10r.Ol00.CI00.010~.OI00.J10C.010C.O10c.nl00.010n."lOO.OI00.Dlco.n 
~ 2.r 4. 0 6.1 R.2 lC.4 12.6 14.1 11.r 19.2 11.4 11.5 25.7 27.9 1~.O 32.1 ~4.2 16.2 38.2 4".2 47..1 
4 11.1 25.0 17.4 4R.5 5R.3 66.5 71.4 7q.0 81.5 87.1 90.1 9'.2 94.0 95.4 96.5 97.~ 97.9 9R.4 98.R Q9.1 
5 4".9 66.2 81.1 R9.6 94.4 g7.C 9R.4 qq.? 99.6 09.8 99.9 ~q.qI00.010C.QI0C.CIOO.01"0.0100.010n."lrO.G 
~ ~~.7 52.4 71.7 83.q 91.1 95.2 q7.5 qR.7 99.3 99.7 9q.R qq.91Jr.C100.rlno.slrC.DI0n.nl0r.OlOO.Olr~.1 
1 17.8 24.9 36.0 45.9 ~4.5 6?0 6~.5 73.9 78.5 82.4 85.6 AR.2 9~.4 92.2 93.7 94.9 q~.9 96.7 97.1 97.~ 
A 5~.4 7q.~ q2.2 97.2 99.0. 90.7 Q9.9100.r10C.OIOO.OIC0.0110.DICO.8100.0100.CIG0.C100.0lOO.0100.01DO.C 
9 17.7 35.1 50.1 62.8 72.6 Ar.o A5.6 R9.7 92.7 94.q 96.4 97.5 98.3 98.8 99.? 99.4 99.6 q9.7 qq.R q9.q 
10 73.~ 47.9 66.4 79.1 87.4 92.5 95.6 97.5 9B.6 99.2 99.5 9q.7 99.9 99.9100.010".0100.0100.0100.0100.0 
II 37.1 64.2 BO.R qO~O 95.C 97.~ 98.8 ijq.4ijq.7 99.9 99.qlbb~~ioc~OlC6.DI0~.O]r~.0100.01nO.DI00.0100.0 
12 0.3 0.6 0.8 1.1 1.4 1.7 2.n 2.3 2.6 2.9 ~.2 3.5 3.8 4.2 4.~ 4.8 ~.1 5.4 ~.R 6.1 
13 5.6 11.5 17.7 23.~ 29.8 35.7 41.2 46.~ 51.4 56.0 60.3 64.2 ~1.8 71.1 74.1 76.8 79.3 Rl.5 A3.6 85.4 
14 0.6 1.3 1.9 2.6 3.3 3.9 4~6 5.3 6.0 6.8 7.5 8.2 9.1 9.7 10.5 11.2 12.0 12.7 13.5 14.3 
1~ 7.4 14.8 22.0 28.9 35.5 41.7 47.4 52.7 51.6 62.0 66.1 69.8 73.1 76.1 18~A 81.3 83.4 85.4 B7.1 RR.6 
16 4.7 9.A 15 e O 20.4 25.7 31.0 36.1 41.0 45.6 50.1 54.2 58.1 61.8 65.1 68.3 71.2 73.8 76.3 7R.5 80.6 
17 4.~7 9 .. 6 'i4.6 iQ.'6 24.S"2Q.334:'O '3~r~5 42.8 46.9"-50;8 '54;5'-58;0 61.2 64~3~61.1 69'.R 72.2 74.5 7'>.7 
18 59.6 85.0 94.1 98.2 99.4 99.8 99.9100.0100.0100.0100.0100.JI00.0100.010C.0100.0100.0100.0100."10".0 
19 37.0 65.1 81.9 91.e 95.7 q7.9 99.0 q9.6 99.8 99.91CO.OI00.0100.0100.0100.01CO.Ol0n."lnO.010o.nI00.0 
20 4~2 q.2 14.5 70.0 i5.6 31.1 36.~ 41.7 46.6 ~1.3 55.7 59.1 63.5 67.0 70.2 73.2 75.9 78.1 80.b 82.6 
21 5.2 10.9 16.8 '2.A 2A.8 34.6 40.2 45.5 50.4 55.1 59.4 6~.4 67.1 10.4 13.5 76.3 78.B 81.1 81.1 85.0 
22 2.5 5.2 ~.l 11.1 14.3 17.~ 2n.1 24.0 27.2 ~O.4 33~6 16.7 39.7 42.6 45.5 4R.3 50.9 53.5 56.0 5B.4 
7.3 ~*-- 4:'8'-'- q:-9-i5~12C:4 25":63C'.7 '35:'6'40:4' 44'.-"9' 49:2""'51.7 51:"0-'60:-'6"'"63.9 61.6 6q:9 72.5 75.0 77.2 79.3 
24 44.9 70.3 84.~ 91.8 95.8 97.8 98.9 99.4 99.7 99.9 99.9)'OO.OIOO.0100.CIOO.OI00.0100.0l00.0100.0100.0 
75 68.5 92.2 98.3 99.6 99.910C.OI00.01CO.CIOO.OIOO.OICOeOI00.0100.0100.0100.0lCQ.0100.0100.0100.0100.0 
-ii" 59.4 89. t) 97.4 99.4 q9. 91.60. 0 ioo. 0100.0 ico. 0 1 06~{) 10.6. 0100.010('.01:00.0 I 00.01 CO. 0 Inn. 0100.011)0.0100.0 
7.1 32.3 55.4 11.3 81.8 88.6 92.9 95.7 97.3 98.4 99.0 99.4 9'9.6 99.R 99.9 99.91(:0.0ICO.OI00.0100.0100.0 
26 29.0 50.0 64.9 75.6·8~.0 88.3 91.9 94.5 96.2 97.4 9A.2 9B.A 99.2 q9.4 99.6 99.7 99.8 99.9 99.9 99.9 
-~'-""-"'3:2' -7:0'"(r.o' f5,~;31'9:824Y28:-7-33.1-j7'~"i;-I~T:6-45.-b49.4-53.T'-56:-5 Sei.8 '6-2~9 6'i.7 68.4 11.0 71.3 
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pl),Oa"'HlrT-V Of SEEING q/j. PERCf:NT OR MOPE IlF ~REAS IN ONE-OR TWO-LOOKS 
~ONTH lG T r~F 4' 
~fr.'nN ""=1 N=? N=~ N=4N='> ~1=6 N=1 N=R N=Q N=iti N=l1 N=12 N=ll N=14 N=I'i N=16 N=17 N=IA N=lq N=2(, 
1 ~ 1 • 't 91. 2 q 9.611 (' () •. C 10 0 • n 1 nO-.-O-1 (''' • n 1 0 D • 0 1 co. n 1 (\ 0 • 0 1 (\ ,., • 0 1 0 0 • 0 10 0 • 0 1 0 C • 0 1 0 (I • 0 ] (' '.::' • {) 1 11 (\ • 0 1 0 n.o 1 00-.0.1 00 • !' ? ? 4~ " 4 5 • 1 6 2 • 2 14.? R 2 • .1 8 A • 6 q 2 • 5 q,).? 9 6 • 9 9 8 • 09 A. 1 qq. 2 g 9 • '5 99. 1 99. 8 Qq. q 9 q • 9 1 C' 0 • ry 1 0 ('I • rH n <' • () 1 2.7 5.6 A.6 11.B 15.0 18.2 21.4 24.6 21.~ 11.C ~4.1 11~1 40.1 42.9 45.74~.4 ~I.O 53.~ 56.~ 58.3 .4 ?7.q ~3.1 71.3 83.0 90.3 94.5 97.0 'lR.1 qq.l 9q.5 qq.7 9~.9 99.910C.Ol~O.~lnO.01nO.Ol0n.Olon.OI<'O.0 ') 12.2 55~6 71.7 82.2 ~q.~ 9~.3 q5.q 97.5 9d.5 9q.1 99.5 ~9.7 99.8 99.q q9.q1 n 0.0Ico.nl0n.01nn."lO'." 6· 4".2 66.2 81.1 90.3 q5.r 07.~ 9A.7 qq.4 qq.7 q9.A· 99.qIOO.Gl0 r .CIOC.0JOO.DlnO.Ol00.010c.nlnO.3100. r 7 'I.A 19.A ~4.2 65.5 14.2 B'.::'.~ A5.9 A9.6 <)2.4 94.5 0 6.C q1.1 )7.9 08.5 98~9 99.2 9q.4 qq.6 qQ.7 QO.8 A 11.3 55.2 71.8 82.1 ~9~~ 93.8 96.3 91.9 98.8 99.1 q9.6 99.S q9.9 99.91Cr.rtCOrCI00~nlon.01"r.010~.~ q 10.q 2(.1 29.6 17.6 44.8 51.2 56.9 62.r 66.6 70.6 74.2 77.4 ~Q.l A2.6 84.8 36.7 8~.4 Bq&B 91.1 Q2.3 I~ 75.1 46.5 ~3.0 14.9 A3.3 Sq.l q?o 9S.4 97.1 98.1 98.8 99.3 99.5 9q.1 99.8 99.9 Qq.9100.0100.nIOO.O 11 13.8 se.i 74.3 84.6 90.9 94.7 Q7.C 98.3 99.0 ~q.4 9q.l 99.8 99.9"99.9100.0~CC.Ol!JO.('10".nIOO.0100.O 12 1.1 3.~ 5.1 7.Q Ir.3 12.7 15.1 17.6 20.2 22.7 25.3 27.R 30.4 12.9 35.417.8 40.7 42.5 44.8 47.0 13 2.5 r:;.7 ~.1 11.1 14.3 11.520.724.027.230.433.636.739.142.645.548.2 50.9 53.55-6.C 58.4 1 4 0 • a 1 • 7 2 • 7 3. 6 4 • 6 ') .1 6. 1 7. 8 8 • 9 I fJ • I 1 1 • 2 1 2. 4 1;.\ • 5 1 4. 7 1 ':5 • q 1 1 • 1 18. 3 1 q • ,6 20. 8 l2. f) l~ I~.b 2e.l 30.1 ·38.7 46.5 53.5 Sq.7 65.2 70.1 74.3 78.0 81.? 83.9 86.3 88.4 Q0.1 ~1~6 92.9 94.0 94.9 16 0.2 . r.c; 0.8 1.0 1.3 1.6 I~q 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.~ 1.3 1.6 3.9 4.2 4.5 4 a 9 5.2 5.5 5.~ 11 '·'0;'7"1·1'.6 '2.5 j.l. 4.45·~5 6'."6" 1.7·-·S;q-'i(;.I ·ff.;i. 12.7 i4:1r15.:f 16·;6 11.9 1Q.3 2t •• 1 ?2~O 23.4 18 ~5.4 60.0 76.0 85.9 91.8 9'>.1 q1.4 9R~5 99.2 99.5 99.~ 99.9 99.910G.rl0P.0100.0l00.0100.0100.nl"o.n t9 13.1 51.1 72.7 A2.9 8'l.4 q3.~ 9~.O 97.6 98.6 99.1 q9.~ 99.1 90.8 99.9 99.91"0.0100.0100.0100.0100." 20 9.P 21.1 32.4 43.0 57.6 61.0 68.1 74.2 79.2 83.3 86.7 89.4 91.A Q3.4 94.R 9~.9 96.8 q7.~ 9a.n q8.5 21 11.1 26.1 41.5 54.6 65.5 74.2 A".9 86.0 aq.s 92.1 94.7 96.3 97.3 98.1 98.1 99.1 q9.) 99.5 q9.7 99.8 22 1.8 3.7 5.8 1.9 10.1 12.3 14.7 17.(' 19.3 21.1 74.'1 26.4 28.8 31.1 33.4 ~~.6 37.9 40.1 42.2 44 .. 3 2~";r.4'--6.q ·"-T.3·· i.8' 2.3 ~i:t 3.;'(3:1 4:3 4.8'5·;3 5.9 6~4 "'7~0 i~5 8.1 8.7 9.~ 9.A '''.4 74 29.1 51.1 66.6 77.484.8 8q.8 93.2 95.~ 97.[ 9R.I 9R.7 qq.2 99.5 QQ.7 9Q.q Q9.9 ~9.q 9o.qlnO.Oln~.n 25 8.0 11.q 28.4 38.6 48~~ 56.4 63.8 rO.l 15.~ 80.0 83.8 86.9 89.4 91.5 93.7 94.6 95~7 96.6 97.3 97.8 ·i 26 11.9 16.2 52.0 64.R 74.1 ~?1 87.4 9i.1 94~O 95.9 97.2 98.1 98.7 99.1 .q9.4 99.6 99,.7 99.8 99.9 Q9.q I " : ·ll7 29.5 52.2.68.5 79.6 R7.C 91.8 94.9 96.9 98.1 q8.8 'qq.3 99.6 99.7 9q.B 99.9 99.91!"n.rlOO.OI00.01(\~.0 28 11.q 33.l 46.4 57.4 66.3 1~.6 19.4 84.0 87.6 90.4 q2.6 94.4 95.1 96.7 97.5 qq.1 9A.6 9~.q 99.2 99.4 ·29· .. ' .. ·· .. · -'~··7.1- .. 4~B~·22.1 30.4 31:8 44.7~n:2-·57;b 62.4'61.f'71.4 75.? 7~.5 81.4 A4.0 .ti6.2 AB.2 89.991.3 92.6 
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Space Division 
North American Rockwell 
APPENDIX E. CONTINUOUS VIEWING (MONTE CARLO) 
PROBABILITY OF SEEING RESULTS 
SAlvIPLE OUTPUT 
Perfe'ct Res olution Probability of Seeing Com.puter Program. 
Subroutine: Continuous Viewing (Monte Carlo) 
C loud Statistics: Basic 30-nm. FOV Enlarged for lOO-nm. FOV 
I 
Com.puted Relationship: The probability (percent) of s.eeing any selected 
Sam.ple Output: 
percent or m.ore of an area; 100, n,miles by 100 n m.iles 
in N independent passes. Continuous viewing is 
looking or photographing every pas s over the area 
regardless of cloud cover. Independent passes are 
pas ses at least 24 hours apart. 
Page E-2: Percent probability versus percent (or 
m.ore) of area seen for N = 1, 2, ... 8 for Region 1, 
January, 1000 LST. 
Rem.aining Pages: Sam.e as PaKeE-2 for Regions 1, 
2, 8, ll, 18, 19; for each season m.id -m.onth (Jan, 
Apr, Jul, Oct), for 1000 LST, followed by siInilar 
data for special ER TS locations at Chesapeake Bay, 
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